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Abstract

The overall aim of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of China’s growth

prospects as it moves from a labor intensive exporter, with low wages and high

investment, to a middle-income country with high wages and new challenges.

The thesis looks at this issue first by attempting to gain a better understanding

of whether there exists a “middle-income trap”, as suggested by the World Bank.

The concept of a “middle-income trap” has attracted enormous interest but the

existing literature lacks formal tests. I develop and apply a test of some necessary

conditions for a country to be in a middle-income trap that takes into account short-

run dynamics, stochastic trends and structural breaks. The results are sensitive

to the model specification, but I find evidence of a middle-income trap in around

half my sample of middle-income countries, suggesting the concept survives a more

formal critique. Nevertheless the list of countries is smaller than often claimed and

differs from the usual suspects. China, by my test, is not a candidate for a middle-

income trap.

The analysis then proceeds to the analysis of the TFP gains from rural-urban mi-

gration. Numerous studies report growth effects from labor reallocation in China to

be 1-2 percentage points per year, which would appear to be a significant fraction

of China’s growth. Contrary to this conventional wisdom I show that the Solow-

Denison-Kuznets labor reallocation effect is an order of only 0.25 percentage points

per year in terms of TFP growth. There are two reasons for this difference. First

almost all existing studies have used a definition of a “reallocation effect” that dif-

fers from the conventional TFP based definition of Denison and Kuznets. Second I

also allow for sectoral differences in human capital, which are substantial in China.

I conclude that the conventional view, that labor migration has made a major con-

tribution to China’s growth, cannot be justified by the standard growth accounting

framework.

The thesis then goes beyond the growth accounting framework where the growth rate

of factor inputs is exogenous. Following the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans framework, I

develop a two-sector neoclassical growth model with optimal capital accumulation,

migration and the Hukou restriction in labor market. I find that the impact of

migration on aggregate growth, that includes efficiency gains and induced capital



accumulation, is around 2 percentage points per year. Capital accumulation facili-

tated by migration accounts for the majority of this 2 percentage points. The labor

reallocation effect in absence of capital adjustment is in fact small. Furthermore,

this induced capital accumulation is shown to be due to the impact of efficiency

gains resulted from migration on the return to capital, and also the effect of migra-

tion on the relative price of nonagricultural goods, hence a lower price of investment

relative to consumption.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Importance of China’s Economic Growth

China was one of the poorest countries in the world in 1978, with a real per capita

GDP1 merely one-twentieth of the US level and three-tenths of the Brazilian level

(see Figure (1.1)). In 2011, real per capita GDP in China is nearly one-fifth of the

US level and more than nine-tenths of the Brazilian level.

[Figure (1.1) about here]

Living standards in 2011, measured as real per capita GDP, are more than 6 times

that of 1978. This approximately corresponds to an average growth rate of 6%

per year for real per capita GDP over 1978-2011. Growth has delivered not only a

noteworthy improvement in living standards, but also contributed significantly to

the world-wide poverty reduction.

Meanwhile, China has also been propelled to become the second largest economy

in the world in terms of GDP. Such a sheer size makes China’s impact on world

economy impossible to ignore both economically and politically.

To better appreciate the importance of economic growth, it is useful to demonstrate

the consequence of (even small) differential in growth rates over a relatively long

period. For example, real per capita GDP had been growing at a rate of 5% per

year. By 2011, China’s real per capita GDP is approximately five times that of 1978,

1PPP converted GDP per capita (at 2005 constant prices) are from Penn World Table Version
8.1.
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about 15% of the US level and seven-tenths of the Brazilian level. Alternatively, if

the average growth of real per capita GDP was 4% per year, China would have seen

its real per capita GDP in 2011 sitting at a level that is roughly three and half times

that of 1978. This corresponds to slightly more than one-tenth of the US level and

half of the Brazilian level, respectively.

Therefore, a small discrepancy in growth rates over a relatively long period yields

very different outcomes. This can be further seen in the growth trajectories for

South Korea and Thailand.

For example, it took South Korea three decades to increase its real per capita GDP

from 7% of the US level in 1960 to 34% of the US level in 1990, which corresponds

to an average growth rate of 8% per year. Two decades later in 2011, South Korea

reached a real per capita GDP that is 65% of the US level.

But on the contrary, Thailand’s real per capita GDP was 6% of the US level in

1960, three decades later in 1990, it reached a level that is 14% of the US level,

corresponding to an annual growth rate of 5%. Unfortunately, since 1990, the growth

has remained at a moderate level of 4% per year. As a result, by 2011, the real per

capita GDP in Thailand is only 23% of the US level.

Although China has achieved exceptional economic outcomes, closing the remaining

gap is likely to be more difficult. As growth slows, it will be a challenge for China’s

policy makers to manage expectations and foster strong but steady growth required

to ensure high living standards.

1.2 Stylized Facts of China’s Economic Transfor-

mation and Growth

Accompanying China’s outstanding growth in the past three decades, there has been

dramatic structural change. According to official data, in 1978, China’s total labor

force was around 400 million, and 70% were employed in the agricultural sector

that yielded around 30% of the total GDP. Thus, the agricultural sector was an

important component of China’s economy in terms of employment and GDP at the

early stage of economic development. By 2011, the agricultural employment share

declined to 40%, and its output share diminished to merely 10%.

By classification of residence, the urban employment has seen an increase from 24%

2



to 47% of the total labor force over 1978-2011, according to official data from the Na-

tional Bureau of Statistics China. The substantial expansion of urban employment

is due to a steady pace of urbanization and massive rural-urban migration. Cai and

Wang (2010) report that the stock of migrants in 2009, including both temporary

(Non-hukou) and permanent (Hukou) migrants, was around 150 million, accounting

for 30% of the total 501 million labor force.2 Based on the 2000 population census,

Cai et al. (2008) further find that about four-fifths of the rural-urban migrants were

temporal (Non-hukou) migrants.

What is more unique about China’s rural-urban migration and labor market is the

existence of the Hukou restriction. Under the Hukou registration system, a residence

identification (Hukou) is assigned to a person according to the place of birth. Rural

Hukou holders have no or little access to various welfare entitlements in the cities

that are only available to urban Hukou holders, such as unemployment supports,

health care, retirement pensions, the Minimum Living Allowance scheme and public

education for children.

On the one hand, the explicit mobility barrier between rural and urban sectors has

been considerably relaxed over time, particularly since the late 1990s. Thus, millions

of rural migrants have relocated to the cities for work. On the other hand, rural-

urban migration in China still remains restrictive due to the discrimination against

temporal migrants in labor market.

A number of studies find that labor discrimination suppresses migrants’ wage and

wage growth (Golley and Meng, 2011; Meng, 2012; Frijters et al., 2015). Based on

monthly wage data between 2002 and 2008 from surveys, Golley and Meng (2011)

find that after controlling for various observable characteristics, the implied real

wage of urban workers grows at 6.8% per annum, compared with only 2.3% per

annum for migrants.

The distortion in labor market is also reflected in large sectoral productivity gap at

the aggregate level. Over 1978-2011, the labor productivity of the nonagricultural

sector is roughly six times that of the agricultural sector, according to the data from

the various issues of the China Statistics Yearbook. This ratio rises to a higher

order of nine-fold in recent years. Even after taking human capital differences into

account, the labor productivity gap still remains at a level of 3-4 times.

Thus, the observation of such a large productivity gap and massive rural-urban

2Migration is defined as moving to one’s current township or urban district and living there for
6 months or more.
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migration underlies the prominent view that labor reallocation from a low to high

productivity sector generates great efficiency gains, thus contributing significantly

to China’s growth in the past three decades.

1.3 Crossroads – Transition or Trap?

China is now expected to slow down in the coming decades. The key question is by

how much and how soon? People who hold gloomy forecasts for China argue that

the driving forces that used to fuel China’s growth may have come to the end.

1.3.1 Demographic Change

To observers of China’s economic development, the demographic change has been

extremely pronounced. According to the Uinited Nations (2009), the total popula-

tion of China is about to reach its peak in 2030, while its working population aged

15 to 64 will reach its peak much sooner in 2015. Recent predictions show that

the demographic dividend will turn to a demographic debt in 2015 when the total

dependency rate starts to rise from a low level of 39.4 in 2015 (Cai and Wang, 2005).

With a loss of demographic dividend, there is a concern that China is likely to age

before it becomes affluent.

1.3.2 Arrival of the Lewis Turning Point

The dual economy model pioneered by Lewis (1954) has been widely used to de-

scribe China’s economic transition in the last three decades. In the initial stage

of development, there was a pool of labor surplus in the rural (agricultural) sector

where the labor productivity is much lower than that in the urban (nonagricultural)

sector. People in the rural sector receive a subsistence wage rate, mainly due to

institutional schemes. Once the economy takes off in the urban sector, the increase

of investment or productivity boom in the cities, raises the demand for labor. As a

result, labor migrates to the cities.

According to this theory, the transfer of “surplus labor” from rural to urban sec-

tor, to a great extent, increases urban output without a reduction in rural output.

Additionally, the wage rate in urban sector still remains at a low level for a while,

4



due to the supply of rural surplus labor. However, once surplus labor runs out, the

wage rates in both urban and rural sectors rise, signalling the arrival of the “Lewis

Turning Point”.

The debate over whether China has reached the turning point has begun in the

early 2000s. Many manufacturing firms in coastal China complained about labor

shortage and the rising wages. Some chose to relocate factories to inner or central

China where the wage rate is lower than that in coastal areas. Similar location

choices are seen for some foreign investment firms.

Therefore, concerns arise that firms, especially exporting firms, are prone to lose

their competitiveness in the international market, because there is no longer “cheap

labor”. Meanwhile, the investment in the cities is about to slow down, due to the

running out of surplus labor. Firms used to expand their plants and buy large

volumes of new machines, because they foresee a continuous flow of cheap labor.

This however no longer holds. Thus for example Krugman (2013) claims that China

is about to “hit its Great Wall as it runs out its surplus peasants”.

1.3.3 Middle-Income Trap Hypothesis

Related to Krugman’s claim, there is another concern for China, that is, the de-

bate over a middle-income trap (hereafter MIT). This proposition describes a phe-

nomenon that middle-income economies, after a surge of economic growth that pro-

pels them from poverty, tend to fail to join the rank of rich countries. Cases in favor

of this hypothesis are several East Asian economies, e.g. Thailand, Malaysia and

Indonesia.

For example, Shahid and Nabeshima (2009) report that the GDP growth rate in

Malaysia has dropped from an annual average of 9.1% over 1990-1997 to 5.5% over

2000-2008. In terms of per capita gross national income (GNI), Malaysia performed

even better than South Korea in 1970 (US$380 versus US$260), but by 2009 South

Korea’s GNI was three times larger than Malaysia’s (US$21,530 versus US$6,760).

This characterization of a trap is also referred to a number of Latin American

economies that, for decades, were unable to complete the transition to high income,

in the way that, for example, Japan did in the 1960s and 1970s.

The World Bank (2011, 2012) plots each country’s per capita income (PPP adjusted)

relative to that of the US for both 1960 and 2008, and finds that most middle-income

5



countries in 1960 remain so in 2008. Countries like Malaysia and Brazil lie exactly

in this category. Only a few of middle-income countries in 1960 succeed becoming

high-income economies, e.g. South Korea, Taiwan.

Likewise, a cross-country study by Eichengreen et al. (2012) find that fast growing

countries are inclined to slow down by at least 2% when their real income reach a

level of around $17,000 US in year-2005 constant international prices, a level that

China should achieve by or soon after 2015.

1.4 Literature on Growth Sources in China

In order to be able to assess the costs and benefits of policy alternatives, it is impor-

tant to understand what has driven China’s growth in the past decades, and how

these driving forces have been evolving over time. Understanding China’s growth

sources also offers lessons for other developing countries that intend to emulate

China’s growth path.

A starting point of understanding China’s growth sources is to apply the standard

growth accounting approach. This method takes exogenous production factors (e.g.

labor and capital) as given, and breaks down aggregate growth into components

attributed to different production factors and a Solow residual (Total Factor Pro-

ductivity).

This standard exercise has been performed by, notably, Young (1995) on newly

industrializing economies in East Asia as well as China. He finds that the extraor-

dinary growth of nonagricultural economy in these countries is mainly driven by

factor accumulation, rather than TFP growth.

Young (2003) concludes that China’s TFP growth in manufacturing sector is in line

with the moderate number for OECD economies over the same period. The TFP

growth is only an order of 1.4 percentage points per year over 1978-1998, compared

with per worker GDP growth rate of 3.6 percentage points per year.3

However, most growth accounting studies on China reveal a more remarkable story.

Bosworth and Collins (2008) find China has an average growth rate of 7.3% for per

worker GDP over 1978-2004. Moreover, aggregate TFP growth plays an important

role, averaging at 3.8% per year.4 Brandt and Zhu (2010) document a growth rate of

3Young’s analysis focuses on manufacturing sector only, rather than aggregate economy.
4At the sectoral level, they find that per worker GDP grows at a rate of 4.3%, 7.0% and 4.9%
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7.58% per year for per worker GDP over 1978-2007, and an order of 3.92% (3.22%)

per year for aggregate (nonagricultural) TFP growth.

Other economy-wide growth accounting studies on China include Nehru et al. (1997);

Woo (1998); Kuijs and Wang (2006); He and Kuijs (2007); Bloom et al. (2010);

Bulman and Kraay (2011). In general, TFP growth is found to be around 2-3

percentage points per year for China in the last three decades.

Given the predominant view that reallocation of labor from a low to high productiv-

ity sector generates large efficiency gains, these studies also quantity the contribution

of labor reallocation to China’s growth. The number by numerous studies is around

1-2 percentage points per year over the past three decades.

For example, Maddison (1998) reports a growth gain of 1.4% per year from labor

reallocation over 1978-1994. Bosworth and Collins (2008) find a number of around

1.6% per year over 1978-2004, compared with a TFP growth rate of 3.8% per year

over the same period. Similarly, Brandt et al. (2008) give an order of 1.7% per year

over 1978-2004.

The growth accounting method, however, does not take into account the interactions

between different factors or between factors and TFP. In the context of migration

and growth in China, migration not only directly contributes to TFP growth, but

also likely has an impact on capital accumulation.

One needs a general equilibrium model to allow for endogenous response of capital

accumulation to migration and TFP growth. Recent model-based studies on China

along these lines include Brandt and Zhu (2010); Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012);

Cao and Birchenall (2013). These authors ask what drives the structural change in

China and their impact on aggregate growth in the past three decades.

They find that the factors that are responsible for China’s structural change include

sectoral TFP growth, mobility barriers between rural and urban sectors (between

state-owned and non-state-owned firms), capital market distortion (between state-

owned and non-state-owned firms), government intervention and the investment

rate.5

per year in agriculture, industry and service sector, respectively. This compares with a TFP growth
rate of 1.8%, 4.4% and 1.9% per year over the same period.

5Another strand of the literature that is closely related to growth sources analysis is factor
misallocation and TFP growth in China (Hsieh and Klenow, 2009; Brandt et al., 2013). Their
emphasis is on capital market distortion, especially the distortion across firms by ownership.
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1.5 Aims

This thesis aims to make three contributions to the existing literature on middle-

income traps, rural-urban migration and growth in China.

(1) The existing empirical evidence for a MIT, is mainly based on informal obser-

vations. The idea of a MIT, however, can be understood in a neoclassical growth

model where a country’s growth rate has converged to that of the rich group when it

reaches a middle-income level. Therefore, fundamentally, the proposition of a MIT

is concerned about middle-income countries’ long-run trend growth paths.

The observed growth paths across middle-income countries, however, are distinc-

tive, ranging from moderate convergence to divergence, and different patterns of

short-term dynamics, such as business cycles and possible trend breaks. In addition

the notion of a trap implies an equilibrium growth path that has a mean revert-

ing property, as opposed to a random walk. These considerations suggest that, in

considering whether or not a country is a candidate for a MIT, one should consider

the time series properties of the per capita income data and whether the trend is

stationary or stochastic.

In view of these considerations, the first contribution of this thesis, as in Chapter 2,

is to develop a formal test to determine if a country might be in a MIT. I find that

there is evidence of a MIT, but no evidence of this so far for China.

(2) Chapter 3 focuses on the TFP gains from rural-urban labor reallocation in China.

Most growth accounting studies on China’s growth sources adopt the shift-share

method, and report that the growth effect from labor reallocation is an order of

1-2 percentage points per year, which would appear to be a significant fraction of

China’s TFP growth.

Contrary to this conventional wisdom, I show that the existing studies have a def-

inition of “reallocation effect” that is inconsistent with conventional TFP based

definition of Denison and Kuznets.

Hence the number given by their inappropriate method is overestimated, compared

with a significantly smaller number by Solow-Denison-Kuznets method, of 0.77 per-

centage points per year in terms of TFP growth. My result, therefore, suggests

that the conventional view, that labor migration has been a major contribution to

China’s growth, cannot be justified by the standard two-sector growth accounting

framework.
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(3) In Chapter 4, I go beyond the growth accounting framework used in Chapter 3,

where production factors are exogenous and the interplay between factors and TFP

growth is not taken into account. Following the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans framework,

I develop a two-sector neoclassical growth model with optimal capital accumulation,

migration and the Hukou restriction in the labor market.

In doing so, I seek to quantify the impact of labor reallocation to aggregate growth,

defined as the difference between the benchmark and a counterfactual where la-

bor reallocation is prohibited. I also numerically solve the dynamic paths for the

benchmark and various counterfactuals.

I find that the labor reallocation effect, that includes efficiency gains and induced

capital accumulation, is around 2 percentage points per year. Capital accumulation

facilitated by migration accounts for the majority of this 2 percentage points. The

labor reallocation effect in absence of capital adjustment is in fact small. This

confirms my finding from Chapter 3 that the labor reallocation effect contributes a

minor part to the TFP growth.

This finding of a large induced capital accumulation effect has not been discussed by

existing model-based studies on China’s structural change and growth. This is shown

to be due to the impact of efficiency gains resulting from migration on the return

to capital, and also the effect of migration on the relative price of nonagricultural

goods, hence a lower price of investment relative to consumption.
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Chapter 2

On the Existence of a

Middle-Income Trap

2.1 Introduction

The term “middle-income trap” (MIT hereafter) was coined by Gill and Kharas

(2007) to describe apparent growth slowdowns in many former East Asian miracle

economies, and a general pattern of low growth among many middle-income coun-

tries. They raised the concern that sustaining growth through the middle-income

band requires significant reforms to the institutions of economic policy making and

political processes (Shahid and Nabeshima, 2009; Woo, 2009; Ohno, 2010; Reisen,

2011). Likewise a growing literature claims to find evidence of MITs across a wide

number of countries (Eichengreen et al., 2012; World Bank, 2011; Kharas and Kohli,

2011; Felipe et al., 2012; World Bank, 2012; Aiyar et al., 2013; Bulman et al., 2014).1

But not all slow growing middle-income countries are the same. There are different

rates of growth, ranging from moderate convergence to divergence, and different

patterns of short-term dynamics, such as business cycles and possible trend breaks.

In addition the notion of a trap implies an equilibrium growth path that has a mean

reverting property, as opposed to a random walk. These considerations suggest that,

in considering whether or not a country is a candidate for a MIT, we should consider

1Bulman et al. (2014) provided mixed evidence for a MIT. They found that though no (usual)
stagnation occurs at any particular middle income level, the fundamental growth determinants at
low income and high income differ, hence the transition from middle income to high income tend
to be hard. The idea of a MIT also has gained considerable attention in popular policy debates
(Schuman, 2010; Izvorski, 2011; Reisen, 2011; The Economist, 2012, 2013).
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the time series properties of the per capita income data and whether the trend is

stationary or stochastic.

The existing literature on MITs, however, has not considered these time series issues.

The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to develop a formal test to determine if a

country might be in a MIT. Specifically I argue that a necessary condition for a

country to be in a MIT is that its growth rate has prematurely converged despite its

income level being below the world frontier. I use this principle to develop a time

series test of a MIT and apply it to a sample of middle-income countries.

I find, first, that a simple test for stationarity rules out all but six countries as

candidates for being in a MIT. This result contrasts strongly with the existing

literature and highlights the importance of considering the time series properties of

the data. Nevertheless I also find that in a restricted version of the model, where

I impose a constraint on long-run growth rates, around half of the countries satisfy

my definition of a MIT. This includes two former East Asian miracle economies and

some Latin American countries. Interestingly the countries that satisfy these tests

differ from the usual suspects.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 Middle-Income Traps and Club Convergence

Despite its popularity, so far there is little formal evidence to support the hypothesis

of a MIT. To proceed we need to have a clear notion of what we mean by middle

income and what might constitute evidence of a “trap”. This requires consideration

of the time series dynamics and whether a trend displays convergence or divergence

out of the middle-income band, or has an expected mean that lies within this band.

While there have been no time series studies of MITs, the idea is related to a

convergence club. This literature seeks to determine the shape of the probability

distribution function (PDF) of world country incomes and the dynamics of the

whole distribution. The majority of studies find that the estimated distribution is

bi-modal (Jones, 1997; Bianchi, 1997; Quah, 1993, 1996, 1997). This suggests that if

MITs exist, they are relatively uncommon. Nevertheless Pittau and Zelli (2010) and

Vollmer et al. (2013) apply mixture estimation to the world distribution of incomes
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and find evidence of three, rather than two, components.2 Thus the evidence for a

middle-income convergence club is mixed.

Moreover the club convergence approach ignores the individual dynamics of each

country’s per capita income path. For example a country could remain in the “mid-

dle” component of the distribution through the whole sample period due to shocks

or short-run dynamics, even if there is a long-run convergence trend. Likewise, as

noted above, the relative per capita income gap may not be stationary, but rather,

may contain a unit root.3

Furthermore, while there is an overlap of concepts, the notion of a MIT is not

completely synonymous with club convergence. For example a MIT is consistent

with the standard neoclassical growth model equilibrium where all countries’ long-

run growth rates are determined by the common rate of world technological progress,

but each country converges to its own income level. This model does not necessarily

have any implications for the global pattern of incomes. Similarly much of the MIT

literature is concerned with an individual country, or a region – such as the East

Asian economies. It does not necessarily refer to a global pattern.

In addition the concept of a MIT is stronger than the idea of “relative” club con-

vergence, or growth club convergence, as in Phillips and Sul (2007). They define a

convergence club as a group of countries with the same long-run growth rate, irre-

spective of the income level. A MIT, however, implies something about a country’s

income level, as well as convergence of growth rates. Therefore some countries in a

Phillips-Sul’s convergence club may be in a MIT, while others may be very poor or

very wealthy.

Thus, while a MIT is consistent with the idea of convergence clubs, it may also

2 Cowell and Flachaire (2013) show that the identification of a bi-modal distribution may result
from over-smoothing in standard kernel density estimation techniques, suggesting the mixture
estimation is more likely to be able to identify a middle-income club. This approach estimates a
global PDF as the sum of a finite number of groups of component distributions. Their evidence of
three components means that the overall distribution can be thought of consisting of three classes
or groups of countries, each with its own distribution around a different mode. Pittau and Zelli
(2010) also find evidence of low mobility across groups, so that each group constitutes a “basin of
attraction”.

3Another limitation of the club convergence approach of Pittau and Zelli (2010) and Vollmer et
al. (2013) is that it is unknown if the estimated PDF is at its steady state. Estimation of ergodic
distributions however is fairly rare in the literature on distributional approach to convergence with
Quah (1993, 1996, 1997) being an exception. Rather than estimating directly the world income
distribution at a point using kernel density method, Quah computes a time-invariant transition
matrix featuring the evolution of distribution and then infers an ergodic distribution. According
to Hites (2000), however, when there is low mobility within distribution, estimates of an ergodic
distribution using a transition matrix are subject to a lack of robustness.
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reflect a more subtle global phenomenon, or a regional pattern. In view of these

considerations it is desirable to have a definition of a MIT that is less restrictive

than the idea of a middle-income convergence club and can be applied to individual

countries. Additionally, however, it is desirable to have a definition that is more

formal than an “eyeball” approach, and is based on estimates of a long-run trend

that allow for short-run dynamics in the data.

2.2.2 A Time Series Definition of a MIT

To develop a definition of a MIT consider a reference wealthy economy that is grow-

ing on a balanced path, at a rate equal to the growth rate of the world technology

frontier. We can then define a middle-income band as a range of per capita incomes

relative to this reference country.4 Specifically let yi,t be the natural logarithm of

country i’s per capita income in year t, and yr,t be the log income of a reference

country in year t.

We are interested in the relationship between these series, yi,t and yr,t. Bernard

and Durlauf (1996) define convergence as the difference yi,t − yr,t approaching zero

as t → ∞. To satisfy this, countries must have the same expected growth path in

terms of the rate of growth and the income level. If a country is in a MIT, we would

expect the equilibrium value of xi,t ≡ yi,t − yr,t to be equal to a nonzero constant.

Alternatively Phillips and Sul (2007) and Phillips and Sul (2009) define relative

convergence as limt→∞ yi,t/yr,t = 1. Under very general assumptions of heteroge-

nous technological progress across countries, the real per capita GDP path can be

modeled as yi,t = ai,t + xi,t t, where xi,t represents time-varying country-specific

growth rate. The novelty of Phillips and Sul (2007)’s method lies in the writing of

yi,t =
ai,t+xi,tt

µt
µt = bi,tµt, where µt denotes the common growth path across countries,

which could be either deterministic or stochastic trend. A simple representation of

µt is µt = t. Thus, bi,t = ai,t/t + xi,t. As t → ∞, ai,t/t goes to zero, therefore, the

hypothesis of growth convergence xi,t = x is equivalently bi,t = x, hence yi,t/yr,t = 1.

Phillips and Sul (2007)’s relative convergence concept allows for the transitional het-

erogeneity across countries (as captured by bi,t), while maintaining the possibility

of long-run growth convergence (as indicated by bi,t = x as t → ∞, ai,t/t). Fur-

thermore, it doesn’t impose restrictions on common trend µt which could contain

4This implicitly assumes that the world relative distribution of per capita incomes is time
invariant. This is convenient since it enables us to use a well-defined concept of “middle income”.
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a unit root. Despite these merits, as noted in the previous section, this concept

of convergence is silent on the per capita income gaps between countries, which is

critical to the concept of a MIT.5

I therefore focus on the behavior of the difference xi,t ≡ yi,t− yr,t. This implies con-

vergence of growth rates but also allows us to explicitly test for long-run differences

in income levels, by estimating the long-run value of xi,t. Specifically a necessary

condition for country i to be in a MIT is that the expected value, or long-term fore-

cast, of i’s per capita income relative to the reference country is: (i) time invariant,

and; (ii) lies within the middle-income band. This is my conceptual definition of a

MIT.

2.2.3 A Test Procedure

To operationalize this definition in a statistical test, note that a MIT for some

country i implies that xi,t ≡ yi,t − yr,t is stationary. I therefore develop a test for a

presence of a MIT based on the stationarity of the series xi,t. A compact expression

for a MIT is,

Definition of a MIT. Country i is in a MIT if:

lim
k→∞

E(xi,t+k|It) = x̄i; (2.1)

y
r,t
− yr,t ≤ x̄i ≤ yr,t − yr,t; (2.2)

where: It denotes the information set at time t; x̄i is a nonzero constant, and; the

values yr,t and y
r,t

, are the per capita income bounds that define the middle-income

range.

Equation (2.1) is familiar from the convergence literature such as Bernard and

Durlauf (1996), Greasley and Oxley (1997) and Li and Papell (1999).6 It requires

that the series xi,t be stationary with a nonzero mean. In particular the presence of

a stochastic trend in xi,t violates (2.1) since the mean of a stochastic trend is not

time invariant. In addition (2.2) requires that x̄i lies in the middle-income band.

This is important since, if xi,t is stationary, the long-run mean x̄i may differ sub-

stantially from the current values of xi,t, or the sample mean calculated over some

5The convergence test of Phillips and Sul (2007) does not tell us the long-run income level for
each country, but simply the spread of these income levels for a particular group. I compare my
results with the results using Phillips and Sul’s method in Section 2.4.6

6See Durlauf et al. (2005) for a survey.
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finite interval, due to short-run dynamics.

There are several ways to operationalize this approach, including cointegration test

on the individual country series yi,t and yr,t and the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)

unit root test on the difference xi,t ≡ yi,t − yr,t. Since I am only interested in the

difference xi,t ≡ yi,t−yr,t, the ADF test is a more direct approach. In particular I can

test for a presence of a MIT using the following ADF unit root test specification.7

4(xi,t) = µ+ α(xi,t−1) +
k∑
j=1

cj4(xi,t−j) + βt+ εi,t (2.3)

Suppose we consider the null hypothesis (H0) that xi,t has a unit root, namely,

α = 0. The alternative hypothesis (H1) is that xi,t is stationary, α < 0. If the

null of a unit root is rejected and β = 0, we then check to see if (2.2) is satisfied

by checking whether the estimated mean of the series, x̄i = −µ/α, is within the

middle-income band.8 If these conditions are all satisfied then we conclude that this

country is a candidate for a MIT.

2.3 Data

The natural candidate for a reference country is the USA. As shown by Jones (2002),

over the last 125 years the average growth rate of GDP per capita in the USA has

been a steady 1.8 percent per year. It is therefore natural to think of the USA as lying

close to the technological frontier and on a balanced growth path. This contrasts

with many European economies that experienced significant catch-up during the

early post WWII period – “the golden age” (Landon-Lane and Robertson, 2009;

Di Vaio and Enflo, 2011).

7In Section 4.5 and Appendix 2.3 I show that both cointegration and my unit root tests for
the unrestricted model identify a similar set of countries as candidates for a MIT. Cointegration
tests, in the context of my MIT concept, require first, a test for cointegration (possibly allowing
for structural breaks in cointegrating relationship), and then a test to see if the cointegrating
coefficients are (1, -1). It is also complicated marginally by the implicit assumption that both
individual series contain a stochastic trend. If not then it may be more appropriate to use the
ADF test applied to the difference xi,t ≡ yi,t− yr,t. Another advantage of the ADF approach over
cointegration is that it readily permits restrictions on the time trend which will be of interest to
us. As discussed in Section 4.5 and Appendix 2.3, however, the two test procedures give similar
results.

8In calculating the mean x̄i I rerun to the model with the restriction β = 0.
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Table (2.1) provides the list of middle-income countries, defined as the middle 40% of

countries ranked by $PPP GDP per capita in 2010, taken from Heston et al. (2012).

This corresponds with a range of 8–36% of the USA per capita GDP.9 According to

this definition, 46 out of 189 countries are middle-income countries.10

[Table (2.1) about here]

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Unrestricted Model

I begin by performing the above ADF unit root tests on each country in my sample

country, based on equation (2.3). While this is a very general specification, events

such as the Asian financial crisis and the Latin American debt crisis suggest we

should also allow for structural breaks. In particular the ADF tests are biased

towards the non-rejection of a unit root due to the existence of structural breaks

(Perron, 1989).

I therefore consider the following sequence of tests. I begin by assuming no structural

breaks. If the null hypothesis of a unit root can be rejected for some country, and

there is no time trend, then this country is considered a candidate for being in a MIT.

If the null cannot be rejected, or if the null is rejected and there is a significant time

trend, I then allow for one structural break, and repeat the test procedure. Finally,

if the null is still not rejected, or if the null is rejected and there is a time trend after

the break, I allow for two structural breaks.11

In principle I could consider more breaks. But with many breaks over a short

series the meaning of a trend becomes ambiguous (Phillips, 2012). As a practical

consideration therefore, if the null cannot be rejected after allowing for up to two

breaks, I simply accept there is little evidence of stationarity.

9I choose 2007 as a reference year for defining the middle-income band since it mitigates the
disturbance brought by the global financial crisis. Also my tests are performed over the sample
period ending in 2007 on each country. Including the financial crisis period until 2010, however,
does not make any substantive difference to my results.

10I exclude countries with populations under one million and countries whose data on GDP per
capita start later than 1970.

11This means that tests allowing for breaks will be performed further for country i even if xi,t
is found to be trend stationary using (2.3), since it is possible that models with breaks might
find evidence of a MIT for country i. The test procedure for one or two breaks follows Zivot and
Andrews (1992) and Lumsdaine and Papell (1997) respectively, albeit in a different context.
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This sequence is designed to see if there is a case for a MIT in each country, beginning

with the most parsimonious specification, through to the least. If I cannot find a

MIT for a country with this sequence I can be fairly confident in ruling out that

country based on my data. If I do find evidence of a MIT for a country with some

model, I regard this country as a candidate for a MIT, which of course does not

mean it is.12 The aim is to construct a list of such candidates.

To incorporate trend breaks I allow for a break: (i) in the level of the series xi,t, and;

(ii) in both of the level and the slope. For one structural break I include the intercept

dummy DUt and slope dummy DTt, where, for some endogenous breakpoint, TB:

DUt = 1 if t > TB, 0 otherwise, and; DTt = t−TB if t > TB, and 0 otherwise. To

allow for a second structural break, I simply include another set of dummy variables.

The lag length in (2.3) is chosen using the procedure described by Perron (1989).

That is, working backwards from k = kmax = 8, the first value of k is chosen such

that the t statistic on ck is greater than 1.65 in absolute value and the t statistic

on cp for p ≥ k is less than 1.65. As noted by Perron (1989), allowing for a longer

lag length will reduce the power of the ADF tests, while having too few lags might

have a substantial effect on the size of the test. Therefore, a large kmax enables us to

reduce size distortion, at the expense of falsely rejecting some true MIT candidates.

The detailed results are given in Table (2.2) and a summary given in Table (2.3).

First I find that there are 25 countries from my sample of 46 where the null hy-

pothesis of a unit root can be rejected. Details of all 25 countries are given in Table

(2.2), including the F − test statistic for the significance of the time trend.13 Of the

25 countries I find there are only six where the time trend is insignificant.

[Table (2.2) about here]

[Table (2.3) about here]

Referring to Table (2.3) it can be seen that, without structural breaks, only two

countries satisfy my definition of a MIT. Moreover even allowing for structural breaks

there is still very little support for the MIT hypothesis as a widespread phenomenon.

Allowing for up to two structural breaks only extends the sample of MIT candidates

12Therefore, I do not choose among various models where the null of a unit root is rejected, and
I am not necessarily trying to make a case for the existence of MITs.

13The detailed results for ADF tests, ZA tests, LP tests are included in Table (A2.4), Table
(A2.5) and Table (A2.6) in Appendix 2.5.
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from two to six. This result contrasts strongly with the World Bank (2012) who

find that many countries are in a MIT by their definition.

Hence by ruling out countries where the appearance of a MIT is driven by a stochas-

tic trend, or where there is a significant time trend, I eliminate 40 countries from

my sample of 46 middle-income countries. Thus for the vast bulk of countries there

is little evidence of a MIT. This potentially demonstrates the importance of taking

the time series properties of the data more seriously when considering the evidence

for a MIT.

2.4.2 Restricted Model

The results so far suggest that only a few of the middle-income countries can po-

tentially satisfy my criteria for a MIT. Nevertheless the specification in (2.3) is very

general. In this section I wish to see whether a restricted version of (2.3), based on

the neoclassical growth model, alters this preliminary conclusion.

Specifically, the standard neoclassical growth model suggests that the long-run

growth rate for all countries depends only on the common world rate of techno-

logical change – irrespective of policies or productivity levels of individual countries.

The time trend term in (2.3) violates this result as it implies one country will grow

infinitely large relative to another. The restriction β = 0 thus imposes this neoclas-

sical structure on the model.

A second motive for this restriction is that, although I have found evidence of a

significant time trend for some countries, the value of the trend coefficient is very

small and is perhaps economically insignificant. For example, for Turkey the rate

of catch-up is estimated at just 0.07 percentage points per year, and for Mexico

it is -0.36 percentage points per year. For practical purposes such small rates of

divergence or convergence are effectively zero.

A third reason why we consider the restricted model is that that the inclusion of a

time trend parameter, if there is in fact no deterministic time trend in the data, will

reduce power. If my theoretical arguments are valid, the restriction will improve the

power of my unit root tests.

Imposing the constraint of no long-run trend in xi,t deals with this issue by asking

whether, statistically, the data is better represented as a stochastic trend or sta-

tionarity. Thus the restriction not only adds economic content, but also results in a
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more straightforward test for a MIT based on the stationarity of xi,t.

The caveat associated with the restricted model is that, it is very likely some coun-

tries are still in their transitional paths to the steady state, as indicated by a strong

divergence and convergence rate. In such cases, using restricted models would po-

tential bias being unable to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root, though in fact

the log differences of income per capita are trend stationary. So we have them ex-

cluded from our list of MITs. Alternatively, one could perceive these countries are

still on their strong transition paths to a steady state, therefore, they are not really

suitable for a test of a MIT.

Therefore, the validity of the restricted models really depends on to which extent

one believes the neoclassic growth theory and the assumption that many small rates

of divergence or convergence are effectively zero. The outcome of using restricted

models is potentially, as we can predict from above arguments, a longer list of MITs.

Hence I extend my initial test by imposing the restriction that β = 0. Likewise if

there are endogenous trend breaks, I impose β = 0 after the final break. Thus I

exclude the possibility of a long-run trend, but do not exclude the possibility of a

short-run time trend that precedes a break. The strategy for including trend breaks

is the same as was used for the unrestricted model.

The results for the restricted model are reported in Table (2.4).14 It can be seen that

if I do not allow for structural breaks, there are still only four countries (Botswana,

Cuba, Lebanon and Turkey) that satisfy my MIT conditions. Nevertheless, by

allowing for just one structural break with the restricted model I find that there

are now 17 more countries for which I can reject the null that xi,t is non-stationary.

Allowing for two breaks adds four more to this making a total of 25 countries from

my sample of 46.15

Hence by ruling out a time trend in the log income gap, I now find that about half

of the countries satisfy these necessary conditions for a MIT.16

14The detailed results for restricted ADF tests, ZA tests, and LP tests are included in Table
(A2.7), Table (A2.8) and Table (A2.9) in Appendix 2.5.

15Of the 25 countries where I reject the null of a unit root using the restricted models, there are
five – namely Bolivia, Indonesia, Mongolia, Morocco and Swaziland – for which x̄i is below my
specified middle-income band. For Indonesia, therefore, it might be argued that the income level
is not high enough to qualify as being middle income. None of the countries in my sample have x̄i
above the middle-income band. Applying this stricter criteria therefore there would be 20 out of
46 countries that satisfy the definition of a MIT.

16The maximum lag length, kmax, for various restricted models in my chapter is set to be 8 as
in Perron (1989). To assess the sensitivity of this I repeat my tests with kmax = 6 and kmax = 4,
respectively. The results show that if kmax = 6, only three original MIT candidates drop out:
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[Table (2.4) about here]

2.4.3 Discussion

Thus I have seen that the restricted model changes the number of MIT candidates

considerably. With the unrestricted model I can find only six countries, at most,

after accounting for time trends and stochastic trends. Based on the restricted

model, however, I find there is evidence for a MIT in 25 countries out of 46.

To compare these further Table (2.5) lists each country that satisfies the definition

of a MIT by some tests. The first column thus lists 37 countries that satisfy the

definition of a MIT used by the World Bank (2012). Their definition simply asks

whether the country was in the middle of the distribution at the start and end of

the sample period. Their list of 37 “suspect” MIT countries provides a sample with

which to benchmark my own results which are recorded in the next two columns.

[Table (2.5) about here]

Of the 37 “suspect” MIT countries in Table (2.5) there are 17 for which I cannot

reject the null hypothesis of a unit root. So, as well as rejecting around half my

sample of all middle-income countries, I also reject around half of this sample of

suspect countries.

Furthermore, of the nine middle-income countries that do not satisfy the World

Bank’s informal definition of a MIT, I find that there are five (Botswana, Indonesia,

Lebanon, Mongolia and Thailand) that are candidates for a MIT. This is because

these countries were not in the middle-income group at the start of the sample

period, but grew into the middle either from below the middle-income band, or

stagnated from above, as in the case of Lebanon. Thus they were in essence con-

sidered to be growing too fast or stagnating and hence excluded being in a MIT

by the World Bank. Nevertheless I find that despite this, these countries have a

predicted mean income that is in the middle-income band. In cases like Thailand

and Botswana this is because the growth has slowed. In the case of Lebanon it

is because the growth rate has stabilized. Thus by allowing for short-run dynam-

ics, my analysis suggests some countries may be in a MIT, even if a more cursory

examination of the data suggests they are not.

Bulgaria, Romania and Syria, and no new members are included. If I further reduce kmax to 4,
another three MIT candidates are excluded: Cuba, Iraq and Jordan, and a new member, Algeria,
is included.
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A visual impression of the results for the restricted model is given in Figure (2.1).

Each panel of Figure (2.1) illustrates the short-run and long-run dynamics of one

country by showing the actual path of the log of relative income xi,t and the predicted

long-run mean x̄i. The middle-income band in this figure corresponds to the range

of 8–36% of the USA’s income level (ln 0.08 = −2.53 and ln 0.36 = −1.02). For

reference the countries where I always reject a MIT are displayed in Figure (2.2).

[Figure (2.1) about here]

[Figure (2.2) about here]

First consider the case of Turkey in panel (xxv) of Figure (2.1). Here the evidence

seems very clear. There is no visual evidence of a time trend and the restricted ADF

suggests the series are not stochastic. Next, however, consider the case of Botswana

in panel (ii) of Figure (2.1) which displays transitional convergence from below the

middle-income band. Because of this transition Botswana does not satisfy the World

Bank (2012)’s definition. My approach, however, provides a rationale for suggesting

Botswana is in a MIT, since the long-run trend, based on the restricted model, is in

the middle-income band.

Similarly Thailand and Indonesia display transitional convergence, but I find that

they are in a MIT. In this case this is because I find evidence of a structural break

in the 1990s. The results are consistent with the view that the Asian financial crisis

had a permanent effect on the growth rate. Nevertheless in these countries the break

is quite late in the sample period so caution is warranted in interpreting the slope

of the trend at the end of the sample period. What is clear, however, is that, while

several countries fail the informal test due to rapid growth prior to the structural

break, my results do not rule out a MIT for these countries.

The converse holds for Malaysia which is often cited as an example of a country in

a MIT. Nevertheless I find I cannot reject the null hypothesis of a stochastic trend

for Malaysia. Hence Malaysia fails to satisfy my definition. A similar story holds

for several Latin American economies.

Thus I find some countries that appear to be growing towards the USA’s income

level in fact satisfy my definition of a MIT. This is because they are predicted to

converge to a low income level or have recent structural breaks so that the trend

growth rate after the break differs significantly from the mean growth rate over the
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sample period. Likewise other countries that appear to be in a MIT do not satisfy

my definition since I cannot rule out a stochastic trend.

Finally note that my implementation of tests for a MIT using time series properties of

log per capita incomes is not unique. I have mentioned above that cointegration tests

can be used instead of the ADF test. Likewise there are other ways to conceptualize

convergence criteria, such as the relative convergence approach of Phillips and Sul

(2007) and Phillips and Sul (2009). I explore these two alternatives further in

subsections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6 respectively.

While the results are understandably sensitive to alternative criteria, there are,

however, significant similarities across the results from the alternative approaches

and the results in the main text above. More importantly these alternative methods

clearly show that there are important differences in the growth properties of slow

growing middle-income countries. Hence it is important to distinguish among the

slow growing middle-income countries, since not all will display a pattern that is

consistent with a more precise notion of a MIT.

2.4.4 Interpolation

My sample size is fairly small, ranging from 38 to 58 observations for individual

countries. A potential concern is that this limited sample may result in a loss of test

power. One way to check on the possible implications is to use interpolated data.

This will provide some insight into the extent to which the small sample size affects

my ability to reject the null of a unit root.

I use a simple linear interpolation method which approximately doubles original

sample size so samples range from 75 to 115 observations across countries. As above

I then apply the restricted ADF test, ZA test (with one endogenous break) and LP

test (with two endogenous breaks) sequentially. The results are reported in Table

(2.6).17

[Table (2.6) about here]

With a large sample size, five more countries now appear in my MIT list for the

restricted model: Colombia, Ecuador, Gabon, Jamaica and Mauritius. This suggests

17Further details are included in Table (A2.10), Table (A2.11), Table (A2.12) and Table (A2.13)
in Appendix 2.5.
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that the low test power issue does exists, but only to a very moderate degree. Also

eight of my current MIT candidates drop out: Bulgaria, Cuba, Honduras, Jordan,

Panama, Romania, Swaziland and Syria.

Nevertheless, there is a significant overlap, in the sense that 17 out of 25 original

MIT candidates still remain when the interpolated sample is examined. Thus this

exercise suggests that the results may not be suffering from low test power in the

sense that the set of countries in a MIT changes very little with the interpolated

data.18

2.4.5 Cointegration Tests

As discussed in the main text cointegration provides an alternative way to opera-

tionalize my definition of a MIT that the expected value of i’s per capita income

relative to the reference country is time invariant. In this case a country that is in a

MIT should have a per capita income series that is cointegrated with the reference

country, with a cointegrating vector (1, -1). Thus we must first test for cointegration

and then test if the cointegrating vector is (1, -1). This two-stage test reflects the

fact that cointegration refers to a range of relationships between two series, whereas

I am only interested in the difference xi = yi,t − yr,t.

I first test for cointegration between each country and the USA using the Johansen

rank test.19 I found that only five countries have cointegration and only two,

Lebanon and Turkey, satisfy my MIT definition criteria, namely, with the coin-

tegrating vector (1, -1).

I then investigate the evidence further by allowing for trend breaks in the coin-

tegrating relationship, using the Gregory-Hansen test (Gregory and Hansen, 1996).

The long-run cointegrating relationship is then estimated by Stock-Watson dynamic

OLS (DOLS) method (Stock and Watson, 1993).

In all eight countries are found to satisfy my definition of a MIT using this approach:

Algeria, Colombia, Cuba, EI Salvador, Iran, Lebanon, Peru and Turkey.20 Table

18This robustness is consistent with Pierse and Snell (1995) who show that asymptotic local
power of unit root tests with the same data span is shown to be independent of sampling frequency,
which also holds quite well even in finite sample.

19Details of these tests are included in Table (A2.1), Table (A2.2) and Table (A2.3) in Appendix
2.3

20Both Turkey and Salvador are considered in a MIT. The hypothesis of a time trend of xi,t
in ADF specification is weakly rejected at the 10% level for Turkey. Likewise, the hypothesis of
cointegrating coefficients (1, -1) is rejected at the 10% level for EI Salvador.
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(2.7) lists these countries and compares them with the list of MIT countries based

on unrestricted models from Table (2.3).21 It can be seen that five of the eight

countries in the preceding list are also identified as MIT countries in my unrestricted

models. They are Cuba, Iran, Lebanon, Peru and Turkey. Thus the cointegration

results coincide fairly closely with the unrestricted models.

[Table (2.7) about here]

2.4.6 Convergence using the Phillips-Sul Test

As discussed in the main text Phillips and Sul (2007) and Phillips and Sul (2009)

provide an alternative concept of growth convergence which they use to develop a

test of convergence clubs. In their setting a convergence club contains countries that

have the same long-run growth rates, but there is no restriction on relative income

levels. While their test procedure identifies members of growth convergence clubs,

it does not identify which members in each club have a long-run income level that is

in the middle-income band. As such one cannot directly use their approach to test

whether an individual country is in a MIT. Nevertheless I can apply their method

to my sample of middle-income countries to see whether there is evidence of club

(growth rate) convergence among these countries.

The following log t regression model is tested:22

log
H1

Ht

− 2 log(log t) = a+ γ log t+ ut, t = T0, ..., T

where Ht =
∑N

i=1(hi,t − 1)2, hi,t = log yi,t/N
−1
∑N

i=1 log yi,t, and T0 = [rT ] for

some r > 0),23 N is the number of countries. The null hypothesis of growth rate

convergence corresponds to γ ≥ 0, which can be tested by the point estimate of γ

and a HAC standard error.

To apply this test I add the USA to my sample of 46 countries to construct a panel.

I then test for the null hypothesis of growth convergence. Any country in the same

club as the USA would be a candidate for a MIT. Thus the panel consists of 47

countries over the period 1970-2007.

21Further details on the cointegration test results are included in Appendix 2.3.
22For more details refer to Phillips and Sul (2007) and Phillips and Sul (2009).
23Phillips and Sul recommend setting r equal to 0.3.
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I find that the point estimate of γ for the whole sample is significantly less than

zero, γ = −0.35 with t-value -6.92. Hence the null hypothesis of growth convergence

for the whole sample is rejected. I then proceed to examine the possibility of club

convergence, following the clustering algorithm in Phillips and Sul (2007). Since the

USA serves as a reference country, in my implementation, it is always included in

steps of formation of the core primary group of the first subgroup. Also, in the step

of sieving individuals for club membership (step 3 in Phillips and Sul (2007)), I set t∗γ

for log t regression tests to zero.24 Since a higher t∗γ might lead to overdetermination

of clubs, I run log t regression tests across the subgroups to check the evidence of

merging clubs into a larger one.

The results using Phillips and Sul (2007) approach are shown in Table (2.8). Initially,

five convergence clubs are found. Within each club, the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected since the t-value is not less than the 5% critical value -1.65, suggesting

evidence of growth convergence, but not level convergence for each club.25

[Table (2.8) about here]

Next I consider the possibility of merging of adjacent clubs. The results show support

in aggregating clubs: 1 and 2; 2 and 3; or; 3 and 4; since the estimated value of γ

is always positive. However, clubs 4 and 5 cannot be merged. Furthermore, there

seems evidence in favor of adding club 3 into the aggregate of clubs 1 and 2 since

the estimate of γ is negative (-0.08) but statistically insignificant.

Thus, the final classification of clubs suggests three groups. The initial club 4 and

club 5 still remain as separate groups, while the initial club 1, club 2 and club 3 can

constitute a larger one (defined as the final Club 1 ), which is of interest to me, as

the members in this group have the same long-run growth as the USA. This includes

38 out of 46 middle-income countries.

First, comparing with the restricted model results, I found that 19 out of my 25

MIT candidates are also in final Club 1, suggesting a fairly degree of overlapping

between my results and the results by their method.

Second, however for half of the countries in final Club 1 I find there is a unit root

in xi,t using the restricted model and hence in my ADF approach in the text I

24Monte Carlo experiments in Phillips and Sul (2007) suggest that this minimizes the sum of
type I and type II errors for small samples.

25As Phillips and Sul (2007) note, a necessary condition for level convergence, as opposed to
convergence of growth rates, is that the magnitude of γ is greater than 2.0.
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exclude these. Thus because my ADF approach excludes countries where the trend

is stochastic, I find a smaller set of candidates.26

Third, six of my MIT candidates from the restricted model are not found in final

Club 1 from this Phillips-Sul method. They are: Bolivia, Honduras, Iraq, Jordan,

Mongolia and Swaziland. This is attributed to different treatments of structural

breaks. Specifically, I found all these countries experience a negative trend shock,

and the trend growth after the break is consistent with the notion of a MIT, while

Phillips and Sul consider negative breaks as part of the transitional growth path

which over the whole sample period diverges to a lower equilibrium path different

from the USA’s.

2.5 Conclusions

The idea of a MIT is potentially very important for world growth prospects and on-

going poverty reduction. The key motivating insight is the appearance of premature

slowdowns, particularly in several formerly fast growing East Asian economies and

the continued failure of several other Latin American economies to accelerate their

growth. The idea of a MIT, therefore, is fundamentally based on perceptions of the

slow trend growth rates in many middle-income countries.

Despite this there has been no attempt to formally measure these trends to see if they

are consistent with the MIT hypothesis. I therefore propose a testable definition of a

MIT based on long-run relative trend growth. Following the time series convergence

literature, my approach requires that the long-term forecasts of income levels show

no tendency to converge above or diverge out of the middle-income band.

I find that this distinction is important in understanding growth data for middle-

income countries. Specifically, in a simple ADF test, even allowing for structural

breaks, I find that a maximum only six countries satisfy my necessary conditions

for a MIT. This result therefore emphasizes the importance of considering the time

series properties of the data. For the vast majority of countries, I cannot reject the

hypothesis that the per capita income gap with the USA, xi,t, follows a stochastic

process or a deterministic trend.

26Also using Phillips and Sul (2007) approach we cannot determine whether the long-run income
level of a country is in the middle-income band. Potentially the list of countries that are in final
Club 1 might include countries that I would exclude because their path is diverging from the
middle-income band. I deal with this by only considering a sample of middle-income countries to
facilitate comparison of these results with the results in the main text.
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Next however I consider a restricted model which excludes a long-run time trend in

the log per capita income gap. I find that there are now 25 countries for which I can

reject the null hypothesis that xi,t is stochastic, out of sample of 46 middle-income

countries. Thus if one accepts the theoretical proposition that all countries will grow

at the same long-run growth rate governed by the world technological frontier, then

the results suggest that a MIT may be relatively common, and may correspond to

a type of club convergence.

Nevertheless in this case I still eliminate approximately half of the countries as

candidates for a MIT. This includes countries such as Argentina, Chile and Malaysia,

which are implicitly labeled as in a MIT by the World Bank (2012). Conversely some

countries that are not normally considered to be candidates for a MIT, do satisfy

my definition including Botswana, Indonesia and Thailand.

Hence it is clearly important to pose the question, do the growth profiles of countries

that have been identified as being in a MIT have appropriate time series properties?

This study is the first to ask this question. Moreover I have derived suitable tests,

and shown that these factors can significantly alter perceptions about the existence

of MITs. Using both unrestricted and restricted models of ADF tests, we found

that China does not satisfy my formal test for a MIT, as it contains a unit root in

log differences of per capita income.

The results serve as a cautionary tale against too readily accepting claims over the

existence of a MIT. But they also offer some support for the idea of MIT. A better

understanding of the incidence of MITs, and their causes, is clearly an important

issue for world economic growth.
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Appendix 2.1: Model Specifications of Various Unit

Root Tests

The unrestricted models are specified as follows:

(i) ADF: 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ εt;

(ii) ZA(A): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + εt;

(iii) ZA(C): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + γDTt + εt;

(iv) LP(AA): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θ1DU1,t + θ2DU2,t + εt;

(v) LP(CC): 4(xt) = µ + α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt + θ1DU1,t + γ1DT1,t +

θ2DU2,t + γ2DT1,t + εt.

The intercept dummy DUt and slope dummy DTt are included, where, for some

endogenous breakpoint, TB: DUt = 1 if t > TB, 0 otherwise, and; DTt = t − TB
if t > TB, and 0 otherwise.

The corresponding restricted models are derived by imposing restrictions as follows:

β = 0 for ADF, ZA(A) and LP(AA) models, β + γ = 0 for ZA(C) model, and

β + γ1 + γ2 = 0 for LP(CC) model.

Appendix 2.2: The Computation of x̄i

Assume xt is autoregressive level stationary of order p, namely, xt = µ + α1xt−1 +

α2xt−2+....+αpxt−p+εt, where εt is a white-noise Gaussian process, t = p+1, p+2, ....

Equivalently, it can be written as: 4(xt) = µ+α(xt−1)+
∑p−1

j=1 cj4(xt−j)+εt, where

α = −(1− α1 − α2 − ...− αp). The formula of x̄ is −µ/α.

If xt is autoregressive trend stationary of order p, xt = µ+βt+α1xt−1+α2xt−2+....+

αpxt−p + εt, then it can be equivalently transformed as: xt = a+ bt+ ut, t = 1, 2, ...,

where ut is a mean zero stationary process (Hamilton, 1994). The formula of x̄,
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which is a function of t, is a + bt, where b = β/(1 − α1 − α2 − ... − αp), and

a = [µ− b(α1 + 2α2 + 3α3 + ...+ pαp)]/(1− α1 − α2 − ...− αp).

For the restricted model with structural breaks, the time trend vanishes after the

final break, so the series reduce to a level stationary process whose mean value can

be calculated given α and the intercept after the break. For example, the restricted

ZA(A) model is specified as:

4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
k∑
j=1

cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + εt, with β = 0

where DUt = 1 if t > TB and 0 otherwise, TB is the breakpoint. Then I have

x̄ = −µ/α before the break and x̄ = −(µ+ θ)/α after the break.

Similarly, the restricted ZA(C) model is specified as:

4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
k∑
j=1

cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + γDTt + εt, with β + γ = 0

where DT = t − TB if t > TB and 0 otherwise. Before the break, the process is

a trend stationary process so the second paragraph above applies. To compute the

post-break mean, notice that now the intercept is µ + θ − γ(TB − k − 1),27 thus

the post-break mean is: x̄ = −[µ+ θ − γ(TB − k − 1)]/α. This can be extended to

restricted LP models, where the post-break mean is expressed as: x̄ = −[µ + θ1 +

θ2]/α for type “A” model and x̄ = −[µ+θ1+θ2−γ1(TB1−k−1)−γ2(TB2−k−1)]/α

for type “C” model.

Appendix 2.3: Cointegration Tests

Johansen Rank Tests

Firstly, I use the ADF test to check if the series of individual log per capita income

are I(1) and their first differences are I(0). For individual log per capita income

sequence, the null of a unit root cannot be rejected for the majority of the countries,

except for only five countries: Jordan, Lebanon, Sri Lanka, Syria and the reference

country, the USA. After differencing, the null can be rejected for most countries, but

27In implementation of regression, the value of the time trend “t” is 1 for the (k+2)th observation,
correspondingly, k+1 needs to be deducted from TB which follows the numbering of observations.
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not for nine countries: Algeria, Angola, Bulgaria, Chile, Egypt, India, Sri Lanka,

Swaziland and Tunisia.28

Alternative unit root tests are also performed on countries where the null of a unit

root is rejected in above ADF unit root tests: Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin

(KPSS) test, Phillips-Perron (PP) test, Elliot-Rothenberg- Stock (DF-GLS) test

and Schmidt-Phillips test. The evidence of a unit root by various tests are mixed

(results available on request). However, the results seem to lend more support in

favor of stationarity for the reference country the USA.

I then proceed to apply Johansen rank tests. An unrestricted constant is included

in the VAR specification, accounting for the time trend in individual log per capita

income series. The optimal lag of the unrestricted VAR model is chosen based on

AIC, HQ or SC information criteria for kmax = 8. In the meanwhile, Breusch-

Godfrey LM-statistics are computed to ensure no significant serial correlation in

regression residuals. The critical values for Johansen rank tests are from Osterwald-

Lenum (1992). Conditioning on the rejection of the null hypothesis that r = 0, the

restriction on cointegrating vector (βus, βi) = (1,−1) is examined using a likelihood

ratio test.

The results for Johansen rank tests are reported in Table (A2.1). The null that

r = 0 can be rejected, either by λtrace statistic or λmax statistic, for only five coun-

tries: Lebanon, Turkey, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and Swaziland. The weak evidence of

cointegation is possibly due to the low power Johansen rank tests whose statistics,

by construction, crucially depend on the sample size which is moderate in my anal-

ysis. The restriction test on cointegrating vector indicates that among these five

countries, two countries satisfy my definition of a MIT: Lebanon and Turkey.

[Table (A2.1) about here]

Gregory-Hansen Tests

For countries whose log per capita income series are found not cointegrated with

the USA based on the Johansen rank test, I further test for cointegration with

allowance of structural breaks in cointegrating relationship, following Gregory and

Hansen (1996). Conditioning on the finding of cointegration by Gregory-Hansen

28A time trend is included in the ADF specification for individual series and a constant only for
differenced series.
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tests, I then test whether the post-break cointegrating coefficents are (1, -1), using

Stock-Watson dynamic OLS (DOLS) estimation (Stock and Watson, 1993).

Let yus,t be the log per capita income for the reference country, the USA, and yi,t

for individual sample country i. Consider the following two models:

Level Shift Model (C):

yus,t = µ1 + µ2φt + αyi,t + εt, t = 1, ..., T. (A2.1)

where µ1 represents for the intercept before the shift, µ2 for the change in the

intercept at the time of the shift. α denotes the cointegrating slope coefficient. φ is

the dummy variable defined as: φt = 0 if t ≤ TB, and 1 otherwise, where TB is an

endogenous breakpoint.

Regime Shift Model (C/T):

yus,t = µ1 + µ2φt + α1yi,t + α2yi,tφt + εt, t = 1, ..., T. (A2.2)

where µ1, µ2 and φt are the same as in the level shift model, α1 denotes the cointe-

grating slope coefficient before the regime shift, and α2 for the change in the slope

coefficient.

Results for Gregory-Hansen tests are shown in Table (A2.2). With allowing for

the structural breaks in cointegrating relationship, there is now more evidence of

cointegration. Specifically, another 15 countries are identified to have stable long-run

relationship with the USA in terms of log per capita income: Argentina, Botswana,

China, Colombia, Cuba, Algeria, Guatemala, Indonesia, Iran, Mexico, Mauritius,

Panama, Peru, EI Salvador and Thailand.

[Table (A2.2) about here]

Given the estimated breakpoint by Gregory-Hansen tests, the long-run cointegrating

coefficients are estimated by the following Stock-Watson dynamic (DOLS) regres-

sions:

DOLS for Level Shift :

yus,t = µ1 + µ2φt + αyi,t +

p=k∑
p=−k

cp4(yi,t+p) + εt, t = 1, ..., T. (A2.3)
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DOLS for Regime Shift :

yus,t = µ1 + µ2φt + α1yi,t + α2yi,tφt +

p=k∑
p=−k

cp4(yi,t+p) + εt, t = 1, ..., T. (A2.4)

The optimal number of lags and leads (p) is chosen based on data dependent rule by

Kejriwal and Perron (2008) with kmax = 3, and the HAC standard errors are used.

Then I further test the restriction α = 1 for level shift model and the restriction

α1 + α2 = 1 for the regime shift model.

Results for DOLS regressions and associated restriction tests are presented in Table

(A2.3). Out of these 15 countries whose log per capita income series are cointegrated

with the USA’s, the restriction specified above cannot be rejected for five countries:

Algeria, Colombia, Cuba, Iran and Peru, and is weakly rejected for EI Salvador at

the 10% level.

[Table (A2.3) about here]

Appendix 2.4: Procedures of Bootstrapping Criti-

cal Values

ADF Tests

� Step a. Re-estimate the ADF specification (2.3) (with β = 0) in the main text

under the null hypothesis, α = 0.

� Step b. Construct a pseudo sample of size equal to the actual size of the series

using the AR(p) models estimated above, with innovations drawn randomly

with replacement from regression residuals in step a.

� Step c. Calculate the t-statistic using the pseudo sample for the previously

specified specification (3) in the main text.

� Step d. Repeat steps b and c 5000 times, and the critical values are obtained

from the sorted vector of the replicated statistics.
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ZA and LP Tests

� Step a. Fit an optimal normal ARMA(p, q) model to the first differences of the

series xi,t (possibly with a nonzero mean), based on AIC information criteria.

� Step b. Construct a pseudo sample of size equal to the actual size of the series

using the optimal ARMA(p, q) models estimated above with assumed iid N(0,

σ2) innovations, where σ2 is the estimated innovation variance of the optimal

ARMA(p, q) model.

� Step c. For j= 2,...,T, determine lag k as specified in the main text, compute

the t-statistic, and my final statistic is determined to the minimum t-statistic

over all T-2 regressions.

� Step d. Repeat steps b and c 5000 times for ZA tests (1000 times for LP tests),

and the critical values are obtained from the sorted vector of the replicated

statistics.

Appendix 2.5: Table Results of Various Unit Root

Tests

[Table (A2.4) about here]

[Table (A2.5) about here]

[Table (A2.6) about here]

[Table (A2.7) about here]

[Table (A2.8) about here]

[Table (A2.9) about here]

[Table (A2.10) about here]
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[Table (A2.11) about here]

[Table (A2.12) about here]

[Table (A2.13) about here]
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Table 2.1: 46 Middle-Income Countries

Country GDP per capita % of the USA Obs Sample

Albania 6,617 16.00 38 1970-07

Algeria 6,263 15.14 48 1960-07

Angola 5,108 12.35 38 1970-07

Argentina 12,340 29.83 58 1950-07

Bolivia 3,744 9.05 58 1950-07

Botswana 9,675 23.39 48 1960-07

Brazil 8,324 20.12 48 1960-07

Bulgaria 10,590 25.60 38 1970-07

Chile 12,525 30.28 57 1951-07

China 7,746 18.73 56 1952-07

Colombia 7,536 18.22 58 1950-07

Costa Rica 11,500 27.80 58 1950-07

Cuba 11,511 27.83 38 1970-07

Dom. Rep. 10,503 25.39 57 1951-07

Ecuador 6,227 15.05 57 1951-07

Egypt 4,854 11.73 58 1950-07

El Salvador 6,169 14.91 58 1950-07

Gabon 9,896 23.92 48 1960-07

Guatemala 6,091 14.73 58 1950-07

Honduras 3,580 8.65 58 1950-07

India 3,477 8.41 58 1950-07

Indonesia 3,966 9.59 48 1960-07

Iran 9,432 22.80 53 1955-07

Iraq 9,432 22.8 38 1970-07

Jamaica 8,539 20.64 55 1953-07

Jordan 4,463 10.79 54 1954-07

Lebanon 12,700 30.70 38 1970-07

Malaysia 11,956 28.90 53 1955-07

Mauritius 10,164 24.57 58 1950-07

Mexico 11,939 28.86 58 1950-07

Mongolia 3,523 8.52 38 1970-07

Morocco 3,622 8.76 58 1950-07

Continued on next page
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Table 2.1– continued from previous page

Country GDP per capita % of the USA Obs Sample

Namibia 4,810 11.63 48 1960-07

Panama 10,857 26.25 58 1950-07

Paraguay 4,070 9.84 57 1951-07

Peru 7,415 17.93 58 1950-07

Romania 9,378 22.67 48 1960-07

South Africa 7,513 18.16 58 1950-07

Sri Lanka 4,063 9.82 58 1950-07

Swaziland 3,692 8.93 38 1970-07

Syria 3,793 9.17 48 1960-07

Thailand 8,065 19.50 58 1950-07

Tunisia 6,105 14.76 47 1961-07

Turkey 10,438 25.23 58 1950-07

Uruguay 11,718 28.33 58 1950-07

Venezuela 9,071 21.93 58 1950-07

Source: Penn World Table Version 7.1.

Notes: GDP per capita is PPP adjusted, at 2005 constant prices. Obs: the

number of observations
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Table 2.2: Trends by Unrestricted Models

Country Obs Lag α Model Breakpoint Coef F Test Trend

Botswana 48 4 −1.091∗ LP(CC) 1977/1987 0.0145 20.01∗∗∗ 0.0133

Chile 57 3 −0.5060∗∗ ZA(C) 1981 0.0127 36.06∗∗∗ 0.0251

Cuba 38 7 −0.2907∗ ADF / -0.0021 2.05 -0.0072

Dom. Rep. 57 4 −0.3549∗ ADF / 0.0023 7.52∗∗∗ 0.0065

Egypt 58 8 −1.3096∗ LP(CC) 1974/1990 0.0145 19.12∗∗∗ 0.0102

El Salvador 58 4 −0.2632∗∗ ZA(A) 1978 -0.0002 0.19 -0.0008

Gabon 48 0 −0.8055∗∗ ZA(C) 1973 -0.0228 37.14∗∗∗ -0.0283

Indonesia 48 4 −0.4220∗∗ ZA(A) 1997 0.0115 34.28∗∗∗ 0.0273

Iraq 38 6 −1.6227∗∗ ZA(C) 1990 0.0275 10.14∗∗∗ 0.0169

Jamaica 55 3 −0.4439∗∗ LP(CC) 1969/1986 -0.0072 30.43∗∗∗ -0.0162

Jordan 54 5 −0.3750∗∗∗ ADF / -0.0053 12.68∗∗∗ -0.0141

Lebanon 38 5 −1.0926∗∗∗ ADF / -0.0024 0.24 -0.0022

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2– continued from previous page

Country Obs Lag α Model Breakpoint Coef F Test Trend

Mauritius 58 8 −0.7301∗ ZA(C) 1967 0.0132 39.72∗∗∗ 0.0181

Mexico 58 7 −1.5045∗∗ LP(CC) 1979/1994 -0.0054 5.49∗∗ -0.0036

Mongolia 38 1 −0.3667∗ ZA(A) 1990 0.0038 6.71∗∗ 0.0104

Panama 58 7 −1.2206∗ ZA(C) 1979 -0.0026 4.70∗∗ -0.0021

Paraguay 57 5 −0.6050∗∗ LP(CC) 1967/1978 -0.0133 43.52∗∗∗ -0.0220

Peru 58 1 −0.5029∗∗ LP(AA) 1982/1987 0.0004 0.34 0.0008

Romania 48 8 −0.1625∗∗ ADF / 0.0017 3.43∗ 0.0105

Sri Lanka 58 0 −0.2157∗ ADF / 0.0035 14.28∗∗∗ 0.0162

Swaziland 38 3 −1.0684∗∗∗ ZA(C) 1990 -0.0325 53.61∗∗∗ -0.0304

Syria 48 8 −1.9249∗ LP(CC) 1979/2000 0.0013 0.01 0.0007

Thailand 58 0 −0.3905∗∗ ZA(C) 1989 -0.0013 0.36 -0.0033

Tunisia 47 2 −0.8222∗ LP(AA) 1973/1985 0.0025 4.96∗∗ 0.0030

Turkey 58 6 −0.9377∗∗∗ ADF / 0.0007 3.03∗ 0.0007

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2– continued from previous page

Country Obs Lag α Model Breakpoint Coef F Test Trend

Notes: Countries listed are those where the null of a unit root is rejected for series xi,t. The specifications of models are

detailed in Appendix 2.1. The “coef” corresponds to β for ADF, ZA(A) and LP(AA) models, β + γ for ZA(C) model,

and β + γ1 + γ2 for LP(CC) model, which is assumed to be zero under the null of F test. Note the “coef” is not the

magnitude of the slope of the time trend for xi,t. The estimation of the slope of the time trend for trend stationary

series is −coef/α (see Appendix 2.2), which is reported in the last column. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance

at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively. The critical values for the test α = 0 are derived from 5000 pseudo-series for

ADF and ZA tests, 1000 pseudo-series for LP tests.
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Table 2.3: MIT Candidates by Unrestricted Models

Country Obs Lag α Model Breakpoint x̄i
ADF Tests: No Structural Break
Cuba 38 7 −0.2907∗ / / -1.43
Lebanon 38 5 −1.0926∗∗∗ / / -1.46
ZA Tests: One Structural Break
El Salvador 58 4 −0.2632∗∗ A 1978 -1.97
Thailand 58 0 −0.3905∗∗ C 1989 -1.80
LP Tests: Two Structural Breaks
Peru 58 1 −0.5029∗∗ AA 1982/1987 -2.05
Syria 48 8 −1.9249∗ CC 1979/2000 -2.40

Notes: Model “A” denotes a structural break in the level of series xi,t only, Model “C”
for a break in both of the level and the slope (see Appendix 2.1). The estimated post-
break mean x̄i is estimated based on the restricted model, since the F test suggests
β = 0. For the computation of x̄i see Appendix 2.2. ***, ** and * denote statistical
significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical
values derived from 5000 pseudo-series for ADF and ZA tests, 1000 pseudo-series for
LP tests.
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Table 2.4: MIT Candidates by Restricted Models

Country Obs Lag α Model Breakpoint x̄i
ADF Tests: No Structural Break
Botswana 48 8 −0.1080∗ / / -1.28
Cuba 38 6 −0.1577∗ / / -1.43
Lebanon 38 5 −1.0190∗∗∗ / / -1.46
Turkey 58 0 −0.3776∗∗∗ / / -1.55
ZA Tests: One Structural Break
BoliviaL 58 8 −0.1985∗ A 1982 2.60

8 −0.2922∗ C 1982 -2.54
Bulgaria 38 7 −0.7271∗ C 1991 -1.62
Costa Rica 58 5 −0.2879∗∗ A 1980 -1.43

−0.3186∗∗ C 1980 -1.42
El Salvador 58 4 −0.2516∗∗∗ A 1978 -1.97

4 −0.2619∗∗∗ C 1978 -1.97
Guatemala 58 8 −0.2150∗∗ C 1982 -2.03
Honduras 58 0 −0.1767∗ A 1982 -2.50
IndonesiaL 48 4 −0.5295∗∗ C 1997 -2.60
Iran 53 7 −0.2244∗∗∗ C 1976 -1.62
Iraq 38 8 −1.7471∗∗ A 1990 -2.51
Jordan 54 6 −0.5870∗ C 1995 -2.37
MongoliaL 38 1 −0.3738∗ A 1990 -2.81

1 −0.4090∗ C 1990 -2.81
MoroccoL 58 4 0.3757∗∗ A 1960 -2.62
Panama 58 7 −1.0796∗ C 1979 -1.67
Romania 48 8 −0.2450∗∗ A 1973 -1.61

8 −0.2653∗ C 1973 -1.61
South Africa 58 2 −0.2362∗∗ A 1983 -1.84

2 −0.2501∗∗ C 1983 -1.84
Thailand 58 0 −0.3686∗∗ C 1990 -1.80
Tunisia 47 4 −0.8509∗∗ C 1983 -2.00
LP Tests: Two Structural Breaks
Mexico 58 6 −1.1638∗∗ CC 1979/1994 -1.26
Peru 58 1 −0.5079∗∗∗ AA 1982/1987 -2.05
Syria 48 8 −1.9239∗∗ CC 1979/2000 -2.40
SwazilandL 38 3 −1.0836∗∗∗ CC 1990/2003 -2.57

Notes: Model “A” denotes a structural break in the level of series xi,t only, Model “C”
for a break in both of the level and the slope (see Appendix 2.1). For the computation
of post-break mean x̄i see Appendix 2.2. The subscript “L” denotes that x̄i is below
the defined middle-income band range (-2.53, -1.02). ***, ** and * denote statistical
significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical
values derived from 5000 pseudo-series for ADF and ZA tests, 1000 pseudo-series for
LP tests.
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Table 2.5: MIT Candidates by Various Methods

Country World Bank Unrestricted Model Restricted Model

Albania M

Algeria M

Angola M

Argentina M

Bolivia M M(1)

Botswana M(0)

Brazil M

Bulgaria M M(1)

Chile M

China

Colombia M

Costa Rica M M(1)

Cuba M M(0) M(0)

Dom. Rep. M

Ecuador M

Egypt

El Salvador M M(1) M(1)

Gabon M

Guatemala M M(1)

Honduras M M(1)

India

Indonesia M(1)

Iran M M(1)

Iraq M M(1)

Jamaica M

Jordan M M(1)

Lebanon M(0) M(0)

Malaysia M

Mauritius M

Mexico M M(2)

Mongolia M(1)

Morocco M M(1)

Namibia M

Panama M M(1)

Paraguay M

Peru M M(2) M(2)

Romania M M(1)

South Africa M M(1)

Sri Lanka

Swaziland M M(2)

Syria M M(2) M(2)

Thailand M(1) M(1)

Tunisia M M(1)

Turkey M M(0)

Uruguay M

Venezuela M

No. 37 6 25

Notes: “M” is assigned if country i is a MIT candidate by various methods, and

a blank cell otherwise. The number in parenthesis associated with “M” denotes

the number of endogenous breaks in unit root tests.
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Table 2.6: MIT Candidates Based on Interpolated Sample

Country Original Sample Interpolated Sample
Bolivia M M
Botswana M M
Bulgaria M
Colombia M
Costa Rica M M
Cuba M
Ecuador M
El Salvador M M
Gabon M
Guatemala M M
Honduras M
Indonesia M M
Iran M M
Iraq M M
Jamaica M
Jordan M
Lebanon M M
Mauritius M
Mexico M M
Mongolia M M
Morocco M M
Panama M
Peru M M
Romania M
South Africa M M
Swaziland M
Syria M
Thailand M M
Tunisia M M
Turkey M M
No. 25 22

Notes: Restricted models are used for both samples.
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Table 2.7: MIT Candidates by Cointegration Tests

Country Unrestricted Models Cointegration Tests
Algeria M
Colombia M
Cuba M M
EI Salvador M M b

Iran M
Lebanon M M
Peru M M
Syria M
Thailand M
Turkey Ma M
No. 7 8

Notes: “a”: The null of a unit root is rejected for Turkey using un-
restricted ADF specification, and the hypothesis of no time trend is
weakly rejected at the 10% level by the F test. “b”: Gregory-Hansen
test finds evidence of cointegation (with a regime shift) in EI Sal-
vador’s log GDP per capita with respect to that of the USA, and the
cointegrating vector (1, -1) is weakly rejected at the 10% level.
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Table 2.8: Phillips-Sul Convergence Clubs: 46 Middle-Income Countries 1970-2007

Final Club 1 (MIT Candidates)

Club Classification club 1 [8] club 2 [23] club 3 [8] club 4 [4] club 5 [4]

estimate of γ 0.26 0.32 0.2 0.77 -1.06

(t-value) (3.99) (5.93) (1.45) (1.46) (-1.53)

USA Costa Rica Peru Namibia Iraq

Mexico Argentina Algeria Jordan Paraguay

Chile Cuba Guatemala Bolivia Honduras

Malaysia Lebanon Albania Swaziland Mongolia

Botswana Turkey Ecuador

Mauritius Bulgaria Angola

Thailand Venezuela Syria

China Gabon Morocco

Uruguay

Iran

Romania

Dom. Rep.

Panama

Jamaica

Brazil

South Africa

Colombia

El Salvador

Tunisia

Egypt

Sri Lanka

Indonesia

India

Club Merging clubs clubs clubs clubs clubs clubs

1+2 2+3 3+4 4+5 1+2+3 1+2+3+4

estimate of γ 0.12 0.09 0.08 -0.71 -0.08 -0.2

(t-value) (3.41) (1.12) (1.87) (-4.98) (-1.34) (-4.77)

Notes: Countries in the first column are in descending order by GDP per capita in 2007 (PPP adjusted, at

2005 constant prices). The value in square parentheses denotes the number of members within each club.

For details of clustering algorithm see Phillips and Sul (2007) and Appendix 2.4.
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Table A2.1: Results for Johansen Cointegration Tests

Cointegrating Restriction: LM Stat. for
λtrace λmax Vector β=(1, -1) Residuals of VAR

Country Obs Lag r = 0 r ≤ 1 r = 0 r ≤ 1 β =(βus, βi) Stat.(p-value) LM(1)(p-value) LM(4)(p-value)

Lebanon 38 7 26.55∗∗∗ 0.00 26.55∗∗∗ 0.00 (1, -0.93) 0.42(0.51) 5.14(0.27) 25.73(0.06)
Malaysia 53 4 16.31∗∗ 2.30 14.01∗ 2.30 (1, -0.47) 10.80(0.00) 0.41(0.98) 21.17(0.17)
Sri Lanka 58 2 17.46∗∗ 0.28 17.18∗∗ 0.28 (1, -0.55) 16.02(0.00) 5.87(0.21) 19.05(0.27)
Swaziland 38 2 17.61∗∗ 0.49 17.12∗∗ 0.49 (1, -8.08) 11.65(0.00) 7.03(0.13) 23.80(0.09)
Turkey 58 2 16.31∗∗ 0.00 16.31∗∗ 0.00 (1, -0.95) 2.27(0.13) 3.40(0.49) 16.73(0.40)

Critical Values: 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
n-r λtrace λmax
1 2.69 3.76 6.65 2.69 3.76 6.65
2 13.3 15.41 20.04 12.07 14.07 18.63

Notes: An unrestricted constant in included in the VAR specification, and the optimal lag of the unrestricted VAR model is chosen based on AIC, HQ or SC
information criterion given kmax = 8. The β restriction is tested using likelihood ratio statistic which is distributed asymptotically as χ2 with degree of freedom
of 1. LM(1) and LM(4)are Breusch-Godfrey LM-statistics which are distributed asymptotically as χ2 with degree of freedom of 4 and 16, respectively. The
critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum (1992), and n=2 here.
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Table A2.2: Results for Gregory-Hansen Cointegration Tests

yus,t = µ + αyi,t + εt

Level Shift (C) Regime Shift (C+T)

Country Obs ADF* Zt* Za* ADF* Zt* Za*

Algeria 48 −5.76∗∗∗ −5.91∗∗∗ -28.35 −5.73∗∗∗ −5.89∗∗∗ -28.12

Argentina 58 −4.77∗∗ −4.55∗ -32.36 -4.47 -4.50 -31.44

Botswana 48 -3.87 -3.42 -19.82 −5.35∗∗ -3.32 -17.98

China 56 −4.74∗∗ -3.73 -26.20 −4.83∗ -3.85 -26.87

Colombia 58 −4.43∗ -3.35 -19.81 -4.52 -3.36 -20.55

Cuba 38 −4.63∗∗ -3.56 -20.08 -4.56 -3.57 -20.13

El Salvador 58 -4.11 -4.24 -29.50 −4.72∗ −4.88∗ -35.82

Guatemala 58 -3.67 -3.77 -21.85 −5.21∗∗ −5.27∗∗ -34.30

Indonesia 48 −4.56∗ -3.25 -15.20 -4.57 -3.26 -15.11

Iran 53 -3.45 -3.20 -18.58 −4.75∗ -3.68 -23.63

Continued on next page
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Table A2.2– continued from previous page

Mauritius 58 −4.89∗∗ −4.93∗∗ -27.15 −4.85∗ −4.98∗∗ -34.46

Mexico 58 -4.31 -3.39 -20.41 −5.11∗∗ −5.15∗∗ -37.88

Panama 58 −4.63∗∗ -4.28 -29.84 −4.80∗ -4.53 -32.99

Peru 57 −4.94∗∗ -4.06 -27.80 -4.18 -3.88 -25.90

Thailand 58 −5.11∗∗ −5.07∗∗ -24.80 −5.11∗∗ −5.09∗∗ -26.42

Critical Values 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%

ADF*/Zt* -4.34 -4.61 -5.13 -4.68 -4.95 -5.47

Za* -36.19 45.01 50.07 -41.85 -47.04 -57.17

Notes: Level shift (C) model: yus,t = µ1 +µ2φt +αyi,t + εt, where µ2 is the change in the intercept

at the breakpoint TB, and φ is the dummy variable defined as: φt = 0 if t ≤ TB, and 1 otherwise.

Regime shift (C+T) model: yus,t = µ1 +µ2φt +α1yi,t +α2yi,tφt + εt, where α2 denotes the change

in the slope coefficient.
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Table A2.3: Estimation of Cointegrating Coefficients Using DOLS

Level Shift (C): yus,t = µ1 + µ2φt + αyi,t + d(L)4yi,t + εt
Regime Shift (C+T): yus,t = µ1 + µ2φt + α1yi,t + α2yi,tφt + d(L)4yi,t + εt

Leads & Break- Estimates(Std. Err.) α Restriction Test
Country Obs Model Lags point α1 α2 Wald Stat.(p-value)
Algeria 48 C 1 1990 0.96(0.07) / 0.35(0.55)

48 C+T 1 1990 0.95(0.10) 0.05(0.11) 0.00(0.96)
Argentina 58 C 3 1982 1.33(0.09) / 13.93(0.00)
Botswana 48 C+T 3 1991 0.27(0.02) 0.35(0.04) 161.34(0.00)
China 56 C 3 1968 0.41(0.01) / 1811.70(0.00)

56 C+T 3 1975 1.17(0.12) -0.79(0.13) 1217.14(0.00)
Colombia 58 C 3 1990 1.04(0.05) / 0.62(0.43)
Cuba 38 C 3 1975 0.81(0.23) / 0.65(0.42)
El Salvador 58 C+T 3 1981 1.32(0.04) -0.43(0.08) 2.78(0.10)
Guatemala 58 C+T 2 1984 0.81(0.04) -0.43(0.08) 141.83(0.00)
Indonesia 48 C 3 1999 0.45(0.01) / 4039.34(0.00)
Iran 53 C+T 3 1980 0.44(0.06) 0.45(0.22) 0.31(0.58)
Mauritius 58 C 3 1963 0.54(0.01) / 1098.55(0.00)
Mexico 58 C+T 3 1987 0.73(0.02) 0.78(0.09) 39.25(0.00)
Panama 58 C 3 1991 0.63(0.01) / 599.56(0.00)

58 C+T 3 1989 0.62(0.01) 0.69(0.08) 16.07(0.00)
Peru 58 C 3 1985 1.11(0.10) / 1.14(0.29)
Thailand 58 C 2 1997 0.44(0.02) / 1143.35(0.00)

58 C+T 3 1997 0.44(0.02) 0.19(0.10) 11.16(0.00)

Notes: The hypotheses for Wald tests are: α = 1 for level shift (C) model, and α1 +α2 = 1 for regime shift (C+T)
model. d(L) are the leads and lags of 4yi,t, based on AIC information criterion given kmax = 3.
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Table A2.4: Unrestricted ADF Unit Root Tests

4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ εt

Country Obs Lag α µ β
Cuba 38 7 −0.2907 -0.3843 -0.0021

(−3.3244)∗ (-3.4357) (-1.4325)
Dom. Rep. 57 4 −0.3549 -0.7067 0.0023

(−3.2174)∗ (-3.1776) (2.7419)
Jordan 54 5 −0.3750 -0.6518 -0.0053

(−4.2617)∗∗∗ (-4.3299) (-3.5606)
Lebanon 38 5 −1.0926 -1.5505 -0.0024

(−4.4235)∗∗∗ (-5.0807) (-0.4907)
Sri Lanka 58 0 −0.2157 -0.7325 0.0035

(−3.2722)∗ (-3.3198) (3.7783)
Romania 48 8 −0.1625 -0.3041 0.0017

(−4.1818)∗∗ (-4.0978) (1.8515)
Syria 48 7 −0.6054 -1.3530 -0.0028

(−3.4382)∗∗ (-3.3989) (-2.2029)
Thailand 58 2 −0.2375 -0.7103 0.0059

(−3.2529)∗ (-3.1855) (3.1804)
Turkey 58 6 −0.9377 -1.4771 0.0007

(−4.8733)∗∗∗ (-4.8543) (1.7400)

Notes: t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the
test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived
from 5000 pseudo-series.
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Table A2.5: Unrestricted ZA Tests Allowing for One Structural Break

ZA(A): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + εt

ZA(C): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + γDTt + εt

Country Obs Model Breakpoint Lag α µ β θ γ

Chile 57 C 1981 3 −0.5060 -0.7162 -0.005 -0.1148 0.0179

(−6.0340)∗∗ (-6.0304) (-3.642) (-4.0218) (5.7127)

El Salvador 58 A 1978 4 −0.2632 -0.4104 0.000 -0.0966 /

(−5.4751)∗∗ (-5.7275) (-0.435) (-5.4050) /

Gabon 48 C 1973 5 −0.8055 -0.8783 0.025 0.3031 -0.0480

(−6.0569)∗∗ -(5.7395) (2.110) (3.8159) (-3.6370)

Indonesia 48 A 1997 4 −0.4220 -1.4086 0.012 -0.1360 /

(−5.8918)∗∗ (-5.8492) (5.855) (-5.2324) /

Iraq 38 C 1990 6 −1.6227 -2.7342 -0.039 -1.0874 0.0663

Continued on next page
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Table A2.5– continued from previous page

Country Obs Model Breakpoint Lag α µ β θ γ

(−7.1621)∗∗ (-6.7783) (-3.362) (-6.1515) (4.2401)

Mauritius 58 C 1967 8 −0.7301 -1.3190 -0.019 -0.1683 0.0326

(−5.8998)∗ (-6.1662) (-2.972) (-3.7652) (4.1430)

Mongolia 38 A 1990 1 −0.3667 -0.9080 0.004 -0.2311 /

(−5.4854)∗ (-5.6770) (2.590) (-5.7628) /

Panama 58 C 1979 7 −1.2206 -2.5070 0.017 0.1313 -0.0194

(−5.6553)∗ (-5.5833) (4.824) (3.9104) (-4.8832)

Swaziland 38 C 1990 3 −1.0684 -2.4441 0.006 0.1046 -0.0384

(−8.7031)∗∗∗ (-8.2913) (1.930) (2.9406) (-6.0028)

Thailand 58 A 1998 0 −0.3077 -0.9592 0.009 -0.0691 /

(−5.1422)∗ (-5.1903) (5.489) (-2.6753) /

Thailand 58 C 1989 0 −0.3905 -1.1992 0.010 0.1206 -0.0112

(−6.1665)∗∗ (-6.2994) (6.908) (3.5433) (-4.5856)

Continued on next page
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Table A2.5– continued from previous page

Country Obs Model Breakpoint Lag α µ β θ γ

Notes: Model “A” denotes a structural break in the level of series xi,t only, Model “C” for a break in both of

the level and the slope. t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the test α = 0

at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived from 5000 pseudo-series.
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Table A2.6: Unrestricted LP Tests Allowing for Two Structural Breaks

LP(AA): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θ1DU1,t + θ2DU2,t + εt
LP(CC): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +

∑k
j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θ1DU1,t + γ1DT1,t + θ2DU2,t + γ2DT1,t + εt

Country Obs Model Breakpoint Lag α µ β θ1 θ2 γ1 γ2

Botswana 48 CC 1977/1987 4 −1.0910 -3.5612 0.0889 0.0395 0.1776 -0.0595 -0.0149
(−7.3830)∗ (-7.2367) (6.7723) (0.6846) (3.8028) (-5.6067) (-2.0110)

Egypt 58 CC 1974/1990 8 −1.3096 -3.7327 -0.0039 -0.1691 0.1458 0.0375 -0.0203
(−6.9910)∗ (-6.9511) (-2.2018) (-4.7436) (4.3525) (6.8692) (-4.7372)

Jamaica 55 CC 1969/1986 3 −0.4439 -0.3980 -0.0026 0.0887 0.1019 -0.0153 0.0107
(−6.6037)∗∗ (-5.7190) (-0.9404) (3.6749) (4.7820) (-4.0616) (4.7246)

Mexico 58 CC 1979/1994 7 −1.5045 -1.8653 0.0139 0.1645 -0.0556 -0.0405 0.0212
(−7.4908)∗∗ (-7.4474) (6.9456) (5.1051) (-2.3525) (-7.1723) (5.8201)

Paraguay 57 CC 1967/1978 5 −0.6050 -1.2660 -0.0122 -0.0523 0.1534 0.0249 -0.0260
(−6.5028)∗∗ (-6.4443) (-3.4815) (-1.8135) (4.3424) (4.5575) (-5.6588)

Peru 58 AA 1982/1987 1 −0.5029 -0.7551 0.0004 -0.1441 -0.1525 / /
(−7.0401)∗∗ (-7.1420) (0.5856) (-4.9702) (-4.7791) / /

Syria 48 CC 1979/2000 8 −1.9249 -4.4292 -0.0040 0.3139 0.0936 -0.0224 0.0277
(−7.4253)∗ -(7.3256) (-0.5867) (4.7861) (1.6366) (-2.8544) (2.3747)

Tunisia 47 AA 1973/1985 2 −0.8222 -1.7609 0.0025 0.1400 -0.1123 / /
(−6.6185)∗ (-6.6194) (2.2260) (5.1494) (-4.1568) / /

Notes: Model “AA” denotes structural breaks in the level of series xi,t only, Model “CC” for breaks in both of the level and the slope. t-value in
parentheses. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived
from 1000 pseudo-series.
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Table A2.7: Restricted ADF Unit Root Tests

4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ εt, with restriction β = 0.

Country Obs Lag α µ x̄i

Botswana 48 8 −0.1080 -0.1384 -1.28
(−3.0865)∗ (-2.2828)

Cuba 38 6 −0.1577 -0.2251 -1.43
(−2.7751)∗ (-2.7313)

Lebanon 38 5 −1.019 -1.4891 -1.46
(−5.2748)∗∗∗ (-5.4338)

Turkey 58 0 −0.3776 -0.5856 -1.55
(−4.0785)∗∗∗ (-4.0322)

Notes: t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the
test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived
from 5000 pseudo-series. The estimated mean of xi,t is denoted by x̄i (see Appendix
2.2 for its computation).
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Table A2.8: Restricted ZA Tests Allowing for One Structural Break

ZA(A): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + εt, with restriction β = 0.

ZA(C): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θDUt + γDTt + εt, with restriction β + γ = 0.

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

Bolivia 58 A 1982 8 −0.1985 / -0.1053 -0.4099 -2.60

(−4.0239)∗ / (-3.7681) (-4.2382)

58 C 1982 8 −0.2922 -0.0035 -0.114 -0.5437 -2.54

(−4.8457)∗ (-2.4346) (-4.2952) (-5.1146)

Bulgaria 38 C 1991 7 −0.7271 0.0197 -0.1407 -1.3109 -1.62

(−5.4029)∗ (-4.1085) (4.0909) (-5.2985)

Costa Rica 58 A 1980 5 −0.2879 / -0.0748 -0.3371 -1.43

(−5.1963)∗∗ / (-4.5851) (-5.1634)

58 C 1980 5 −0.3186 0.0016 -0.0994 -0.3944 -1.42

Continued on next page
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Table A2.8– continued from previous page

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

(−5.7199)∗∗ (-2.0141) (-4.9799) (-5.6956)

El Salvador 58 A 1978 4 −0.2516 / -0.0992 -0.3953 -1.97

(−6.3516)∗∗∗ / (-5.9758) (-6.3606)

58 C 1978 4 −0.2619 -0.0008 -0.0945 -0.4019 -1.97

(−6.4363)∗∗∗ (-1.0754) (-5.5095) (-6.4467)

Guatemala 58 C 1982 8 −0.215 0.004 -0.1394 -0.393 -2.03

(−6.1781)∗∗ (4.9317) (-6.6618) (-6.3444)

Honduras 58 A 1982 0 −0.1767 / -0.0743 -0.3668 -2.50

(−4.1308)∗ / (-3.8179) (-4.2167)

Indonesia 48 C 1997 4 −0.5295 0.0144 -0.0761 -1.7748 -2.60

(−5.5549)∗∗ (-5.4716) (-3.8897) (-5.5109)

Iran 53 C 1976 7 −0.2244 0.0189 -0.3082 -0.319 -1.62

(−6.2314)∗∗∗ (4.2407) (-6.4038) (-4.9467)

Iraq 38 A 1990 8 −1.7471 / -1.1274 -3.258 -2.51

Continued on next page
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Table A2.8– continued from previous page

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

(−5.3619)∗∗ / (-4.9685) (-5.4268)

Jordan 54 C 1995 6 −0.587 -0.0065 -0.1171 -1.0457 -2.37

(−5.3918)∗ (-3.8751) (-3.2825) (-5.4553)

Mongolia 38 A 1990 1 −0.3738 / -0.164 -0.8867 -2.81

(−5.1554)∗ / (-4.9369) (-5.1139)

38 C 1990 1 −0.409 0.0034 -0.2081 -1.0047 -2.81

(−5.5152)∗ -1.5976 (4.8851) (-5.4384)

Morocco 58 A 1960 4 −0.3757 / 0.2066 -1.1912 -2.62

(−4.9482)∗∗ / (5.3765) (-5.1872)

Panama 58 C 1979 7 −1.0796 0.0148 0.0855 -2.2190 -1.67

(−5.0132)∗ (4.2123) (3.1302) (-4.9440)

Romania 48 A 1973 8 −0.245 0.0937 / -0.4876 -1.61

(−5.2790)∗∗ (3.2649) / (-5.0177)

48 C 1973 8 −0.2653 0.0164 0.0702 -0.5787 -1.61

Continued on next page
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Table A2.8– continued from previous page

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

(−5.3779)∗ (1.1602) (2.0047) (-4.6500)

South Africa 58 A 1983 2 −0.2362 / -0.103 -0.3324 -1.84

(−5.0787)∗∗ / (-5.3245) (-5.0456)

58 C 1983 2 −0.2501 -0.0012 -0.0898 -0.332 -1.84

(−5.5517)∗∗ (-2.2973) (-4.6174) (-5.2505)

Thailand 58 C 1990 0 −0.3686 0.0099 0.0796 -1.139 -1.80

(−5.3754)∗∗ (6.3543) (2.6214) (-5.5178)

Tunisia 47 C 1983 4 −0.8509 0.0164 -0.1267 -1.8701 -2.00

(−5.5998)∗∗ (4.9841) (-4.7056) (-5.5684)

Notes: Model “A” denotes a structural break in the level of series xi,t only, Model “C” for a break in both of the level and the

slope. The post-break means are denoted by x̄i (see Appendix 2.2 for its computation). t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and *

denote statistical significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived from

5000 pseudo-series.
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Table A2.9: Restricted LP Tests Allowing for Two Structural Breaks

LP(AA): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θ1DU1,t + θ2DU2,t + εt, with restriction β = 0.

LP(CC): 4(xt) = µ+ α(xt−1) +
∑k

j=1 cj4(xt−j) + βt+ θ1DU1,t + γ1DT1,t + θ2DU2,t + γ2DT1,t + εt, with restriction β + γ1 + γ2 = 0.

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β1(−γ1) β2(−γ2) θ1 θ2 µ x̄i

Mexico 58 CC 1979/1994 6 −1.1638 0.0327 -0.0220 0.1269 -0.0602 -1.4470 -1.26
(−7.0282)∗∗ (6.3758) (-5.8715) (4.2084) (-2.9850) (-6.9744)

Peru 58 AA 1982/1987 1 −0.5079 / / -0.1371 -0.1486 -0.7554 -2.05
(−7.2067)∗∗∗ / / (-5.2270) (-4.7926) (-7.1908)

Syria 48 CC 1979/2000 8 −1.9239 0.0224 -0.0264 0.3144 0.0991 -4.4269 -2.40
(−7.5762)∗∗ (2.9106) (-6.6598) (4.9001) (2.9750) (-7.4744)

Swaziland 38 CC 1990/2003 3 −1.0836 0.0390 -0.0330 0.1081 -0.0894 -2.4799 -2.57
(−9.2059)∗∗∗(6.0209) (-6.7258) (2.9493) (-2.4212) (-8.7695)

Notes: Model “AA” denotes structural breaks in the level of series xi,t only, Model “CC” for breaks in both of the level and the slope. The post-break
means are denoted by x̄i (see Appendix 2.2 for its computation). t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the test α = 0
at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived from 1000 pseudo-series.
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Table A2.10: MIT Candidates Based on Interpolated Sample using Restricted Mod-
els

Country Obs Lag α Model Breakpoint x̄i
ADF Tests: No Structural Break
Colombia 115 7 −0.0382∗ / / -1.74
Lebanon 75 5 −0.1619∗∗ / / -1.42
Turkey 115 8 −0.1415∗∗ / / -1.55
ZA Tests: One Structural Break
Bolivia 115 5 −0.0975∗∗ A 65 -2.50
Botswana 95 8 −0.0547∗∗∗ A 19 -1.51

8 −0.0560∗∗ C 19 -1.52
Costa Rica 115 5 −0.0930∗∗∗ A 61 -1.44

5 −0.1048∗∗∗ C 61 -1.43
El Salvador 115 7 −0.0796∗∗∗ A 57 -1.97

7 −0.0840∗∗∗ C 57 -1.68
Guatemala 115 3 −0.0446∗ A 65 -1.96

3 −0.0615∗∗ C 65 -1.98
IndonesiaL 95 7 −0.1548∗∗ C 75 -2.60
Iran 105 8 −0.0697∗∗∗ C 43 -1.65
Mexico 115 4 −0.1042∗ C 65 -1.23
MongoliaL 75 5 −0.1391∗∗∗ A 41 -2.80

5 −0.1502∗∗ C 41 -2.81
MoroccoL 115 8 −0.1272∗∗∗ A 21 -2.62

−0.1236∗ C 21 -2.62
South Africa 115 6 −0.0736∗∗ A 67 -1.85

6 −0.0851∗∗ C 67 -1.82
Thailand 115 5 −0.1471∗ C 79 -1.81
Tunisia 93 7 −0.2551∗∗ C 45 -2.00
LP Tests: Two Structural Breaks
Ecuador 113 5 −0.0785∗ AA 43/63 -2.02
Gabon 95 3 −0.2397∗ CC 27/84 -1.44
Iraq 75 7 −0.3667∗ AA 41/55 -2.42
Jamaica 109 3 −0.0921∗∗ AA 45/87 -1.53
Mauritius 115 7 −0.2204∗ CC 35/104 -1.60
Peru 115 7 −0.1925∗∗∗ AA 65/75 -2.04

Notes: The restricted models are used. The breakpoint is denoted by an integral between 1
and number of observation of individual interpolated sample. Model “A” denotes a structural
break in the level of series xi,t only, Model “C” for a break in both of the level and the slope.
The post-break means are denoted by x̄i (see Appendix 2.2 for its computation). The
subscript “L” denotes that x̄i is below the defined middle-income band range (-2.53, -1.02).
***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level
respectively, based on critical values derived from 5000 pseudo-series for ADF and ZA tests,
1000 pseudo-series for LP tests.
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Table A2.11: Restricted ADF Unit Root Tests (Interpolated Sample)

Country Obs Lag α µ x̄i

Colombia 115 7 −0.0382 -0.0665 -1.74
(−2.5957)∗ (-2.6203)

Lebanon 75 5 −0.1619 -0.2302 -1.42
(−3.4789)∗∗ (-3.5557)

Turkey 115 8 −0.1415 -0.2191 -1.55
(−3.0183)∗∗ (-2.9898)

Notes: The breakpoint is denoted by an integral between 1 and number of obser-
vation of individual interpolated sample. The post-break mean are denoted by
x̄i (see Appendix 2.2 for its computation). t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and
* denote statistical significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level
respectively, based on critical values derived from 5000 pseudo-series.
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Table A2.12: Restricted ZA Tests Allowing for One Structural Break (Interpolated Sample)

Country Obs Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

Bolivia 115 C 65 5 −0.0976 -0.0008 -0.0328 -0.1643 -2.50

(−5.0906)∗∗ (-4.2443) (-4.1575) (-5.0886)

Botswana 95 A 19 8 −0.0547 / 0.0814 -0.1640 -1.51

(−4.7334)∗∗∗ / (4.3674) (-4.5253)

C 19 8 −0.0560 0.0038 0.0651 -0.1882 -1.52

(−4.8207)∗∗ (1.0540) (2.6872) (-4.3915)

Costa Rica 115 A 61 5 −0.0930 / -0.0255 -0.1083 -1.44

(−5.3071)∗∗∗ / (-5.1211) (-5.2450)

C 61 5 −0.1048 0.0002 -0.0332 -0.1278 -1.43

(−5.6869)∗∗∗ (1.8679) (-5.1676) (-5.5773)

El Salvador 115 A 57 7 −0.0796 / -0.0317 -0.1251 -1.97

(−6.3382)∗∗∗ (-6.0287) (-6.3440)

Continued on next page
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Table A2.12– continued from previous page

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

C 57 7 −0.0840 -0.0001 -0.0303 -0.1286 -1.68

(−6.4767)∗∗∗ (-1.2894) (-5.6695) (-6.4833)

Guatemala 115 A 65 3 −0.0446 / -0.0150 -0.0724 -1.96

(−4.4122)∗ / (-4.2746) (-4.3597)

C 65 3 −0.0615 0.0002 -0.0273 -0.1068 -1.98

(−5.1852)∗∗ (2.5581) (-4.6292) (-5.0746)

Indonesia 95 C 75 7 −0.1548 0.0021 -0.0253 -0.5184 -2.60

(−5.3387)∗∗ (5.2548) (-4.0241) (-5.3017)

Iran 105 C 43 8 −0.0697 0.0021 -0.0935 -0.0930 -1.65

(−5.8428)∗∗∗ (3.9478) (-6.1490) (-4.6294)

Mexico 115 C 65 4 −0.1042 0.0007 -0.0380 -0.1317 -1.23

(−4.8814)∗ (3.7688) (-5.0427) (-4.6987)

Mongolia 75 A 41 5 −0.1391 / -0.0609 -0.3288 -2.80

(−5.4968)∗∗∗ / (-5.2851) (-5.4597)

Continued on next page
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Table A2.12– continued from previous page

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

C 41 5 −0.1502 0.0005 -0.0741 -0.3648 -2.81

(−5.7354)∗∗ (1.4667) (-5.0936) (-5.6542)

Morocco 115 A 21 8 −0.1272 / 0.0712 -0.4043 -2.62

(−5.1974)∗∗∗ / (5.6859) (-5.4220)

C 21 8 −0.1236 0.0021 0.0585 -0.4073 -2.62

(−4.9940)∗ (0.9717) (3.2361) (-5.4557)

South Africa 115 A 67 6 −0.0736 / -0.0322 -0.1037 -1.85

(−4.8626)∗∗ / (-4.9524) (-4.8518)

C 67 6 −0.0851 -0.0002 -0.0303 -0.1128 -1.82

(−5.5418)∗∗ (-2.6136) (-4.7715) (-5.3551)

Thailand 115 C 79 5 −0.1471 0.0018 0.0426 -0.4398 -1.81

(−4.9634)∗ (4.8095) (3.9899) (-4.9048)

Tunisia 93 C 45 7 −0.2551 0.0024 -0.0399 -0.5591 -2.00

(−5.4130)∗∗ (4.8412) (-4.6072) (-5.3858)

Continued on next page
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Table A2.12– continued from previous page

Country Number Model Breakpoint Lag α β(−γ) θ µ x̄i

The breakpoint is denoted by an integral between 1 and number of observation of individual interpolated sample. Model “A”

denotes a structural break in the level of series xi,t only, Model “C” for a break in both of the level and the slope. The

post-break mean are denoted by x̄i (see Appendix 2.2 for its computation). t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote

statistical significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10% level respectively, based on critical values derived from 5000

pseudo-series.

.
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Table A2.13: Restricted LP Tests Allowing for Two Structural Breaks (Interpolated Sample)

Country Obs Model Breakpoint Lag α β1(−γ1) β2(−γ2) θ1 θ2 µ x̄i

Ecuador 113 AA 43/63 5 −0.0785 / / 0.0265 -0.0361 -0.1486 -2.02
(−5.5324)∗ / / (4.7682) (-5.4944) (-5.5515)

Gabon 95 CC 27/84 3 −0.2397 0.006 -0.0036 0.094 -0.0291 -0.2597 -1.44
(−6.2488)∗ 4.4041 (-6.0663) (4.211) (-2.017) (-5.9177)

Iraq 75 AA 41/55 7 −0.3667 / / -0.3264 0.1265 -0.6876 -2.42
(−5.5366)∗ / / (-5.293) (3.5333) (-5.5314)

Jamaica 109 AA 45/87 3 −0.0921 / / -0.0365 -0.0201 -0.084 -1.53
(−5.7281)∗∗ / / (-5.5115) (-3.959) (-5.6242)

Mauritius 115 CC 35/104 7 −0.2204 -0.0052 0.0021 -0.0483 0.0054 -0.37 -1.60
(−6.389)∗ (-5.7794 (6.1261) (-3.8553) (0.7499) (-6.3514)

Peru 115 AA 65/75 7 −0.1925 / / -0.0499 -0.0582 -0.2851 -2.04
(−6.6828)∗∗∗ / / (-5.621) (-4.9308) (-6.676)

Notes: The breakpoint is denoted by an integral between 1 and number of observation of individual interpolated sample. Model “AA” denotes
structural breaks in the level of series xi,t only, Model “CC” for a break in both of the level and the slope. The post-break mean are denoted by x̄i
(see Appendix 2.2 for its computation). t-value in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote statistical significance of the test α = 0 at the 1%, 5% and 10%
level respectively, based on critical values derived from 1000 pseudo-series.
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Chapter 3

Misallocation and Growth: A

Re-evaluation of the Gains from

Labor Reallocation in China

3.1 Introduction

Two decades of 8-10% growth have propelled China from being poor to being a

middle-income country and removed half a billion people from poverty. Accompa-

nying this growth has been largest mass migration in history, with 150-200 million

people relocating from China’s rural sector to the cities. The conventional wisdom

is that this mass internal migration has been a major source of China’s productivity

growth (Zhu, 2012; Krugman, 2013; The Economist, 2013).1

This view is supported by an extensive macro-development literature based on two-

sector growth models, augmented with various factor market distortions. This in-

cludes a variety of studies ranging from growth accounting studies to calibrated

growth models. Recent examples include Brandt et al. (2008), Bosworth and Collins

(2008), Hsieh and Klenow (2009), Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2010, 2012), Bulman

and Kraay (2011), and Cao and Birchenall (2013). These studies typically report

1The association between migration and growth has long been a subject of debate in develop-
ment economics, particularly over the extent to which there is widespread factor misallocation. For
example the Lewis (1954) model was initially criticized by Schultz et al. (1964); Schultz (1967) and
Jorgenson (1967), who question the assumption of productivity gaps or surplus labor. Likewise
the literature on dualistic models of development were also criticized for lack of empirical evidence
and microeconomic foundations (Rosenzweig, 1988; Behrman, 1999). For recent discussion of the
evidence see Gollin et al. (2014).
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large labor reallocation effects, ranging from 1 to 2 percentage points per year.

In this chapter I show that, contrary to this conventional wisdom, the total factor

productivity (TFP) gains from labor migration in China are in fact very small and

have been overestimated by the vast majority of the studies in this literature.

My chapter has two parts. The first part focuses on the distinction between the shift-

share method and conventional Solow-Denison-Kuznets growth accounting. Both

methods are used in the literature to describe “labor reallocation” effects. But, as

I show, these methods produce very different results. Moreover there have been

very few attempts to understand the differences of each method or explore the

quantitative implications.

In particular nearly all of the growth studies that report “labor reallocation effects”

for China use the shift-share method. I show that, for China, the results produced

from the shift-share method are 2.5 times larger than conventionally defined TFP

gains from labor reallocation, as defined by conventional growth accounting. Since

these larger shift-share results cannot be interpreted as a component of TFP, I argue

that the literature has failed to provide a clear sense of how labor reallocation effects

relate to TFP growth, and therefore also to China’s GDP growth.

The second part of my analysis builds on the observation that the existing growth

accounting literature mostly abstracts from inter-sectoral differences in human capi-

tal. This is a potentially important omission since differences in human capital are a

standard alternative explanation for the apparently large inter-sectoral productivity

differences. As with Gollin et al. (2014) I find that human capital differences do

not account for all of the observed average productivity gap. Nevertheless, allow-

ing for these differences reduces the implied TFP gains from labor reallocation by

approximately one third.

I then show that the combined effect of these two adjustments is that the estimated

gains from “labor reallocation” are reduced from a value of 1.76 percentage points

per year to a value of just 0.25 percent per year for the period 1978-2011. This

represents less than 10 percent of China’s TFP growth and 3% of China’s GDP per

worker growth. Hence I conclude that, based on a very conventional TFP based

measures, the gains from labor reallocation have been a far less important source of

growth in China than conventionally thought.

Before proceeding it may also be useful to clarify a few things that this study does

not attempt to do. First there are various other types of literature of growth and
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“reallocation” that focus on capital allocation across firms within manufacturing.2

While this literature also deals with factor misallocation, my focus is only on the

more conventional development process of structural change with declining agricul-

tural and rural employment shares.

Second I am not trying to explain the cause of migration or develop models that

explain this process. I am concerned only with the measurement of the labor real-

location gains in terms of their contribution to total factor productivity (TFP).

Specifically I aim to clarify the extent to which structural change and labor mi-

gration have contributed to TFP growth, as defined by Solow (1957). This is an

important aim since clarifying the importance of TFP and its components is a nec-

essary first step for quantifying theoretical models. Significantly I show that the

existing literature on labor reallocation and growth in China has, explicitly or im-

plicitly, substantially overstated the extent to which rural to urban migration can be

understood as a source of growth in China, using conventional neoclassical models.

3.2 Growth and Migration in China

3.2.1 Existing Literature

The view that rural-urban labor migration has been a key engine of growth in China

is prominent in the literature. It features, for example, in discussions by: Meng and

Bai (2007); Gong et al. (2009); Li et al. (2012); Golley and Meng (2011); Cai and

Du (2011); Ge and Yang (2011); Rodrik (2010); Meng (2012); Zhu (2012); Yao

(2011); Krugman (2013).3 Likewise there is also a prominent view that the slowing

of rural-urban migration implies a slowing of China’s growth. Examples include

Brandt et al. (2008); Garnaut and Huang (2006); Cai and Wang (2010); Huang and

Jiang (2010); Rodrik (2010); Cai and Du (2011).

The key proposition underlying this view is that migration generates efficiency gains

through improvements in resource allocation. This idea is supported by recent em-

pirical studies that find large differences between agricultural and non-agricultural

productivity. Similarly many recent studies have argued that factor misallocation

2These include studies that differentiate firms according to type of ownership, such as private
versus state owned, or the allocation of factors across monopolistically competitive firms that
produce distinct varieties. See for example Hsieh and Klenow (2009).

3Also see Table (3.1) below for additional quantitative studies.
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is a ubiquitous feature of developing economies, including China (Vollrath, 2009;

McCaig and Pavcnik, 2013; Gollin et al., 2014).4

3.2.2 Data on Structural Change

A preliminary assessment of the data on sectoral labor misallocation, migration and

the productivity gap for China is given in Figures (3.1)-(3.4). Figures (3.1)-(3.2)

show the changes in the employment and output shares in China. They highlight

the mass rural-urban migration and structural changes in China. The employment

share of non-agriculture rises from 30% in 1978 to 65% in 2011. Similarly the output

share of non-agriculture has risen from 70% to 95%.

[Figure (3.1) about here]

[Figure (3.2) about here]

Figure (3.3) shows the average labor productivity (GDP per worker) in China in

the agriculture and non-agricultural sectors. Clearly output per worker is lower

in agriculture. Moreover it can be seen that over most of this period, from the

mid-1980s to about 2002, per worker income growth in agriculture was much slower.

[Figure (3.3) about here]

Figure (3.4) thus shows that the productivity gap was about 6-fold in the 1980s and

increased to 9-fold over three decades. In terms of the data presented by Gollin et

al. (2014) this suggests that there is a large misallocation of labor in China relative

to other countries. Moreover it shows that this gap has not diminished over the

period 1978-2011.

[Figure (3.4) about here]

4Some of these recent studies give more emphasis to the misallocation of capital across firms,
which differs from my more traditional focus on the misallocation of labor across sectors. See
Brandt et al. (2013) for a recent discussion with respect to China.
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3.3 Accounting for the Impact of Labor Reallo-

cation

Given this large gap in average labor productivity, the proposition that migration

has resulted in large efficiency gains, and hence significantly contributed to China’s

TFP growth, seems plausible. Table (3.1) summarizes the results from existing

growth accounting literature on the contribution of labor reallocation to China’s

growth. The reported “reallocation effects” range from less than one percent to

over three percent, over any given period.

[Table (3.1) about here]

In interpreting these studies it is important to realize that two quite distinct de-

composition methods have been used. In the first approach the “reallocation effect”

is calculated as the residual of the difference between aggregate GDP per capita

growth and the sum of growth rates of each sector weighted by their sectoral output

shares. This approach was pioneered by Fabricant (1942) and Kuznets (1957) and

it has been widely applied in economics to quantify what the respective authors

generally describe as “reallocation effects from structural change”. Some prominent

examples include Nordhaus (1972), Maddison (1998), Broadberry and Crafts (2003),

McMillan and Rodrik (2011). For ease of reference I refer to this as the “shift-share”

method.

The second approach to quantifying the impact of factor reallocation and structural

change is multi-sector growth accounting. This is a two-sector equivalent of Solow’s

standard growth accounting, due to Solow (1957), but developed to multiple sectors

by Kuznets (1961) and Denison (1967), Robinson (1971), Chenery et al. (1975),

Syrquin (1984) and Syrquin (1998). Recent expositions include Barro (1999) and

Temple (2001).

Although these alternative approaches to quantifying structural change have been

discussed in the literature there is relatively little discussion of the implications of

each method.5

5The most comprehensive existing statement of this dichotomy is Syrquin (1984). Some dis-
cussion is also given in Syrquin (1998), Timmer and Szirmai (2000), Timmer and de Vries (2009)
and Temple (2001, 2005). The shift-share method has also been described as a “crude approxima-
tion” by Maddison (1998), and Brandt et al. (2008) express frustration in assigning a meaningful
interpretation to their shift-share based labor reallocation estimates. But they do not consider the
implications for TFP measurement and the implications of the different methods have not been
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As I show below, since the “shift-share” method makes no use of the production

theory, it is not related to conventional total factor productivity (TFP) growth.

Conversely the Denison-Kuznets method has a clear interpretation as the increase

in the growth rate resulting from the movement of labor, expressed as component of

the Solow-Residual or TFP. Thus it is firmly grounded in neoclassical growth theory

tradition following, in particular, Solow (1957). This is important because it means

that the reallocations are a component of TFP and the various components sum to

aggregate TFP. In the absence of this adding up condition, it is difficult to assign

any meaningful theoretical interpretation to the quantitative value of reallocation

effects.

Despite this, the shift-share method remains the most widely used approach in the

growth literature on China. As shown in Table (3.1), 11 out of 16 studies on China

use the shift-share method and only five studies use standard growth accounting.6

3.3.1 Alternative Measures of Reallocation Effects

The existence of two different methods for quantifying labor reallocation effects

naturally raises the question over what these differences imply in quantitative terms?

Referring again to Table (3.1), it is not obvious that the choice of method makes

much difference. For example the study by Maddison (1998) finds an estimated

“resource reallocation” effect of 1.4 percentage points over 1978-1993 whereas Nehru

et al. (1997) finds a “labor reallocation effect” of 1.5 percentage points over the

similar period 1978-1995.

Nevertheless it turns out that this supposition is incorrect. As I show below the

shift-share approach will typically give much larger “reallocation effects” than the

Denison-Kuznets growth accounting method.

Specifically consider an economy with two sectors, agriculture sector (A) and man-

discussed anywhere in the literature on China’s growth. Temple (2001) and Temple and Wößmann
(2006) note that the shift-share approach and the Solow-Denison-Kuznets approach are different,
though they do not compare the methods formally. They suggest that the shift-share method may
be intended to capture a broader notion of structural change.

6Other related econometric approaches include Fan et al. (2003), Heytens and Zebregs (2003)
and Li and Liu (2011). Another prominent growth accounting study on China is Young (2003),
though this study focuses only on TFP in the non-agricultural sector and does not report estimates
of reallocation effects.
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ufacturing sector (M ).7 GDP is

Y = YM + YA (A2.1)

where Y, YM and YA are respectively: the values of total, manufacturing and agri-

cultural output.8 Dividing by total labor, where L = LM + LA, gives

y = yM lM + yAlA (A2.2)

where yM ≡ YM/LM , yA ≡ YA/LA, lM ≡ LM/L, lA ≡ LA/L.

Using a carat to denote a percentage change, x̂ = dx/x, then totally differentiating

(A2.2) gives

ŷ = sM ŷM + sAŷA + sM l̂M + sAl̂A (A2.3)

where sM = yM lM/y and sA = yAlA/y. Finally, noting that lA = 1 − lM implies

l̂A = −lM/(1− lM)l̂M , I obtain

ŷ = sM ŷM + sAŷA + ((yM − yA)/y)lM l̂M (A2.4)

This is the shift-share decomposition used by Maddison (1998), Bosworth and

Collins (2008), Bloom et al. (2010) among others listed in the first part of Table

(3.1). In a non-China context this method has also been used to report reallocation

effects by, for example, Timmer and Szirmai (2000), Ocampo et al. (2009), McMillan

and Rodrik (2011), McCaig and Pavcnik (2013).

Typically the first two terms sM ŷM + sAŷA are described as the “within sectoral

contribution” to aggregate growth, and the reallocation effect, RSS, is identified as

the last term in (A2.4).

RSS ≡ ((yM − yA)/y)lM l̂M (A2.5)

The rationalization for identifying RSS with the “labor reallocation effect” follows

from the fact that if there is no reallocation of labor then l̂M = 0 and so RSS = 0.

Alternatively, if there is migration but if labor productivity are the same across sec-

7Here I use manufacturing (M ) for ease of notation. It actually corresponds to the non-
agriculture sector.

8I follow the literature in implicitly assuming that the terms-of-trade between sectors is constant.
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tors then yM−yA = 0 and again RSS = 0.9 The popularity of this approach perhaps

also follows from its simplicity and apparent ease of implementation. Specifically

no assumptions regarding the form of each sector’s production function are needed

and the only data required are the sector growth rates and output shares.

But in what sense is RSS actually what we mean by reallocation effects in an eco-

nomic sense? The usual concept of a reallocation effect is a net effect of a change in

the labor share on total output. Thus a reallocation effect can be defined as

R ≡ (d ŷ/dl̂M) l̂M (A2.6)

It can be seen from inspection of (A2.4) that the shift-share “reallocation effect”

will be equal to this expression only if the values of output per worker yM , yA are

independent of the allocation of labor, lM . That is RSS = R only if d ŷM/dl̂M = 0.

Standard production theory suggests this is not true since reallocation of labor will

affect the marginal products of each factor due to diminishing returns.

Hence, to proceed, I need to specify a neoclassical production function. To keep the

analysis as clear as possible I assume Cobb-Douglas production functions in each

sector.

yM = AMk
β
M (A2.7)

yA = AAk
α
A (A2.8)

where yi = Yi/Li , ki = Ki/Li, L = LM + LA and K = KM +KA.10 Differentiating

(A2.2) using (A2.7) and (A2.8) then gives

ŷ = Â+ sM β k̂M + sA α k̂A + sM l̂M + sA l̂A (A2.9)

where Â ≡ sM ÂM + sAÂA is sector weighted average productivity growth. It is

straightforward to show that

9Note a positive value of RSS could also arise even when there is no misallocation in labor
market, e.g. sectors can have different average product of labor but the same marginal product of
labor.

10I use a Cobb-Douglas production function for analytical convenience. The derivation of RDK
holds for neoclassical production functions in general. For an example see Temple (2001).
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d ŷ/dl̂M = sM (1− β)− sA (1− α)(lM/lA) (A2.10)

Further assuming that each factor receives the value of its marginal product wM =

(1−β) yM and wA = (1−α) yA, then I can define the Denison-Kuznets reallocation

effect, from (A2.6), as

RDK = ((wM − wA)/y)lM l̂M (A2.11)

The Denison-Kuznets reallocation effect, RDK is straightforward to interpret from

(A2.6) and can be calculated with essentially the same information as RSS, the only

additional data being the labor cost shares to compute wM and wA.11

Comparing (A2.11) with (A2.5) we can see that RSS and RDK are similar. The

difference is that RSS weights labor growth by the difference in average product of

labor, yM − yA, whereas for RDK the weights are the differences in the marginal

product of labor or wages, wM − wA. The two concepts are the same only in

the limiting case where the production function is a linear function labor only (i.e.

Ricardian technology) in which case the marginal and average products are the same.

Thus the shift-share model can be thought of as growth accounting reallocation effect

based on a Ricardian technology with one input, labor.12

Because it implicitly assumes labor is the only input there is a natural ambiguity

in the literature as to whether it measures the impact of labor reallocation or total

resource (labor and capital) reallocation. For example, Van Ark (1996), Broad-

berry Broadberry (1997), Broadberry (1998), Broadberry and Crafts (2003) and

Bosworth and Collins (2008) refer to RSS as measuring the “shift of resources out

of agriculture” or a “resource allocation” effect. Cao and Birchenall (2013) use the

term “sectoral reallocation effect”. However Maddison (1998), Bloom et al. (2010),

Brandt et al. (2008), Kuijs and Wang (2006), Vries et al. (2012), Dekle and Van-

denbroucke (2010) and McMillan and Rodrik (2011) describe their shift-share value,

RSS, as capturing “labor reallocation effects”.13

11This relationship is discussed in more detail in Appendix 3.3, which gives an alternative deriva-
tion of (A2.11).

12I show this in Appendix 3.4. See also Syrquin (1998). Somewhat trivially it can be thought of
as a model with two factors but where the factor price ratio is fixed, since, from Hicks’ aggregation
theorem, in this case the two factors can be aggregated into one.

13Likewise recent studies by Roncolato and Kucra (2013), McCaig and Pavcnik (2013), Ocampo
et al. (2009) also refer to RSS as measuring labor reallocation effects.
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Thus RDK is based on standard growth theory and the contribution of labor is

valued at its marginal product. In contrast the shift-share method is unrelated to

TFP and does not value factors at their respective marginal products. While it

may be tempting to view the shift-share method as a parsimonious approach, it is

a-theoretic and hence its usefulness for decomposing growth across sectors is very

limited.14

3.4 Results for Alternative Growth Accounting

Methods

We can now consider how RSS and RDK differ quantitatively. Theoretically it is

unclear whether RSS > RDK or RSS < RDK . Nevertheless using (A2.5) and (A2.11)

the ratio RDK/RSS can be simplified to

RDK/RSS = (1− β)− (β − α)/(yM/yA − 1) (A2.12)

Inspection of (A2.12) shows that if the labor income shares are equal across both

sectors, then RDK/RSS = 1− α = 1− β < 1.15 This particular case of equal factor

shares is important since there is some evidence that factor shares across sectors are

generally quite similar (Gollin, 2002).

More generally, however, from (A2.12) it can also be seen that if either the difference

in shares β − α is small, or there is a large labor productivity gap, so that yM/yA

is large, then RDK/RSS ≈ 1 − β. Thus, if there are large distortions so that yM

significantly exceeds yA, we would anticipate that the ratio of Denison-Kuznets to

the shift-share reallocation effect, RDK/RSS, will be close to the labor cost share in

non-agriculture, 1− β.

We therefore have the following useful rule of thumb:

Proposition: If the labor cost shares are similar across sectors, or if there is a large

labor productivity gap across sectors, then the shift-share effect, RSS, will overstate

the growth accounting labor reallocation effect, RDK , by a factor of approximately

14The shift-share method is of course useful as a preliminary decomposition method in other
applications where there is no particular theoretical guidance. For example decomposing inequality
into “between” and “within” region effects.

15The limiting case is yM = yA, in which case RSS = RDK = 0.
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1/(1− β), where β is the non-agricultural labor share.

As noted above in Figure (3.4), for China the gap in average labor productivity,

yM/yA, is large varying between 6 and 9. Hence if, as the evidence suggests for

China, 0.4 ≤ 1 − β ≤ 0.6 then RSS will overestimate the TFP gains from labor

reallocation by approximately 1 2⁄3 to 2 1⁄2 times.

To obtain a more accurate estimate I proceed by computing both RSS and RDK

using data from Bai and Qian (2010), which are taken from provincial GDP data

from Hsueh and Li (1999) and National Bureau of Statistics China (2007). Bai and

Qian (2010) find average labor shares of 0.47 for non-agriculture. This is also very

close to value found by Young (2003) based on data either from national accounts

or input-output tables. For agriculture Bai and Qian (2010) report a value of 0.89

but acknowledge that this is overestimated since it includes land income. Cao and

Birchenall (2013) therefore propose an adjustment which reduces this value from

0.89 to 0.38. In what follows I therefore choose a parsimonious value of 1−α = 2/3,

as a base case and also report the values for 1 − α = 0.89 and 1 − α = 0.38. As

implied by the preceding proposition, however, the results are very insensitive to

these values.16

Furthermore I wish to compare the results for the reallocation effects with standard

TFP estimates. Hence I also require data on sectoral GDP and capital. For the

sectoral GDP data I use Bosworth and Collins (2008)’s data for 1978-2004, updated

to 2011 using data from the Chinese Statistical Yearbook (CSY).17 I use official

real GDP deflator from CSY for agriculture and services sector, and ex-factory

industry price index from CSY as the deflator for the industry sector. To construct

capital stocks I use total gross fixed capital formation from various issues of the

CSY. Sectoral gross capital formation shares for 1978-1995 are from Hsueh and Li

(1999). For 1996-2011 I use investment in fixed assets shares by main sector from

the CSY. Following Young (2003) I use the official investment deflator taken from

World Development Indicators database. I also use Young (2003)’s capital-output

ratio and assumed depreciation rate (6%) to construct the capital stock. Sectoral

16These values are also similar to other values reported in the literature. For example, for
agriculture and non-agriculture respectively, the labor shares are 0.25 and 0.6 over 1978-2004 in
Bosworth and Collins (2008), and 0.5 and 0.5 over 1978-2008 in Brandt et al. (2008), 0.76 and
0.46 over 1978-2003 in Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2010, 2012). An exception is Chow (1993) who
obtains a much smaller value of 0.32 for agriculture over 1952-1988 using a production estimation.

17Bosworth and Collins (2008) divide the economy into three sectors: agriculture, industry and
services. For ease of comparison with other studies I aggregate industry and services, into “non-
agriculture” sector. Nevertheless I obtain the same reallocation as Bosworth and Collins (2008) to
two decimal places, when using the same data and shift-share methodology.
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employment shares are obtained following Bosworth and Collins (2008).18

3.4.1 The Quantitative Implications of the Shift-Share ver-

sus Denison-Kuznets Methods

The results for per worker GDP growth, TFP and reallocation effects RSS and RDK

are given in Table (3.2). The shift-share reallocation effect, RSS, is given in Column

(3). It can be seen that for the period 1978-2011 is RSS = 1.76 percent per year.19

RSS varies from 1.17% in 1991-2001 to 2.46% in 2001-2011.

Thus these figures might be taken as implying that reallocation effects account for a

relatively large fraction of TFP growth. For example from 1978-2011 RSS is 1.76%

compared to a TFP growth rate of 3.05%. Likewise in 2001-2011 RSS is 2.46%

compared to a TFP growth rate of 3.76%. In both cases RSS is around 2⁄3 of TFP.

As we have seen however, RSS is not a component of TFP and so these numbers

cannot be meaningfully compared. Likewise we could compare these values with

the GDP per worker growth rates in Column (1), but this again has little economic

meaning.

[Table (3.2) about here]

Next we turn to the Denison-Kuznets growth accounting results, RDK . As shown

in Table (3.2), Column (4), the value of RDK from 1978-2011 is RDK = 0.77%,

significantly less than RSS = 1.76%. Likewise comparing Columns (3) and (4) over

each sub-period the value of RDK is much smaller than RSS, and it is easy to verify

that RSS is around 2.3 times larger than RDK in each period.20

Furthermore since RDK is a component of productivity growth the numbers in Col-

umn (4) can be directly compared with the TFP values in Column (2). Over the

18Specifically for 1978-2002 I sum employment over sub-sectors to obtain agriculture and non-
agricultural employment. Individual sub-sector splits are not available after 2002, so I directly use
the employment data by main sectors.

19The reported value is the simple average of the values over the relevant period. My values
do not correspond exactly to those reported by Bosworth and Collins (2008) since for simplicity I
aggregate the data to just two sectors whereas Bosworth and Collins use three sectors. However
for the same time periods results are very close to theirs. For example I find RSS= 1.8% for 1978
to 1993 which corresponds to the value of 1.7% reported by Bosworth and Collins (2008).

20Results of RDK are very similar when labor share in agriculture is 0.89 or 0.38, with RDK
being 0.71% and 0.85% respectively over the same period 1978-2011. Over each sub-period, the
value of RSS is more than twice as large as the value of RDK .
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whole period RDK accounts for 0.77/3.05 = 25% of TFP growth. For comparison,

if we had interpreted the shift-share method as a TFP number, we would have

attributed 1.76/3.05 = 58% of TFP growth to reallocation effects.

Thus reasonable estimates of labor cost share suggest that the shift-share approxi-

mation significantly overstates the actual impact of rural-urban labor migration on

growth. As such there is also likely to be a significant overstatement of the estimated

labor reallocation effects in studies that use the shift-share approach, including the

China studies listed in Table (3.1).

Thus I have shown the vast majority of studies on growth and labor reallocation in

China have used the shift-share method as opposed to the Denison-Kuznets method.

Second I have shown that only the Denison-Kuznets method gives the impact of real-

location on growth. Third I have now also shown, both analytically and numerically,

that the shift-share method significantly overstates the actual growth effects of labor

migration in China.

Consequently I reach a preliminary conclusion that most of the existing literature on

China’s growth and migration has overstated the quantitative impact of migration on

China’s growth by a factor of around 2.3 times. Application of the Denison-Kuznets

method suggests that labor reallocation has contributed less than a percentage point,

0.77 % to China’s growth. This compares with a TFP estimate of 3.05% and a

per worker GDP growth rate of 8.1%. Thus conventional growth accounting, with

standard data and factor shares, indicates that labor reallocation effects have been

quite small.

3.5 Human Capital

The literature cited above implicitly assumes that differences in the marginal, or

average, product of labor across sectors are evidence of inefficient factor allocation.

Nevertheless there may be many reasons why the marginal product of labor may not

be equated across sectors in equilibrium. This includes differences in living costs,

transport and migration costs. Similarly there may be unmeasured differences in

human capital across sectors.

These factors are typically ignored because they are difficult to measure. Never-

theless Li et al. (2013) have recently complied data on human capital levels across
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sectors based on the standard Mincerian concept of human capital.21 It is therefore

interesting to consider the extent to which difference in the average level of human

capital might further adjust the gains from labor allocation.

Figure (3.5) thus shows the ratio of level in human capital across urban and rural

sectors in China based on Li et al. (2013). It can be seen that in the 1980s the

urban sector has approximately twice as much human capital per worker and this

ratio rises gradually through time, to about 2.5 times. The growth in the urban ratio

is a significant achievement given that there is also rapid rural-urban migration at

this time.

[Figure (3.5) about here]

Figure (3.6) then shows the “productivity gap”, measured as the ratio of the average

products of labor in each sector, yM = YM/LM , yA = YA/LA and as the ratio of the

average product per effective unit of labor, yM/hM , yA/hA. As expected, the gap

is much smaller, varying in the range from 3 to 4 times as opposed to a factor of

6-9 times for the unadjusted data. This magnitude of adjustment for human capital

differences across sectors is very similar to those reported by Gollin et al. (2014)

across a number of countries.

[Figure (3.6) about here]

3.5.1 Growth Accounting with Human Capital

If we consider differences in human capital across sectors then factor market clearing

requires that the return to labor of equivalent skill levels be equated. To keep as

close as possible to the standard growth accounting setting with homogeneous labor,

I assume all agricultural labor is homogeneous and has a human capital level of hA.22

The derivation of human capital level from schooling is detailed in Appendix 3.5.

Further I suppose that at a point in time average human capital in manufacturing

is hM > hA. I denote the total supply of labor services in manufacturing and

agriculture respectively as HM = hMLM and HA = hALA.

21Note however Li et al. (2013) distinguish rural from urban sector, instead of agriculture and
non-agriculture. This represents a potential limitation of my data. Also, data on real human
capital per worker by sector (rural and urban) are available for 1985-2010, thus data over 1978-
1984 and 2011 are derived based on mean growth of real human capital per worker over 1985-1990
and 2005-2010, respectively.

22I later consider the implications of relaxing this assumption.
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Labor market clearing requires that weA = weM , where weM = (1 − β) yM/hM and

weA = (1 − α) yA/hA. Hence, even in an efficient market, with no misallocation,

there will exist an apparent wage gap of wM −wA = (hM − hA)we > 0. This simply

reflects the fact that skill levels may differ across each sector.

Next I consider how migration affects the total supply of labor service in each sector.

Since human capital is embodied in labor, migration will reduce the average human

capital per worker in the manufacturing sector. The total stock of labor services, H,

is given at a point in time, so that dHM = d(H −HA). From this it can be shown

that the relationship between the increase in human capital in the urban sector and

the decline in labor in the rural sector is given by23

ĤM = −L̂AHA/HM (A2.13)

If I further define the urban sector human capital share as leM ≡ HM/H, then I can

define the Denison-Kuznets reallocation effect with human capital, as

RH
DK ≡ (d ŷ/dl̂e

M
) l̂e

M
(A2.14)

As shown in Appendix 3.1, using (A2.13) and (A2.14) I obtain

RH
DK = ((weM − weA)/ye)(hA/hM)leM l̂M (A2.15)

It can be seen that (A2.15) differs from (A2.11) in two main respects. First the

wage gap is expressed in terms of efficiency units. Second the reallocation effect

contains the term hA/hM < 1. Intuitively this reflects the impact that agricultural

migrants have on the average stock of skills in the manufacturing sector. A similar

human capital adjustment can also be applied to the shift-share methodology (see

Appendix 3.2).24

23This uses the fact that L̂A = −L̂M LM/LA and that ĥA = 0, since as workers leave the average
human capital per worker remains constant. Further details are given in Appendix 3.1.

24A further extension might to assume that there is heterogeneity of labor within agriculture.
For example Sicular et al. (2007) find that migrants in China, on average have a slightly higher
level schooling attainment than the average rural worker. I discuss this possibility in some detail
in Appendix 3.5 and also show, nevertheless, that allowing for this difference does not have a large
impact on the results.
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3.5.2 Results

It is straightforward to compute the value of RH
DK from (A2.15) using the data

on human capital per worker from Li et al. (2013). The human capital adjusted

reallocation effects RH
SS and RH

DK are given in Columns (5) and (6) of Table (3.2).

It can be seen that these adjustments also result in a significant downward adjust-

ment in the size of the reallocation effect. Over 1978-2011 allowing for human capital

differences across sectors reduces the shift-share measure by 40% – from 1.76% per

year to just 0.66% per year. The Denison-Kuznets measure is reduced by 30% from

0.77% to 0.25%. In each sub-period the adjustments to obtain RH
SS and RH

DK are of

similar magnitude.

Thus the human capital adjustment has a significant quantitative impact. The

difference reflects the fact that the gap in wage (or marginal product) in part reflects

differences in labor quality and the fact that workers migrating from agriculture have

a lower human capital per worker and so dilute the average human capital in the

manufacturing sector.

3.5.3 Implications for China’s Growth

We can consider the total impact of the two adjustments by comparing the val-

ues obtained from the shift-share analysis, RSS in Column (3) with my preferred

measure, RH
DK in Column (6).

It can be seen that total effect is substantial. Over the entire period 1978-2011, mov-

ing from the shift-share method to the more appropriate Denison-Kuznets method,

and allowing for human capital differences across sectors, the value of the “reallo-

cation effect” falls from 1.76% per year to just 0.25% per year.

Thus on the one hand we have a popular story where a number of around 1.76

percentage points is widely reported in the literature as being “the effect of labor

reallocation”. Comparing, as many studies do, this number with TFP growth implies

labor migration might account for 1.76 percentage point per year or 58% of China’s

TFP growth (for example 1.76 points compared to an average TFP growth rate of

3.05%).

But using the more appropriate Denison-Kuznets method, and allowing for a very

standard adjustment in labor quality across sectors, reduces the contribution of labor
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reallocation to 0.25%. This number is a component of TFP and so the contribution

of migration to growth is just 8% of China’s TFP growth.

The pattern is similar across each period. For example in the most recent decade,

2001-2011, the RSS = 2.46% which again is nearly 65% of TFP in that period. The

Denison-Kuznets figure however is 40% as large as this RSS and after allowing for

human capital again I obtain a value of just 0.37% per year. Over each subperiod I

find that the labor reallocation effects are always less than 1/10 of TFP.

My critique of this literature therefore suggests that barriers to labor migration

are unlikely to have large effects on growth, since, in-of-itself, migration in China

appears not to have contributed strongly to China’s TFP growth. Specifically the

conventional view, that labor migration has made a major contribution to China’s

growth, cannot be justified by the standard growth accounting growth framework

with conventionally defined TFP.25

From a development policy perspective the results suggest that the primary sources

of growth in China have been other sources of TFP and factor accumulation. This

therefore refocuses attention on the policies that affect urban productivity, such

as public infrastructure, trade openness and governance, as key factors in China’s

success.

My results also suggests that high growth is consistent with significant barriers to

labor migration. Such barriers may well affect the distribution of incomes between

urban and rural areas, but their impact on resource allocation and efficiency appears

to be a minor source of growth in China. Hence while dismantling China’s household

registration system is likely to yield imbalance urban and rural incomes, it seems

less likely that it would have a large direct impact on growth.

This gives a different perspective on Krugman’s metaphor of China running out

of “surplus peasants”, and hence “hitting its great wall” (Krugman, 2013; The

Economist, 2013). If it contributes to only 1/10th of China’s TFP, a slowdown

of migration is more of a speed bump than a great wall.

The results are also important for developing economies that aim to emulate China’s

success. A possible implication of my results is that that barriers to rural-urban

25This is not to say it may not be justified by some other type of less conventional model. In
particular including unemployment, or sectoral constraints on the employment of human capital,
would provide an alternative basis for migration to have a larger effect. Furthermore, a two-sector
Ramsey growth model, as developed in Chapter 4, the rural-urban migration also contributes to
the growth through induced capital accumulation and a lower investment price, also yields a larger
size of labor reallocation effects.
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migration, as implied by China’s Hukou system, are not a significant constraint on

growth. This is likely to be true even when rural-urban productivity differences are

large. In particular, as shown by Gollin et al. (2014), the urban-rural productivity

gap for China is at the high end of the spectrum, so gains for other countries are

likely to be even smaller than those I have found for China.

In this context it is interesting to note that my more modest estimates of TFP from

labor reallocation in China are not dissimilar from estimates used in assessing the

historical sources of growth in Europe, using the Denison-Kuznets method. Specif-

ically labor misallocation in Europe appears to have accounted for only 1/20-1/7th

of GDP per worker (Temple, 2001). This is similar to my estimates of just under

1/10 of GDP per worker in China, before any adjustment for human capital.

Finally, as noted by Gollin et al. (2014), the differences in human capital across

sectors are not unique to China. Hence the downward reduction in the size of labor

reallocation effects implied by accounting for these differences in China, is likely to

be similar across other developing countries.

Thus the results, overall, suggest that rural-urban migration has not been a key

engine of China’s growth. Countries that hope to learn from China’s growth success

should look to other sources of productivity.

3.6 Conclusions

In order to have an informed discussion about the sources of growth, it is important

to get the numbers right and have a clear understanding what they mean. To that

end the standard framework for decomposing growth, dating back to Solow (1957),

divides growth into factor accumulation and residual TFP growth. Denison (1967)

and Kuznets (1961) showed that TFP growth can be further divided into resource

reallocation effects and a smaller residual. Despite the presence of this accepted

technique I have found that the majority (11 out of 16) of studies that quantify

“labor reallocation effects” in China have used the theoretically ambiguous shift-

share decomposition.

I have shown that the shift-share method produces reallocation effects for China

that are around 2.3 times larger than the conventional TFP based measure. Hence

the labor “reallocation effects” for China that have been presented and discussed in

this literature, significantly overstate the correct estimates of the TFP gains from
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labor reallocation in China.

Consequently the literature has failed to provide a clear sense of how labor realloca-

tion effects relate to TFP growth, and hence to GDP growth. This criticism holds

not only for descriptive growth accounting, but also a variety of models that use

these techniques for calibrating and bench-marking models and reporting results.

To get a better sense of the importance of labor reallocation in China’s growth

I then use recent data on urban-rural human capital differences to further adjust

the TFP generation through the reduction in misallocation from migration. Since

human capital per worker is much higher in urban areas this naturally also leads

to a significant downward adjustment in the size of the estimated TFP gains from

labor reallocation.

Together therefore, these two adjustments lead to a very substantial revision of the

role of migration in China’s growth. I find that labor reallocation has contributed

only one quarter of a percentage point per year to China’s growth over 1978-2011.

Over each period and over the whole period 1978-2010, labor reallocation effects are

always less than 1/10th of China’s TFP growth.

It seems, therefore, that the conventional view, that labor migration has made a

major contribution to China’s growth, cannot be justified by the standard two-sector

growth accounting framework. The results therefore suggest that a re-evaluation of

the historical sources of growth in China is needed. In particular, for development

policy, the results suggest that less emphasis on the costs of misallocation may be

warranted, along with a greater emphasis on other sources of productivity growth.
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Appendix 3.1: Reallocation Effects with Human

Capital

Suppose I define a stock of labor service in effective units as H = h L and H =

HM +HA. In each sector therefore,

HM = hMLM (A3.1)

HA = hALA (A3.2)

Similarly I define ye ≡ Y /H, yeM ≡ YM/HM , yeA ≡ YA/HA, leM ≡ HM/H, leA ≡
HA/H and the sectoral production functions are given by

yeM = AM(keM)β, yeA = AA(keA)α (A3.3)

where, ki = Ki/Hi.

The impact of migration to the modern sector, ĤM , on the growth rate can now be

redefined as an adjusted “reallocation effect”

RH
DK ≡ (d ŷ/d l̂eM)l̂eM (A3.4)

Using the chain rule this can usefully be expressed as the product

d ŷ/dl̂eM = (d ŷ/d ŷe)(d ŷe/dl̂eM) (A3.5)

Note that the second term in this expression is similar to the term derived in the

main text, for example in (A2.10), without efficiency units. Hence I have

Result A1. Analogous to the model without human capital in the text, the derivative

d ŷe/dl̂eM , can be expressed

d ŷ/dl̂eM = (weM − weA)leM/y
e (A3.6)
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Proof : Using (A3.1), (A3.2) and (A3.3) output per effective worker ye ≡ Y /H can

be expressed

ŷe = Â+ sM β k̂eM + sA α k̂
e
A + sM l̂eM + sA l̂

e
A (A3.7)

where l̂eM = ĤM − Ĥ, l̂eA = ĤA − Ĥ and I define Â ≡ sM ÂM + sAÂA. Holding total

capital stock K constant, to focus on labor reallocation, gives

d ŷe/dl̂eM = sM (1− β)− sA (1− α)(leM/l
e
A) (A3.8)

which can be seen to be analogous to (A2.10) in the main text. Given that 1− β =

weM/y
e and 1− α = weA/y

e this gives

d ŷe/dl̂eM = (weM − weA)leM/y
e (A3.9)

This concludes the Proof of Result A1.

To complete this description of reallocation effects with human capital, RH
DK , I need

an expression for l̂eM , which expresses how the share of human capital in each sector

changes with migration, and an expression for dŷ/d ŷe.

First note that y = yeh so that ŷ = ŷe + ĥ. Although human capital is reallocated,

the total stock of human capital does not change so that ĥ = 0, and hence

dŷ/d ŷe = 1 (A3.10)

Next I need to consider an expression for l̂eM where l̂eM = ĤM − Ĥ. If the total stock

of H and L are constant so that Ĥ = L̂ = 0, then

l̂eM = ĤM − Ĥ = ĤM = d(H −HA)/HM = −ĤA/HM (A3.11)

I have two cases to consider. First if migrants’ level of human capital is the average

level in the agricultural sector, hA, then ĤA = hA dLA = −hA dLM . Substituting,

and noting HM = hm LM , then (A3.11) becomes

l̂eM = hA dLM/HM = (hA/hM) l̂M (A3.12)
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Combining (A3.9), (A3.10) and (A3.12) gives

RH
DK ≡ ((weM − weA)leM/y

e)(hA/hM)l̂M (A3.13)

which is equation (A2.15) in the text.

More generally if migrants’ human capital differs from average level in the Agricul-

tural sector, hi 6= hA, then ĤA = hi dLA = −hi dLM , so that

l̂eM = hidLM/HM = (hi/hM)l̂M (A3.14)

Likewise combining (A3.9), (A3.10) and (A3.14) gives

RH
DK ≡ ((weM − weA)leM/y

e)(hi/hM)l̂M (A3.15)

which is equation (A3.29) in Appendix 3.5.
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Appendix 3.2: Shift-Share Effects with Human Cap-

ital

Using the definition from Appendix 3.1, note that I can express output per effective

worker ye ≡ Y/H as

ye = yeM l
e
M + yeAl

e
A (A3.16)

Total differentiating gives

ŷe = (yeM l
e
M/y

e)ŷeM + (yeAl
e
A/y

e
A)ŷeA + (yeM l

e
M/y

e)l̂eM + (yeAl
e
A/y

e
A)l̂eA (A3.17)

or equivalently

ŷe = sM ŷ
e
M + sAŷ

e
A + sM l̂

e
M + sAl̂

e
A (A3.18)

Using the fact that l̂eA = −leM/(1− leM)l̂eM gives

ŷe = sM ŷ
e
M + sAŷ

e
A + ((yeM − yeA)/ye)leM l̂eM (A3.19)

The reallocation effect by shift-share method can be redefined as the final term in

this expression.

RSS = ((yeM − yeA)/ye)leM l̂eM (A3.20)

This can also be thought of RSS ≡ (d ŷ/dl̂e
M

) l̂e
M

assuming that ŷe
A

and ŷeM are

independent from l̂e
M

since, as shown in Appendix 3.1 above, d ŷ/dŷe = 1.

Finally I obtain

RH
SS ≡ ((yeM − yeA)/ye)leM(hA/hM) l̂

M
(A3.21)
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Appendix 3.3: The Growth Accounting Approach

to Reallocation Effects

The purpose of this appendix is to prove the claim in the text that the labor re-

allocation effect in standard structural growth accounting is equivalent to RDK in

(A2.11). Thus for example, Syrquin (1984) defines the total reallocation effect, RT ,

as the increase in efficiency that results when resources (labor and capital) move

from sectors with lower to sectors with higher marginal productivity where

RT = Â− sAÂA − sM ÂM (A3.22)

whereÂ = Ŷ − γK̂ − (1− γ)L̂, ÂA = ŶA − αK̂A − (1− α)L̂A, ÂM = ŶM − βK̂M −
(1− β)L̂M .

This can be written as:

RT = (sA(1−α)L̂A+sM(1−β)L̂M−(1−γ)L̂)+(sAαK̂A+sMβK̂M−γK̂) = RL+RK

(A3.23)

where γ = (rAKA + rMKM)/Y , 1 − γ = (wALA + wMLM)/Y , α = rAKA/YA,

1− α = wALA/YA, β = rMKM/YM , 1− β = wMLM/YM .

This expression RT consists of a labor reallocation effect, RL = sA(1−α)L̂A+sM(1−
β)L̂M − (1− γ)L̂ and a capital reallocation effect, RK = sAαK̂A + sMβK̂M − γK̂.

The labor reallocation term, RL, can be simplified to

RL = (wALA/Y )l̂A + (wMLM/Y )l̂M (A3.24)

and using l̂A = −lM/(1− lM)l̂M gives

RL = (wM − wA)LM(L̂M − L̂)/Y (A3.25)

or
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RL = RDK = ((wM − wA)/y) lM l̂M (A3.26)

Hence the standard growth accounting approach based on (A3.22) is identical to my

more intuitive approach in the text.

The advantage of the approach derived in this appendix and followed by Syrquin

(1998) and also Barro (1999), is that it highlights the relationship between the

reallocation effects and total factor productivity. Specifically (A3.22) shows that

the reallocation effect in this methodology is a component of TFP. Importantly

there is no such equivalence with the shift-share methodology unless, as previously

noted in the text, the production function is Ricardian.
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Appendix 3.4: Total Reallocation Effects by Shift-

Share Method

Recall the shift-share reallocation is given by RSS ≡ ((yM−yA)/y)lM l̂M = ŷ−sAŷA−
sM ŷM . Under what conditions is this identical to either the labor reallocation effects

RSS, as defined in the text, or the total reallocation effects, RT as given in Appendix

3.3.

Here I show that two concepts are identical if:

(i) The technology is Ricardian.

Since the production only involves labor, the TFP growth rate is as same as labor

productivity growth, thus RSS = ŷ− sAŷA− sM ŷM is identical to RT = Â− sAÂA−
sM ÂM .

(ii) k̂A = k̂M and kA = kM .

Based on the assumed production functions above, I have ŷ = Â+γk̂, ŷA = ÂA+αk̂A,

ŷM = ÂM + αk̂M , this gives

RSS = RT + (γk̂ − sAαk̂A − sMβk̂M) (A3.27)

It is seen that as long as γk̂ − sAαk̂A − sMβk̂M = 0, RSS = RT . Note that k =

kAlA + kM lM ,

Differentiating and using l̂A = −lM/(1− lM)l̂M gives

k̂ = (KA/K)k̂A + (KM/K)k̂M + ((kM − kA)/k)lM l̂M (A3.28)

Therefore, if k̂A = k̂M , and kA = kM , RSS = RT .
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Appendix 3.5: Labor Heterogeneity

In this appendix I briefly consider relaxing the assumption that rural, or agricultural,

labor is homogeneous. Specifically suppose labor is indexed by skill level such that

each worker effective labor supply per unit of labor time, Li, is given by Hi = hiLi,

where hi differs across workers. Suppose further that some migrant, i has human

capital level that differs from the average rural level, hA ≤ hi ≤ hM .

Differences in schooling level between migrants and non-migrants in China is given

by Sicular et al. (2007). They find that the average years of schooling of migrants,

from the rural sector in China, is 7.91 years compared to the rural average of 7.11

years, and 10.85 years in the urban sector. Similar gaps between the average years

of schooling of migrants and the rural average are reported by Zhao (1999) and Zhu

(2002). Likewise Meng (2012) and Frank Qu and Zhao (2014) also report similar

gaps between the average years of schooling of migrants and the urban average.

Thus there appears to a small difference in average skills of migrants compared to

non-migrants in the rural sector, though both appear to be significantly lower than

urban schooling levels.

Based on the evidence suppose that for a migrant, i, h̄A < hi < h̄M . Then the

expression for RH
DK now becomes

RH
DK = ((weM − weA)/ye)(hi/hM)leM l̂M (A3.29)

It is straightforward to see that if hi/hM > hA/hM , then this will increase the size

of RH
DK .

A difficulty is that while Li et al. (2013) report a Mincerian human capital index in

for each sector, we do not have the the equivalent metric for migrants. Thus we need

to convert years of schooling data, s into a Mincerian human capital concept, h. To

do this I follow Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare (1997) and assume h = e((φ/(1−α)) s),

where φ is the Mincerian return to schooling.

Based on Sicular et al. (2007)’s data I have sA = 7.11, si = 7.90, sM = 10.85.

These values and Li et al. (2013)’s human capital index hA/hM , implies a return

to schooling of φ=6% per year. This is in the middle of the range reported, for

example, by Zhang et al. (2005). Using this I then obtain hi/hM = 0.51 compared

to the value of hA/hM = 0.47 used above, based on Li et al. (2013).
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This is clearly a small difference and it only increases the value of RH
DK , over the

whole sample period, from 0.25% per year to just 0.28% per year. The adjusted

values for other sub-periods are shown in Table (A3.1), and are similarly close to

the values I reported in Table (3.2).

[Table (A3.1) about here]

Furthermore, in order to gain a sense of the sensitivity of the results to estimates

of the skill level of migrants, Table (A3.1) also reports the results for the extreme

case where hi/hM = 1. It can be seen that this increases the size of the reallocation

effect, RH
DK , but the value is still significantly smaller than RDK and still an order

of magnitude smaller than RSS.

The main lesson from this exercise, therefore, is that heterogeneity of agricultural

labor appears to be very much a second order effect in terms of my results. This

is partly because the observed differences in schooling of migrants and the rural

average is very small. But also the key reason that RH
DK is smaller than RDK comes

from the large gap between the average rural and urban human capital levels which

reduces the size of the wage gap such that weM − weA < w̄M − w̄A.
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Appendix 3.6: Robustness Check with Alternative

Data Sources

As discussed in the main text there are many well known problems with Chinese

data and considerable work has been undertaken in a range of studies to improve

accuracy. In this appendix we therefore discuss how the main quantitative results

change when we use some of these alternative data sources. These robustness checks

are summarized in Table A3.2.

As expected the choice of data source affects the growth accounting results, including

per worker GDP growth, TFP growth, and the size of labor reallocation effects.

For example, RDK ranges from 0.59 to 0.92 percentage points per year for any

given period, and RH
DK varies from 0.13 to 0.25 percentage points per year. These

compare with our benchmark values of RDK = 0.77 and RH
DK = 0.25 percentage

points per year. Nevertheless, regardless of sample periods and data sources, the

ratio RDK/RSS is fairly stable (0.41 to 0.44) and close to the labor share in non-

agriculture (0.47), as implied by the Proposition in the main text.

We now discuss these alternative estimates in more detail.

(1) Output

In addition to constructing alternative price indices, another way to overcome the

upward bias of real output is to develop a physical output index, as proposed by

Wu (2002) and Wu (2011). They use physical output of major industrial products

or product groups weighted by value-added weights taken from China’s 1987 input-

output table. Estimates based on physical output index suggest an average GDP

growth of 7.5 percentage point per year over 1978-2007, lower than 9.78 percentage

points per year in our data, implying a lower per worker GDP growth and TFP

growth.

In terms of the agricultural output share, Wu (2011) suggests a smaller change from

0.30 to 0.18 over 1978-2008, compared to a decline from 0.28 to 0.07 over the same

period in our data. Thus the data in Wu (2011) suggest a smaller productivity gap,

hence a smaller labor reallocation effect. For example, RDK based on Wu (2011)

is 0.59 percentage points per year over 1978-2008, compared with 0.75 percentage

points per year using our data for the same period. Nevertheless, the ratio RDK/RSS

using Wu (2011) is 0.41, close to 0.44 in our data.
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(2) Capital

Our estimates of the aggregate capital stock are in line with existing estimates, such

as Yan and Yudong (2003) and Chow and Li (2002). These estimates are based

on the standard perpetual inventory method. Alternatively, estimates of productive

capital stocks are available. For example, the series from Holz (2006b) are based

on scrap rates instead of a depreciation rate, and they exhibit a lower growth rate

in the mid 1990s.26 The series from Wang and Szirmai (2012), derived from the

age-efficiency profiles instead of the age-price profiles, show a higher growth rate

since 1980 than the existing estimates, implying a lower TFP growth.

Thus, we experiment with two series from Yan and Yudong (2003) and Chow and

Li (2002) based on wealth capital stock and another two series from Holz (2006b)

and Wang and Szirmai (2012) based on productive capital stock. All else equal, the

choice of aggregate capital data only affects the estimates of growth contribution

from capital accumulation and TFP, but it has no influence on labor reallocation

effects (both RDK and RSS). As evidenced in Table A3.2, RSS and RDK are identical

across data sources for the same period. Furthermore, the ratio RDK/RSS is either

0.43 or 0.44, close to our benchmark value of 0.44.

(3) Employment

One concern with our employment data based on administrative reporting system is

that they include workers who are effectively laid off (Holz, 2006a) for the years prior

to 1998. An alternative source of employment data is the population census, which

has also been incorporated into the CSY. The official data from the CSY provide

total employment and a breakdown by the three main sectors: primary, secondary

and tertiary. A major issue with this source is the break in 1990, due to the CSY’s

scale-up revision in accordance with population censuses of 1990 and 2000. Thus we

consider alternative data from Holz (2006a) which extend upward revision for the

years prior to 1990.

Another concern with our employment data is an overestimation of agricultural

employment as a result of undocumented off-farm migration and non-farm rural

self-employment (Brandt et al., 2008). To address this concern, we use data from

Brandt et al. (2008) based on detailed labor supply for rural households from annual

rural household surveys. Alternatively, as in Bulman and Kraay (2011), we subtract

26This is because previous studies use the full investment expenditures instead of effective in-
vestment for the 1990s data, and they do not take into account the fact that at times of high
investment growths the transfer rate falls drastically.
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the floating population from the agricultural employment drawn from Holz (2006a)

and add them into the non-agricultural employment. The estimates of floating

population are from Liang and Ma (2004) and Cai and Wang (2010). Lastly, we also

consider the data from Wu (2011) which add military personnel to non-productive

service employment.

We find that the annual growth rates of total employment are similar across data

sources, therefore per worker GDP growth and TFP growth are similar across

sources. In terms of sectoral employment shares, the agricultural employment share

in Brandt et al. (2008) shows a larger decline from 0.69 to 0.32 over 1978-2004, in

contrast with a change from 0.71 to 0.47 in our data over the same period.27

As shown in Table A3.2, other things equal, the choice of employment data has an

impact on per worker GDP growth and TFP growth but little impact on the con-

tribution of capital accumulation. A larger change in the agricultural employment

share implies a smaller labor productivity gap as well as a faster migration flow

rate, which have opposite impacts on the size of labor reallocation effects. We find

that, using the sectoral employment shares from Brandt et al. (2008) and floating

population revised employment data, both RSS and RDK are slightly larger than

the benchmark values. However, the ratio RDK/RSS across data sources and sample

periods remains stable, varying from 0.41 to 0.44.

(4) Labor Income Shares

Finally we also consider the impact of alternative labor income shares from Bai and

Qian (2010) and Bulman and Kraay (2011) that are yearly varying. These studies

report a larger mean share for agriculture and a slightly smaller mean share for

non-agriculture. The results show a smaller RH
DK = 0.19 percentage points per year

using Bai and Qian (2010)’s labor shares, and RH
DK = 0.11 percentage points per

year using data from Bulman and Kraay (2011) for the same sample period.

Our Proposition in the main text implies that a smaller labor share in non-agriculture

yields a smaller ratio RDK/RSS, other things equal. Indeed, the ratios RDK/RSS

using data from Bai and Qian (2010) and Bulman and Kraay (2011) are 0.40 and

0.31 respectively, lower than our benchmark value 0.44, for the period 1978-2011.

Thus these alternative shares amplify our conclusions in the main text.

[Table (A3.2) about here]

27The floating population adjusted data show a decline in the agricultural employment share
from 0.71 to 0.34 over 1978-2004, similar to Brandt et al. (2008).
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Figure 3.1: Employment Shares by Sector in China (1978-2011)
Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Real Output Shares by Sector in China (1978-2011)
Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: GDP per Worker in China, RMB in 1978 Price (1978-2011)
Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Productivity Gap in China (1978-2011)
Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Real Human Capital per Worker Index by Sector in China (1978-2011)
Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Productivity Gap in China, Human Capital Adjusted (1978-2011)
Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.
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Table 3.1: Reallocation Effects in China (% Points per Year)

Period Labor
Reallocation

Studies Using Shift-Share Method, RSS

Maddison (1998) 1978-1994 1.4
Kuijs and Wang (2006) 1978-1993 1.2

1993-2004 0.8
He and Kuijs (2007) 1978-1993 1.3

1993-2005 1.1
Brandt et al. (2008) 1978-2004 1.7

1978-1988 3.4
1988-2004 0.8

Bosworth and Collins (2008)a 1978-2004 1.6
1978-1993 1.7
1993-2004 1.2

Bloom et al. (2010) 1980-2000 1.3
Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2010) 1978-2003 1.5

McMillan and Rodrik (2011) 1990-2005 1.0
Vries et al. (2012) 1997-2008 1.2

1987-1997 1.0
Cao and Birchenall (2013) 1978-2008 1.8
McMillan et al. (2014) 1990-2005 1.0

Studies Using Denison-Kuznets Method, RDK

Nehru et al. (1997) 1978-1995 1.5
Woo (1998) 1979-1993 1.1

1985-1993 1.3
Cao et al. (2009)b,c 1982-2000 -0.02

1994-2000 0.0
Bulman and Kraay (2011) 1979-2008 0.8

1979-1995 0.9
1996-2008 0.7

Ercolani and Wei (2011) 1966-2009 1.37
Source: Authors’ compilation.

Note: “a” denotes the number is reported as total resource reallocation effect;

“b” This decomposition based on gross output rather than value added, but conceptually it is an extension
of the DK approach.

“c”: This study also includes adjustments for labor quality.
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Table 3.2: Growth and Reallocation Effects (% Points per Year)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
GDP TFP Shift–Share Denison-Kuznets Shift–Share Denison-Kuznets

per Worker Growth RSS RDK with Human with Human
Capital, RH

SS Capital, RH
DK

1978-2011 8.12 3.05 1.76 0.77 0.66 0.25
1978-1991 5.24 2.20 1.51 0.65 0.56 0.20
1991-2001 9.27 3.54 1.17 0.51 0.46 0.17
2001-2011 10.81 3.76 2.46 1.09 0.92 0.37

Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.

Notes: RSS and RDK are estimates of labor reallocation effect by Shift-Share decomposition method and Denison and Kuznets Growth Accounting

method, respectively. RH
SS and RH

DK are estimates of labor reallocation effect by corresponding method, with rural-urban human capital difference
taken into account.
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Table A3.1: Alternative Values of RH
DK with

Heterogeneity of Agricultural Labor (% Points per Year)

(1) (2) (3)
hi/hM = 0.47 hi/hM = 0.51 hi/hM = 1.00

1978-2011 0.25 0.28 0.55
1978-1991 0.20 0.21 0.42
1991-2001 0.17 0.18 0.36
2001-2011 0.37 0.42 0.84

Source: Details on data sources are in section 3.4.

Source: hi and hM denote a human capital level for migrants and nonagricultural workers.
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Table A3.2: Growth and Reallocation Effects (Percentage Points per Year) with Alternative Data Sources

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

GDP per Worker Contribution of k TFP Growth Shift–Share Denison-Kuznets Shift–Share with Denison-Kuznets with

Human Capital Human Capital

ŷ γk̂ ŷ − γk̂ RSS RDK RH
SS RH

DK RDK/RSS

Alternative Employment Data

Benchmark, 1978-11 8.12 4.91 3.05 1.76 0.77 0.66 0.25 0.44

Holz (2006b), 1978-11 8.19 4.94 3.08 1.74 0.76 0.66 0.25 0.44

Benchmark, 1978-04 6.97 4.11 2.73 1.57 0.68 0.60 0.23 0.43

Brandt et al. (2008), 1978-04 7.01 4.13 2.75 1.86 0.76 0.59 0.16 0.41

Benchmark, 1978-11 8.12 4.91 3.05 1.76 0.77 0.66 0.25 0.44

FloatingPop, 1978-11 8.19 4.94 3.08 2.18 0.92 0.73 0.24 0.42

Benchmark, 1978-07 7.85 4.54 3.14 1.72 0.75 0.66 0.25 0.44

Wu (2011), 1978-07 7.72 4.47 3.08 1.46 0.64 0.56 0.21 0.43

Alternative Capital Data

Benchmark, 1978-98 6.84 3.85 2.87 1.52 0.66 0.58 0.21 0.43

Chow and Li (2002), 1978-98 6.84 3.57 3.14 1.52 0.66 0.58 0.21 0.43

Continued on next page
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Table A3.2– continued from previous page

Benchmark, 1978-99 6.87 3.93 2.81 1.43 0.61 0.54 0.20 0.43

Yan and Yudong (2003), 1978-99 6.87 3.56 3.18 1.43 0.61 0.54 0.20 0.43

Benchmark, 1978-03 7.16 4.20 2.83 1.50 0.65 0.57 0.21 0.43

Holz (2006b) Series 1, 1978-03 7.16 3.84 3.18 1.50 0.65 0.57 0.21 0.43

Holz (2006b) Series 2, 1978-03 7.16 3.40 3.60 1.50 0.65 0.57 0.21 0.43

Benchmark, 1978-07 7.85 4.54 3.14 1.72 0.75 0.66 0.25 0.44

Wang and Szirmai (2012), 1978-07 7.85 5.30 2.41 1.72 0.75 0.66 0.25 0.44

Alternative Output Data

Benchmark, 1978-08 7.92 4.61 3.13 1.72 0.75 0.65 0.25 0.44

Wu (2011), 1978-08 5.65 4.49 1.14 1.43 0.59 0.45 0.13 0.41

Alternative Labor Shares

Bai and Qian (2010) 8.12 4.58 3.36 1.76 0.71 0.66 0.19 0.40

Bulman and Kraay (2011) 8.12 5.92 2.09 1.76 0.54 0.66 0.11 0.31

Notes: Alternative data sources and labor shares are discussed in detail in Appendix 3.6.
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Chapter 4

Migration, Capital Accumulation

and Growth in China

4.1 Introduction

As stated in Chapter 3, many studies on the contribution of rural-urban migration

to China’s growth use the shift-share method, and report a number of 1-2 percentage

points per year. This is widely cited as evidence for the conventional proposition

that the reallocation process, where labor reallocates from a low to high productivity

sector, can generate sizable efficiency gains.

However, a more appropriate Denison-Kuznets growth accounting approach finds a

significantly smaller TFP growth of slightly under one percentage point per year.

An implication from this is that a slowing migration process in the future may not

be a significant barrier to China’s growth, since historically, its importance has been

minor.

One should bear in mind, both results above are based on the growth accounting

method, and are therefore subject to the limitations of this approach. The growth

accounting method takes the growth of factors as given, and does not consider inter-

actions or causal relations between the factors or between TFP and factor inputs.

Rather it assumes that the determinants of the growth of factors are independent

from those of TFP growth (Barro, 1999).

In the context of migration and growth in China, I have shown, in Chapter 3, that

labor reallocation only contributes a minor component to China’s TFP growth, but
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I have not considered how the capital stock adjusts in response to TFP growth or

other elements that affect TFP growth, such as labor reallocation. It is possible

that aggregate capital stock is also affected by migration, as more migrants move to

the cities, more investment can be implemented without rapid diminishing marginal

return to capital. Therefore, the aggregate stock of capital adjusts (accumulates)

such that the production in the cities is on its PPF frontier.

The first objective of this chapter therefore is to quantify the contribution of labor

reallocation to aggregate growth over the last three decades, by constructing a two-

sector closed economy model, and identify how labor reallocation promotes aggregate

growth.

Recent model-based studies on labor reallocation in China include Brandt and Zhu

(2010), Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012) and Cao and Birchenall (2013). However,

they do not explicitly discuss the second question, that is, how does labor reallo-

cation promote aggregate growth? This is explored in this chapter, and it is found

that migration affects aggregate growth through both efficiency gains and induced

capital accumulation.

I find that the impact of labor reallocation effect in China, including induced cap-

ital accumulation, is around 2 percentage points per year. Capital accumulation

facilitated by migration accounts for the majority of this 2% per year.

The labor reallocation effect, in absence of capital adjustment, is found to very

small. Thus I find that the bulk of this broadly defined labor reallocation effect,

is due to capital accumulation. As in the previous chapter, the TFP component is

very small.

The second objective of this chapter is to analyze the growth loss effect due to the

Hukou restriction in China over the past three decades. This question has not been

explored in recent model-based studies on structural change and growth in China.1

The growth loss effect cannot be analyzed in the growth accounting framework, since

in the accounting framework capital growth is exogenous. In a general equilibrium

model, I can answer this question using counterfactual simulations where capital

accumulation is endogenous. For example, I simulate a growth path under the

counterfactual assumption that the Hukou restriction was absent over the past three

decades. Then the growth difference between this counterfactual simulation and the

1With their focus on distortion in capital market between state owned and non-state owned
firms in China, Brandt and Zhu (2010) implemented simulations to quantify the growth loss due
to capital distortion.
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factual quantifies the growth loss effect due to the Hukou restriction. I find that

China would have gained another 1.24 percentage points per year over the last three

decades if there was no Hukou restriction.

In the light of China’s slowing growth, the third objective of this chapter is to

consider the implications of further Hukou reform for China’s growth prospects over

the coming decade. I find that, if there was a migration flow of 10 percent of the

total labor force over the next decade, which is the average pace of migration over

the last three decades, China would reap 0.9 percentage points per year of per worker

GDP growth over the same period.

4.2 Related Literature

4.2.1 Theoretical Models of Structural Change and Growth

The one-sector growth model has been a workhorse of modern macroeconomics. Its

popularity is partly due to the fact that the model describes “Kaldor Stylized Facts”

in a minimalist way (Kaldor, 1961).2 That is, it describes a balanced path where

the growth rate of output, the capital-output ratio, the return to capital, and the

factor income shares are constant.

Behind these aggregated balanced growth paths, however, lies significant structural

transformation. This salient feature of structural change in the growth process,

has been documented earlier by Clark (1967), Kuznets and Murphy (1966), and

more recently by a number of scholars, e.g. (Echevarria, 1997; Robertson, 1999;

Kongsamut et al., 2001; Caselli and Coleman II, 2001; Restuccia, 2004; Ngai and

Pissarides, 2007; Gollin et al., 2007; Landon-Lane and Robertson, 2007; Restuccia

et al., 2008; Acemoglu and Guerrieri, 2008; Alvarez-Cuadrado and Long, 2011).

Since the one-sector model, by its minimalist fashion, abstracts from structural

change, there have been numerous attempts to develop a multi-sector growth model

that retains both features of “Kaldor Stylized Facts” and structural change. It turns

out that these multi-sector models are able to deliver a balanced growth path at the

aggregate level, with various restrictions. The identified driving forces for structural

change, by these models, can generally be categorized into two types: preference

driven type and technology driven type.

2It has been standard to impose restrictions on preferences and technologies to deliver these
“Kaldor Stylized Facts”.
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In the first category, a large body of studies derive structural change from different

income elasticities across goods (Echevarria, 1997; Caselli and Coleman II, 2001;

Gollin et al., 2007; Restuccia et al., 2008). Specifically, they assume non-homothetic

preferences, with a minimum substance level of consumption for agricultural goods,

so that the income elasticity of agricultural demand is less than unity. As the

economy grows to a higher income level, the consumption demand for agricultural

goods declines, hence resources shift out of agriculture.

The mechanism of structural change in the second category is from the production

technology side, which is featured in studies such as Robertson (1999), Restuccia

(2004), Ngai and Pissarides (2007), Landon-Lane and Robertson (2007) and Ace-

moglu and Guerrieri (2008). As TFP growth differs across sectors, sectoral differ-

ences in factor proportions can be a source of structural change.

An additional mechanism along the same lines is attributed to Alvarez-Cuadrado

and Long (2011) who focus on the difference in the elasticity of substitution between

capital and labor across sectors. The intuition behind this mechanism is that as the

wage-rental ratio rises with economic growth, the sector with a higher elasticity of

substitution tends to substitute away from labor more. As a result, labor shifts out

of agriculture.

4.2.2 Structural Change and Growth in China

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there has been an extensive macro-development litera-

ture based on a two-sector model of structural change in China, possibly augmented

with factor distortion in markets. This includes a large body of growth accounting

studies such as Nehru et al. (1997); Woo (1998); Kuijs and Wang (2006); He and

Kuijs (2007); Bosworth and Collins (2008); Brandt et al. (2008); Bloom et al. (2010);

Bulman and Kraay (2011), and a few recent calibrated models, e.g. Brandt and Zhu

(2010); Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012); Cao and Birchenall (2013). Here I focus

on these model-based studies, since they are closely relevant to my analysis.

The task of quantifying the “labor reallocation effect” has also been performed

in Brandt and Zhu (2010) and Cao and Birchenall (2013). However, there is a

difference in the simulation design between these two studies, which leads to a

different definition of the labor reallocation effect.

Brandt and Zhu (2010) implement a counterfactual simulation where the histori-

cal TFP within each sector, the investment rate, mobility barrier in labor market
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(the wage wedge between the agricultural sector and the nonagricultural sector) are

retained, and the wage rate in the nonagricultural sector is raised to a level such

that migrants are pushed back to the agricultural sector. The growth difference

between this counterfactual and the baseline is viewed as the contribution of labor

reallocation. Since their counterfactual experiment controls for TFP growth, the in-

vestment rate, and mobility barrier, this growth difference is described as the “pure

labor reallocation effect”. They find only a moderate number of 1.02 percentage

points per year over 1978-2004.3

In Cao and Birchenall (2013)’s study, a counterfactual experiment is constructed

where the historical sectoral TFP growth is also retained, and no migration between

sectors is allowed. They find that the labor reallocation, defined as the growth

difference between the factual and the counterfactual, accounts for about one-third

of aggregate growth. Therefore, the labor reallocation is sizeable based on their

finding.

I focus on the general equilibrium growth effect contributed by labor reallocation.

This is a broader concept than RDK as defined in Chapter 3, which is a pure TFP

concept. So my experiment design follows Cao and Birchenall (2013). However, I

further analyze the mechanism through which migration promotes aggregate growth.

It is shown that capital accumulation facilitated by migration accounts for the ma-

jority of the labor reallocation effect. This has not been discussed in Cao and

Birchenall (2013).

More importantly, Cao and Birchenall (2013) abstract from labor market frictions,

with their attention devoted to the impact of sectoral TFP growth on China’s struc-

tural change and growth. Although they focus on China, they do not consider the

impact of the Hukou restriction.

Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012) model mobility frictions in China’s labor market

as a wage wedge between the agricultural sector and the nonagricultural sector,

and investigated how much the reduction in mobility frictions have contributed to

structural change. This greatly differs from one of the central questions in this

chapter, which is a counterfactual question of how much growth would China have

gained if there were no mobility frictions over the last three decades.4

3The investment rate is exogenous in Brandt and Zhu (2010), while it is an endogenous variable
in my model, as in Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012) and Cao and Birchenall (2013).

4My model also differs from Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012) in other main research questions.
They focus on quantitatively assessing the driving forces of China’s structural change. Rather
the emphasis of this chapter lies in quantifying the contribution of structural change to capital
accumulation and growth in China.
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With regards to model assumptions, Brandt and Zhu (2010), Dekle and Vanden-

broucke (2012) and Cao and Birchenall (2013) all adopt non-homethetic preferences,

thus the income effect is a mechanism through which structural change takes place.

This assumption, however, is not employed in my analysis. Instead, I assume a stan-

dard CES utility function where the elasticity of substitution between agricultural

and nonagricultural goods is greater than unity.

As shown later in the section of quantitative analysis, the relative price of agricul-

tural goods increases as the economy grows. This delivers a declining consumption

budget share of agricultural goods, which accords with the trend observed in China.

Finally, Brandt and Zhu (2010), Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012) and Cao and

Birchenall (2013) all assume standard Cobb-Douglas production functions for both

sectors. Following a proposition by Alvarez-Cuadrado and Long (2011), that the

difference in elasticity of substitution between labor and capital across sectors is

another driving force for structural change, I explore this possibility by assuming

that the production function of the agricultural sector is more flexible in factor

substitution. Intuitively, as the economy grows, the wage-rental ratio rises, the

agricultural sector tends to more substitute away from labor than the nonagricultural

sector, and labor shifts out of agriculture as a result.

4.3 The Model

The economy has two productive sectors: the agricultural sector and the nonagri-

cultural sector, indexed by “A” and “M” respectively. Both sectors use labor service

and capital as inputs, under the assumption of constant return to scale. The goods

from “A” sector are only used for consumption, while the goods from “M” sector

can be either consumed or invested. The “M” goods are seen as numeraire, with

a price fixed at unity, so the price of “A” goods is equal to the relative price of

“A” goods to “M” goods, denoted by p. Workers provide their labor service inelas-

tically, and consume both goods. There is no international capital flow. Capital

is mobile across sectors, but, as explained below, there exists a friction for labor

mobility, in order to capture the Hukou constraint in China. Though the after-tax

wages differ across sectors, it is still reasonable to model the whole economy using a

representative household, assuming that households are quite “large”, with an em-

ployment structure that mirrors the wider economy, with the income shared within

the household.
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4.3.1 Households

Consider an infinite-horizon representative household with the following instanta-

neous utility function:

u(q) =
q1−θ − 1

1− θ
(4.1)

where q is a composite good which is formulated from q = q(qa, qm). Note for the

sake of simplicity of notation, the time subscript “t” is omitted unless necessary.

The population within this household grows at the rate n, starting from L(0) = 1,

so the population evolves as L(t) = ent. An exogenous labor augmenting technology

growing at a rate of x apply to both sectors, with the initial level A(0) = 1, hence

the path of technology is given as A(t) = ext, and the efficiency labor force evolves

as L(t)A(t).5

The objective function facing this representative household is:

∫ ∞
0

e−(ρ−n)tu(q)dt (4.2)

where ρ is time discount rate, and q is the real consumption per capita.

The law of motion for the total capital owned by the household is:

K̇ = (R− δ)K + waLa + wmLm − e(p)qL (4.3)

where La and Lm are labor force in “A” and “M” sector respectively. R is marginal

product of capital, wa and wm are wage rates for two sectors. e(p) is the unit price

of composite good, which is a function of relative price p, hence e(p)q quantifies the

total consumption expenditure.

The intensive form of Eq (4.3) in terms of capital per effective worker is:

˙̂
k = (R− δ − n− x)k̂ + ŵala + ŵmlm − e(p)q̂ (4.4)

5The notation will eventually be expressed in efficiency unit, due to the assumption of the
presence of exogenous labor augmenting technology path. It is convenient to identify the steady
state conditions by processing equations of variables in efficiency unit.
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where k̂ = K/AL, q̂ = q/AL, ŵa = wa/AL, ŵm = wm/AL, q̂ = q/AL, la = La/L,

lm = Lm/L and x is the growth rate of labor augmenting technology.

I then establish the following Hamiltonian equation:

H = e−(ρ−n)tu(q̂ext) + µ(Rk̂ + ŵala + ŵmlm − e(p)q̂) (4.5)

Where q̂ is a control variable, µ is the co-state variable, and k̂ is a state variable.

Note that this Hamiltonian equation is expressed in efficiency unit, so that the

original q in utility function Eq (4.2) now is expressed as q̂ext.

The partial derives of H with respect to q̂ is stated as:

q̂−θ = µ̃e (4.6)

where µ̃ = µe−[x−(ρ−n)−xθ]t.

The partial derivatives of H with respect to k̂ is expressed as:

− µ̇ = µ(R− δ − ρ− xθ) (4.7)

From µ̃ = µe−[x−(ρ−n)−xθ]t we have µ = µ̃e[x−(ρ−n)−xθ]t. Differentiating µ = µ̃e[x−(ρ−n)−xθ]t

and plugging it into Eq (4.7) to get

− ˙̃µ = µ̃(R− δ − ρ− xθ) (4.8)

Combining Eq (4.6) and Eq (4.9) renders the Euler equation which describes:

˙̂q

q̂
=

1

θ

(
R− δ − ρ− xθ − ė

e

)
(4.9)

Note that if two goods are identical in a closed economy (so the relative price is

constant at unity), or in an open economy, the relative price are fixed, then ė/e = 0.

Eq (4.9) then reduces to the standard Euler equation in the one-sector Ramsey

model.
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4.3.2 Firms

A representative firm i in each sector, i ∈ a,m, employs labor and capital to produce

goods under sector-specific technology and the assumption of constant returns to

scale:

Yi = F i(ALi, Ki), i ∈ a,m (4.10)

The intensive form of production can be written as:

ŷi ≡
Yi
AL

= F i

(
ALi
AL

,
Ki

AL

)
= f i(li, k̂i), i ∈ a,m (4.11)

where li = Li/L, and k̂i = Ki/AL.

The cost function corresponding to technology by Eq (4.10) is defined as:

Ci(ŵi, R)Yi ≡ min
{
ŵiALi +RKi : Yi ≤ F i(ALi, Ki)

}
, i ∈ a,m (4.12)

Dividing Eq (4.12) by AL, I obtain:

Ci(ŵi, R)ŷi ≡ min
{
ŵili +Rk̂i : ŷi ≤ F i(li, k̂i)

}
, i ∈ a,m (4.13)

where ŵi denotes the wage per efficiency unit of labor service. The unit cost function

facing firms can be written as:

ci = ci(ŵi, R), i ∈ a,m (4.14)

By Shephard’s Lemma the unit factor demand functions are ∂ci/∂ŵi for labor and

∂ci/∂ŵi for capital.

4.3.3 Equilibrium

Definition: An equilibrium is given by the paths of goods and factor prices, p, R,

ŵa, ŵm, employment and capital allocation, la, lm, k̂a, k̂m such that firms maximize

profits (zero profit), both goods and factor markets clear, and consumers maximize
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utility.

It is useful to decompose the above equilibrium into three parts: a static equilibrium,

the steady state and a dynamic equilibrium.

Static Equilibrium

Definition 1: Static equilibrium. For given endowment, k̂ and labor force (which

is normalized to be unity) and costate variable µ̃, a static equilibrium is a path of

good prices, p, factor prices, ŵa, ŵa, R, sectoral output levels, ŷa, ŷm and a real

consumption level, q̂, such that the following conditions are satisfied:

Zero profits:

1 = cm = cm(ŵm, R) (4.15)

p = ca = ca(ŵa, R) (4.16)

Factor market clearing:

1 =
∂ca
∂ŵa

ŷa +
∂cm
∂ŵm

ŷm (4.17)

k̂ =
∂ca
∂R

ŷa +
∂ĉm
∂R

ŷm (4.18)

Goods market clearing for the agricultural sector “A”:

ŷa =
∂e(p)

∂p
q̂ (4.19)

Goods market clearing for the nonagricultural sector “M”:

ŷm = q̂m +
˙̂
k + (δ + n)k̂ (4.20)

where q̂m is the consumption of nonagricultural goods, which is equal to e(p)q̂ −
ŷap, and

˙̂
k + (δ + n)k̂ is the demand for nonagricultural goods for the purpose of
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investment.

Some simple rearrangement of Eqs (4.20)-(4.20) shows ŷm+ŷap = e(p)q̂+
˙̂
k+(δ+n)k̂.

The left-hand side of this equality is output per effective worker (ŷ) which is the

sum of expenditure on consumption and investment. This delivers an equation that

says “expenditure equals income”.

Finally, I assume there is mobility friction in labor market, which is reflected in

sectoral wage gap in the following way:

ŵa = ŵm(1− τ) (4.21)

Thus, migrants have to pay the government a tax that is τ fraction of prevailing

wage level wm. The submitted tax will be returned in the form of lump-sum subsidy

by the government. Note that this is a modeling treatment, and it is different from

the actual Hukou restriction which is administratively controlled.

Given the state variable k̂ and co-state variable µ̃, the static equilibrium constitutes

7 static equations and 7 endogenous variables. The equations include Eq (4.6), Eqs

(4.15)-(4.19) and Eq (4.21), and the variables are ŵa, ŵm, R, p, q̂, ŷa and ŷm.

Steady State

To complete the model, I also need the law of motion of costate variable µ̃, which

has been specified in Eq (4.7) and the law of motion of the state variable k̂, which

is the flow constraint that corresponds to Eq (4.4).

In the presence of technological progress (labor augmenting type), the steady state

path requires that all real variables: consumption, capital and output will grow at a

rate of z, such that z = n+ x. Along such a path, these real variables per efficiency

unit, e.g. k̂ = k/A, ŷ = y/A and ĉ = c/A are constant.

At steady state, ċ/c = ė/e = 0, which gives the familiar steady state condition for

R:

R∗ = δ + ρ+ xθ (4.22)

Definition 2: Steady state. Letting capital stock k̂ be endogenous, then the econ-

omy is in a steady state if: (i) the conditions of a static equilibrium are satisfied,
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and; (ii)Eq (4.22) is also satisfied.

Dynamic Equilibrium

Lastly, I can define a dynamic equilibrium path for the economy.

Definition 3: Dynamic Equilibrium. A dynamic equilibrium is a sequence of static

equilibria, and a costate variable µ̃ that satisfies Eq (4.7) and a state variable k̂ that

satisfies Eq (4.4), for all t, and also Eq (4.22) is satisfied as t→∞.

In practice I solve the model numerically by finding a path that reaches the steady

state in a finite time. This involves solving a two-point boundary value problem

consisting of differential equations (4.4) and (4.7). The solution is obtained using

the relaxation algorithm described in Press (2007).6 I implement the algorithm in

Matlab using the program developed by Trimborn et al. (2008).

.

4.4 Quantitative Analysis

4.4.1 Experiment Design

My major aim is to consider the impact of migration on China’s growth in a general

equilibrium model. Specifically, I ask the following questions:

1) To what extent has migration contributed to China’s growth in the past three

decades? I define the labor reallocation effect as the growth difference between the

baseline and a counterfactual where there is no migration.

2) What would China’s historical growth have been if there was no Hukou restriction

in the last three decades. This captures the actual growth loss occurred due to the

Hukou restriction. It is defined as the growth loss effect.

3) How would further Hukou reform affect China’s growth prospects over the next

decade?

First, I calibrate the model to an initial equilibrium where the output and em-

6The relaxation algorithm are also used by Landon-Lane and Robertson (2007); Harris and
Robertson (2013).
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ployment shares are distributed in Table (4.1), for year 1978. Based on this initial

equilibrium state, a baseline is generated by imposing a productivity shock to the

nonagricultural sector such that the model produces a structural change (in terms of

employment and output) close to the data and an annual growth rate of 8 percent-

age points for GDP per worker. The justification of a positive productivity shock

to the nonagricultural sector instead of the agricultural sector comes from empirical

evidence for higher TFP growth in the nonagricultural sector in China over the last

three decades. This has also been seen in the data in Chapter 3, as well as recent

model-based studies on China’s structural change and growth, such as Brandt and

Zhu (2010) and Dekle and Vandenbroucke (2012).

[Table (4.1) about here]

Various counterfactual experiments are then performed to answer the questions

above. Specifically, I consider the first counterfactual case (hereafter C1) where

the same productivity shock is imposed, and migration is prohibited. The growth

difference between this counterfactual and the baseline measures the labor realloca-

tion effect.

The second counterfactual case (hereafter C2) incorporates the same productivity

shock and a shock to the Hukou restriction. The growth difference between this

counterfactual and the baseline captures the growth loss effect.

The third counterfactual case (hereafter C3) features the same productivity shock

and also a shock to the Hukou restriction after year 2008.7 The difference in growth

over the next decade between the baseline and this counterfactual quantifies the

growth gains over the next decade, resulted from further Hukou reform.

4.4.2 Calibration of the Initial State and the Baseline

Before proceeding to the calibration of the initial state and the Baseline, it is useful

to have a broad review of China’s structural transformation over the last three

decades, as detailed in previous Chapter. The employment share of non-agriculture

rises from 30% in 1978 to 65% in 2011. Similarly the output share of non-agriculture

has risen from 70% to 95%. These changes highlight the mass rural-urban migration

and structural changes in China.

7The counterfactual C3 differs from the counterfactual C1 in the timing of a shock to the Hukou
restriction.
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As tabulated in the Column (3) of Table (4.1), at the initial state, the agricultural

sector accounts for 70 percent of the total employment and 30 percent of the total

output. I also assume that the labor income share in the agricultural sector is

roughly 1.5 times that in the nonagricultural sector, which is close to the labor

income share ratio 1.42 inferred from the data in Chapter 3. The initial distribution

pattern of output and employment implies a wage gap between two sectors, which is

reflected in the equation wm(1− τ) = wa, where τ = 0.725. The value of τ suggests

a high distortion in China’s labor market in 1978. This accords with a 3-4 fold wage

gap (adjusted for human capital difference) documented in Chapter 3. Furthermore,

it can be derived that the labor income share is 0.82 in the agricultural sector and

0.54 in the nonagricultural sector respectively.

Since the initial state of the economy is assumed to be an equilibrium, additional

assumptions are required to calibrate the balanced growth path. Specifically, the

population growth n is assumed to be 0.01, and the labor augmenting productivity

growth x is 0.02. These two numbers imply that the efficiency labor force grows at

a rate z of 0.03, such that z = n+ x.

Because capital per effective worker at the steady state has to be constant, capital

stock also grows at a rate z along the balanced path. Since K̇ = I−δK, thus K̇/K =

I/K−δ, where δ = 0.05 denoting capital depreciation rate. This gives I/K = z+δ =

0.08. Given the assumption that the investment rate I/Y at the initial steady state

is 0.3, the implied capital-output ratio K/Y is 3.75. The assumption of I/Y = 0.3

is consistent with data from China National Bureau of Statistics for year 1978,

where the investment is defined as gross fixed capital formation. As shown later in

the baseline, the investment rises to a level of 40-50% of GDP over time, featuring

China’s high investment rate over the last three decades.

Additionally, the inverse of inter-temporal elasticity of substitution θ in the utility

function is chosen to be 0.75, and the time discount rate ρ is inferred from the

steady state equation that R∗ = ρ + δ + θx = 0.1. The derived time discount rate

ρ is 0.035, close to alternative values 0.04 in Roe et al. (2010) and 0.03 in Cao

and Birchenall (2013). The specification of R∗ = 0.1 is based on empirical findings

by Bai et al. (2006) that the real return to capital in China since 1978 fluctuated

between 8 percent and 12 percent, and rose to new highs in recent years.

Table (4.2) summarizes these assumed and derived parameters for calibration of the

initial steady state. Note that the values of parameters n, x, z, δ are also used in a

standard Ramsey model, e.g. see Barro et al. (1991). The major difference here is
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the choice of θ, which is assumed to be 0.75 in my model, compared with 3 in Barro

et al. (1991) and 1.26 in Roe et al. (2010). This implies that the inter-temporal

elasticity of substitution in my model is 4/3, which is greater than unity.8

I also assume a large elasticity of substitution between agricultural and nonagricul-

tural goods in CES utility function. Such a specification permits a declining trend

of consumption budget share of agricultural goods that accords to the data. As the

economy grows, the relative price of agricultural goods rises. A large elasticity of

substitution implies that workers substitute away to a larger extent from agricul-

tural goods. Moreover, a large elasticity of substitution between agricultural and

nonagricultural goods can been seen as a parsimonious way of capturing China’s

open economy where the trade fixes the relative price between goods.

With regards to production technologies, I assume CES production functions. Based

on post-war US data, Herrendorf et al. (2013) find capital and labor are most sub-

stitutable in agriculture with a substitution elasticity of 1.58. This compares with

an elasticity of 0.80 for manufacturing, and 0.75 for services. 9 Behrman (1972) also

find that the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital is much larger in

agriculture than that in services, by roughly three times. I assume an elasticity of

1.8 in the agricultural sector, and an elasticity of 1.1 in the nonagricultural sector.

[Table (4.2) about here]

To generate the baseline case, a productivity shock to the nonagricultural sector

is imposed such that over the transition period of three decades (1978-2008), the

nonagricultural employment share rises from 0.3 to 0.6, and the annual growth rate

of GDP per effective worker (per worker) is around 6 (8) percentage points. This

requires approximately a 100% increase in TFP level in the nonagricultural sector.10

8The implications of a low inter-temporal elasticity of substitution are a higher initial con-
sumption, a smoother consumption path, and a slower GDP growth (King and Rebelo, 1993).
In the context of a two-sector model, this would imply that, given a productivity shock to the
nonagricultural sector, workers tend to increase consumption initially, which requires an increase
in demand for both agricultural and nonagricultural goods. Since the production technology does
not improve in the agricultural sector, the increase in consumption demand for agricultural goods
requires more labor input in the agricultural sector. Consequently, a reallocation of labor from the
nonagricultural sector to the agricultural sector occurs in the first place, followed by labor shifting
out of the agricultural sector.

9The finding that agriculture is more flexible in substitution is consistent with the large wave
of mechanization during the 1950s and 1960s in the US, see also Schultz et al. (1964).

10The productivity shock induces the economy to be off the initial steady-state growth path
to experience a transitional path that eventually leads to a new steady-state growth path. The
transition period between two steady states is possibly longer than three decades. Thus, I do not
restrict the economy to reach the new steady state exactly within three decades.
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The Column (4) of Table (4.1) shows the values of various variables: employment

and output shares of the nonagricultural sector at the beginning and end of the

transition period. It also gives the growth rate of GDP per worker, which is around

8 percentage points per year.

The baseline is simulated as a benchmark that is compared with various coun-

terfactuals. My focus, is on the growth difference between the baseline and the

counterfactuals. Figure (4.1) exhibits the transitional paths of various variables, for

the baseline.

[Figure (4.1) about here]

4.4.3 Counterfactual C1 – Labor Reallocation Effect

Recall that the counterfactual C1 is a simulation where the agricultural employment

share remains at the initial level 0.7 (hence no migration allowed) while the same

productivity shock as in the baseline is imposed. In simulation implementation, I

place the constraint that sectoral employment share is constant over time, subject

to a productivity shock to the nonagricultural sector. This is equivalent to the

strengthening of Hukou by raising τ to a level such that no migration occurs over

time given the same productivity shock. It is found that τ has to increase by 18% in

order to hold back migrants that would have relocated to the nonagricultural sector.

The results of various variables in levels, for both the baseline and the counterfactual

C1, and associated percentage changes, for variables in the counterfactual C1 relative

to that in the baseline, are summarized in Table (4.3).11

[Table (4.3) about here]

Firstly, consider the structural change that takes place as a result of the productivity

shock in the counterfactual C1. The nonagricultural output share sm at t=30 is 0.81,

as opposed to a value of 0.87 if had the increase in τ not been implemented.

Secondly, consider the annual growth of GDP per effective worker ŷ in the counter-

factual C1. Given the values at the initial steady state and the end of three-decade

11Table (4.3) is constructed based on data at the end of the defined transition period, namely,
t=30. Results based on steady-state values, namely values at t(ss) rather than values at t=30,
are summarized in Table (4A.1) in Appendix 4.1. We can see that there is not much difference in
percentage changes between two tables, suggesting the value at t=30 is a good approximation for
the steady-state value, for various variables.
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episode (t=30) for ŷ, I find that the annual growth rate of ŷ are 6.02% per year in

the baseline and 3.91% per year in the counterfactual C1. This indicates a growth

difference of 2.11% per year. This is a measure of the impact of labor reallocation

in China over the last three decades.

The third point, which is closely related to the second point just discussed above, is,

what explains the growth difference between the baseline and the counterfactual C1?

This guides us to have a close look at the comparisons for other variables in Table

(4.3). In particular, I find that capital accumulation in these two scenarios is quite

different. For example, capital per effective worker k̂ at t = 30 in the counterfactual

C1 is 34% less than that in the baseline. In terms of annualized growth rate, k̂ grows

at a rate of 6.44% per year in the baseline, in contrast to 4.23% in the counterfactual

C1, which gives a difference of 2.22% per year over the last three decades.

A natural question is, what drives the difference in capital accumulation between

the two scenarios? Before proceeding to further analysis, it is useful to highlight

several observations:

Firstly, capital accumulation mainly occurs in the nonagricultural sector. For ex-

ample, at the initial steady state, the share of the agricultural capital stock in total

stock capital is 0.15, and it declines to roughly 0.10 in both the baseline and the

counterfactual C1.

Secondly, the nonagricultural sector is a capital intensive sector, compared with

the agricultural sector. At the initial steady state, the capital-labor ratio in the

nonagricultural sector is almost 13 times that in the agricultural sector.

Now consider the difference in capital per effective worker k̂ between the baseline

and the counterfactual C1. We can see that the major loss of capital accumulation

comes from the nonagricultural sector that would have employed more capital if

migrants have reallocated. The loss of capital accumulation in the nonagricultural

sector accounts for almost 92% of the total capital accumulation loss, due to the

constraint that no one is allowed to reallocate across sectors.

There are two reasons why capital accumulation is significantly less when migration

is prohibited. The first reason is capital accumulation loss associated with TFP loss

due to the migration restriction. It is well known that, in the one-sector neoclassical

growth model, an increase in TFP would also increase the steady-state capital per

worker k∗.12 For example, Landon-Lane and Robertson (2009) find that part of

12To illustrate, suppose there is an aggregate production function in intensive form of y = Bkγ ,
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the high capital accumulation in East Asian miracle economies can be attributed to

TFP growth.

Thus, in presence of migration, labor reallocation results in efficiency gains (TFP),

and hence raises steady-steady k̂∗ directly. Moreover, the non-agricultural sector

has a higher capital income share, and it is expanding, for example, its output share

increases from 0.72 to 0.93 over 1978-2008. Thus the aggregate capital income share

(γ), which is the sum of sectoral capital income shares weighted by output shares,

would also increase. It is straightforward to show that the elasticity of TFP in

respect to the steady-steady k̂∗ is simply 1/(1− γ) in Solow-Ramsey model, thus a

larger γ implies a greater elasticity, which further amplifies the impact of TFP gains

from migration on capital accumulation.

The second reason that accounts for the difference in capital accumulation lies in

the relative price of investment. I find that the relative price of agricultural goods

in the counterfactual C1 is 35.7% lower than the baseline value. Thus the unit

price of real consumption e is lower in the counterfactual C1. This implies that the

price of investment goods (from the nonagricultural sector) relative to consumption

goods is higher in the counterfactual C1, which suppresses investment and capital

accumulation. This is in line with the existing literature on the linkage between the

relative price of investment and growth, such as Summers (1981), Edwards (1989),

Agarwala (1983), De Long and Summers (1991) and Jones (1994).

The dynamic profiles of various variables in levels, for both the baseline and the

counterfactual C1, are shown in Figure (4.1). The associated percentage changes,

for variables in the counterfactual C1 relative to that in the baseline, are shown in

Figure (4.2).

[Figure (4.2) about here]

To summarize, the labor reallocation effect, defined as the growth difference between

the baseline and the counterfactual C1 where no migration is allowed, is around 2%

per year over the last three decades. Migration contributes to aggregate growth

where B denotes aggregate TFP, and γ is aggregate capital income share.
At a steady state, the marginal product of capital R∗ is uniquely determined by Eq (4.22), which
depends on a set of exogenous parameters. Meanwhile, by its definition, the marginal product of
capital can be expressed as R∗ = Bγ(k∗)γ−1. Thus, the steady-state capital per worker k∗ can be
written as k∗ = R∗1/(γ−1)B1/(1−γ).
For a given γ, a larger aggregate TFP B corresponds to a larger steady-state per worker capital
k∗. Secondly, the positive impact of TFP on k∗ is even greater when the production function is
more towards an “AK” type, namely, a larger capital income share γ in the production function.
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through both direct efficiency (TFP) gains and induced capital accumulation. This

induced capital accumulation is shown to be due to the impact of efficiency gains

resulting from migration on the return of capital, and also the effect of migration on

the relative price of nonagricultural goods, hence a lower price of investment relative

to consumption.

4.4.4 Counterfactual C2 – Growth Loss Effect

This subsection examines the counterfactual C2 where the Hukou restriction is re-

moved when the same productivity shock is imposed. A relaxation of Hukou is

modeled as a reduction in τ to zero at the beginning of the three-decade period, so

there is no wage gap between sectors. I completely attribute the wage gap to the

existence of the Hukou restriction, which is the source of labor misallocation across

sectors. This is a simple and neat way to model China’s migration policy (Hukou).

The observed wage, nevertheless, is all due to the Hukou restriction. Other factors,

including the sectoral differences in human capital differences and living costs will

contribute the observed wage gap. Thus, A more sophisticated experiment should

reduce τ to a nonzero value rather than zero. It is also predictable that such more

sophisticated models would yield a smaller growth loss effect.

The results of various variables in levels, for the counterfactual C2, and associated

percentage changes for variables in the counterfactual C1 relative to that in the

baseline, are summarized in Table (4.4).

[Table (4.4) about here]

Firstly, if there was no Hukou restriction in the past three decades, what would

the counterfactual structural change be in China? As expected, given the same

productivity shock, now there is a larger migration flow. Specifically, at t=30, the

nonagricultural employment share increases from the initial value 0.3 to 0.95, in

contrast to 0.61 in the baseline. In terms of output share, the nonagricultural sector

would account for 0.94 of the total output, compared with the baseline value 0.87.

This greater structural change implies a higher annual growth rate of 7.26% for GDP

per effective worker, contrasting with 6.02% in the baseline. Thus, the difference of

1.24% per year over the past three decades is an estimate of the growth loss due to

the Hukou restriction.
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Secondly, similar to the counterfactual C1, it is found that the higher growth in

the counterfactual C2 is associated with a larger capital per effective worker k̂.

Specifically, k̂ in the counterfactual C2 is 44.38% higher than that in the baseline.

The annual growth of k̂ in the counterfactual C2 is 7.76%, compared with 6.44% in

the baseline.

The difference in capital accumulation between the counterfactual C2 and the base-

line is mainly attributed to the increase of capital accumulation in the nonagricul-

tural sector, induced by a larger migration flow. Specifically, the increase in capital

accumulation in the nonagricultural sector accounts for almost 96% of aggregate

capital increase.

The same mechanism discussed in the counterfactual C1 applies here, the absence of

the Hukou restriction now induces a larger migration than that in the baseline. This

leads to a greater efficiency gains, which in turn induces more capital accumulation.

Similarly, the relative price of agricultural goods p is 96.23% higher than that in the

baseline. Since a higher p implies a higher unit price of real consumption e, so the

price of investment goods (from the nonagricultural sector) relative to consumption

goods is lower, and more capital accumulation is driven consequently.

Likewise, the dynamic profiles of various variables in levels, for the counterfactual

C2 are shown in Figure (4.1), and associated percentage changes, for variables in

the counterfactual 2 relative to that in the baseline, are shown in Figure (4.2).

In summary, if China had no Hukou restriction in the last three decades, it would

have gained another 1.24% per year of per worker GDP growth over the same period.

Likewise, the loss of this 1.24% per year is resulted from the direct efficiency loss as

well as the induced capital accumulation loss, due to the Hukou restriction.

4.4.5 Counterfactual C3 – Growth Prospects

This section considers the impact of further Hukou reform over the next decade.

Now I focus on the economy after year 2008, and examine the impact of Hukou

reform occurring after year 2008 on the growth in the coming decade. To simulate

a relaxation of Hukou, I impose a reduction in τ .

Note that the amount of migration in the next decade due to a reduction in τ would

depend on China’s future economic scenario. For now, I only present results for the

scenario where there is no productivity shock after year 2008 and per worker GDP
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would grow at a rate of around 3% per year over the next decade.

To simulate counterfactual cases, I impose the same productivity shock as in the

counterfactuals C1 and C2, as well as a shock to τ of varying magnitudes, that

occurs in the next decade. The counterfactual simulations considered here differ

from the counterfactual C2 mainly in initial conditions. In the counterfactual C2,

a shock to τ is imposed when the initial conditions are close to year 1978 values.

In contrast, the current counterfactual simulations, include a shock to τ when the

initial conditions are close to year 2008 values.

They are designed to answer different research questions. In the counterfactual C2,

I ask what would a counterfactual path be if there was no Hukou restriction over

the last three decades. Now, I ask, if the Hukou restriction is removed in the next

decade, what would a growth path be, compared with the baseline scenario where

the Hukou restriction remains over time.

Since over the past three decades, the employment share of the nonagricultural

sector increases from the initial value 0.3 to 0.6 in a nearly linear way. Thus, a

base target for the migration flow over the next decade would be 0.1 of the total

labor force. I then consider alternative fractions sequently, e.g. 0.2, 0.3. Note that

the upper boundary of migration target is 0.4 of the total labor force, which is the

current employment share of the agricultural sector. Lastly, I consider a case where

the Hukou constraint is completely abandoned, namely, τ = 0.

The results are presented in Table (4.5). First of all, it is seen that across scenarios

where τ is reduced, the growth of GDP per effective worker, and the change in shares

of employment and output over the last three decades resemble the baseline case.

To generate a migration flow of 0.1 of the total labor force over the next decade, τ

has to decline from the initial value 0.725 to 0.659. This implies a decline in the

wage ratio wm/wa from the initial value 3.6 to 2.9. And it translates into 0.9% per

year of per worker GDP growth over the next decade. If τ decreases further to 0.558,

hence the wage ratio falls to 2.3, 0.2 of the total labor force would migrate to the

nonagricultural sector over the next decade. This would contribute 1.68% per year

of per worker GDP growth.

Likewise, if τ drops further to 0.363, which implies a wage ratio of 1.6, 0.3 of the total

labor force would relocate to the nonagricultural sector, and a growth of 2.35% per

year will be added. Lastly, if the Hukou constraint is completely removed (τ = 0),

this would induce a migration flow of 0.36 of the total labor force, which translates
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into to a growth effect of 2.75% per year over the next decade.

Though the results suggest significant gains from the relaxation of Hukou, one also

needs to consider issues of congestion costs and provision of public goods in the

cities, associated with sudden massive migration. Therefore, the welfare gains from

the removal of Hukou might be smaller than suggested by Table (4.5).

In summary, the model suggests that further Hukou reform can generate sizable

growth effect of 1-3% per year for per worker GDP over the next decade, depending

on the extent to which the Hukou constraint is relaxed and hence associated amount

of migration. For example, a migration flow of 0.1 of the total labor force, would

add 0.9% per year of per worker GDP growth over the next decade. And if the

Hukou restriction is completely removed, the growth effect is a sizeable number of

2.75% per year over the next decade.

[Table (4.5) about here]

4.4.6 Further Discussions of Labor Reallocation Effect

I have shown that the growth effect of labor reallocation is 2.12% (RM hereafter)

per year over the past three decades. This is much higher than 0.77% per year by

the Denison-Kuznets approach in Chapter 3.13

To interpret these values, it is crucial to realize methodological difference between

RM and RDK (RSS), that is, RDK (RSS) is a result from the growth accounting

framework, while RM is from the general equilibrium framework. Specifically, RM

includes the effect of induced capital accumulation, and this is not included in RDK .

It reflects the general equilibrium growth effect allowing for capital accumulation.

RDK is a pure TFP component while RM is not.

Since RM contains endogenous capital accumulation effect, it is useful to extract a

labor effect net of induced capital accumulation effect. To capture this labor effect,

I perform the following simulations. For each of them, the same productivity shock

as specified in the baseline is imposed:

Simulation 1 (S1): Baseline. Capital stock is endogenous, and labor is allowed to

13I also compute RSS and RDK based on simulated baseline data. It is found that the labor
reallocation effect by the shift-share method is 1.46 percent per year, and 0.71 percent per year by
the Denison-Kuznets approach. Both of them are similar to the values derived in Chapter 3 based
on historical data.
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move across sectors, subject to the Hukou constraint wm(1− τ) = wa.

Simulation 2 (S2): Capital stock is fixed (no capital accumulation), and the con-

dition for labor is as same as in S1.

Simulation 3 (S3): Capital stock is endogenous and sectoral labor share is fixed

(no migration).

Simulation 4 (S4): Both capital stock and sectoral labor share are fixed.

The labor effect then can be measured as either S2 − S4 or (S1 − S3) − (S3 − S4).

These two measures give similar numbers, because conceptually they are “close”

to RDK , though in a different way. Specifically, for the measure S2 − S4, the base

is static. It quantifies the labor reallocation effect when capital stock is constant.

While for (S1−S3)− (S3−S4), the base is dynamic. The labor reallocation effect is

evaluated in scenarios where capital stock accumulates. The results for this exercise

are summarized in Table (4.6).

[Table (4.6) about here]

When both capital stock and sectoral labor share are fixed, the growth of GDP per

effective worker ŷ is 2.18% per year. If I allow labor to move across sectors subject

to the mobility constraint wm(1 − τ) = wa, the nonagricultural employment share

increases from the initial value 0.3 to 0.38, and the growth of ŷ only increases by

a small margin to 2.52% per year. Thus, the pure labor effect measured by this

approach is only 0.35% per year.14

The alternative measure for the impact of labor migration is (S1 − S3)− (S3 − S4).

Notice that S1-S3 is exactly the labor reallocation effect (RM) measured by the

growth difference between the baseline and the counterfactual C1, from which now

another component S3 − S4 is deducted. This component, S3 − S4, is a measure

of the capital accumulation effect, conditioning on constant labor allocation across

sectors. This capital accumulation effect, is found to be 1.73% per year. Thus, the

pure labor reallocation effect by this alternative measure, is 0.38% per year.

It is shown that the pure labor reallocation effect by both measures is very small,

14Note that this number is smaller than RDK(0.77%). This difference lies in the fact that RDK is
computed based on the difference in marginal product of labor which is derived from the exogenous
path of capital, while 0.38% per year is the growth difference between two scenarios where capital
does not accumulate over time.
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under half a percent per year.15 Thus, the majority of the 2.12% per year from labor

reallocation is attributed to induced capital accumulation.16

As critiqued in Chapter 3, the conventional wisdom is that the growth effect from

labor reallocation in China is round 1-2% per year, which would appear to be a

significant fraction of China’s growth. And it is perhaps mistakenly considered as

a component of aggregate TFP growth. I have shown in Chapter 3, that if one

aims to quantify labor reallocation effect as a component of TFP growth, then RSS

given by the shift-share method is overestimated. The more appropriate RDK by

Denison-Kuznets gives a much smaller number which is under one percentage point

per year.

This is consistent with my results here by a general equilibrium model. Out of this

2% per year, the pure labor effect is very small. The majority of the 2% per year

is in fact attributed to capital accumulation facilitated by migration. The induced

capital accumulation, in the growth accounting framework, would be assigned to the

contribution of capital stock.

This clarification is important since the TFP gains and induced capital accumulation

are different sources of growth, and they have different welfare implications. Welfare

gains from capital accumulation might be small or zero since they are derived from

postponed consumption, while productivity or efficiency gains is a pure welfare gain.

I have also discussed the linkage between the relative price of agricultural goods p

and capital per effective worker k̂, identified in results for the counterfactuals C1 and

C2. This can be further seen in subplots (1) and (10) of Figure (4.2). For example,

in the counterfactual C1 where no migration is allowed, p is 35.70% less than the

baseline value, implying that investment goods are more expensive than that in the

baseline, and this corresponds to 46.85% less k̂ than that in the baseline.

Likewise, in the counterfactual C2 where no Hukou constraint is imposed, p is 96.23%

higher than the baseline value, suggesting cheaper investment goods, and this cor-

responds to 44.38% higher k̂ than that in the baseline.17

15Using a descriptive growth model, Brandt and Zhu (2010) also find that the pure labor real-
location effect is a moderate order of 1.02% per year.

16Using a two-sector neoclassical growth model, Landon-Lane and Robertson (2009) also find a
quantitatively large indirect capital deepening effects from inter-sectoral resource reallocation.

17To have a better sense of how capital per effective worker k̂ responds to the change in relative
price p, I perform the following exercise. For initial steady state, I now impose a tax on agricultural
producers, which is 10% of the price of agricultural goods p, and resolve the steady state. It is
found that both p and k̂ adjust upwards, and the derived general equilibrium elasticity of k̂ with
respect to p is 1.04. Next I increase the tax sequentially to 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% of p. The
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In summary, the effect of migration on TFP growth is very small, 0.35-0.38% per

year, though it has a sizable impact on aggregate growth, around 2% per year, via

mainly capital accumulation facilitated by migration.

4.5 Conclusions

I have clarified in Chapter 3 that the labor reallocation only contributes a minor

component to TFP growth in China over the last three decades, slightly under one

percentage point per year. The implication from this finding is that the potential

slowing down of migration in the future may not be a significant barrier to China’s

growth.

However, noticing that the analysis in Chapter 3 is performed in the growth account-

ing framework, it is crucial to highlight some features of this methodology that may

affect the interpretation of the analysis. Most importantly, the growth accounting

approach takes the observed capital stock as given, and breaks down the observed

aggregate growth into components associated with changes in factor inputs and a

Solow residual that reflects technological progress and other elements, e.g. resource

allocation efficiency gains. This standard exercise however does not consider causal

relations between TFP and capital stock.

To incorporate endogenous relations between capital accumulation and migration,

one has to establish a general equilibrium model. In this chapter, I present a two-

sector neoclassic growth model, and quantify the labor reallocation effect and the

growth loss effect, due to the Hukou restriction, by comparing the factual scenario

with various counterfactuals.

The key conclusion is that the labor reallocation effect, that includes efficiency

gains and capital accumulation, is around 2 percentage points per year. Capital

accumulation facilitated by migration accounts for the majority of this 2 percentage

points. The labor reallocation effect in absence of capital adjustment is in fact

small. This confirms my finding from Chapter 3 that the labor reallocation effect

contributes a minor part to TFP growth. The induced capital accumulation is shown

to be due to the impact of efficiency gains resulting from migration on the return

to capital, and also the effect of migration on the relative price of nonagricultural

goods, hence a lower price of investment relative to consumption.

derived general equilibrium elasticities are 1.02, 0.99, 0.90, 0.85 and 0.75 respectively. Generally,
the elasticity drops as the tax (or the change in p) increases.
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I also provide implications for China’s growth prospect over the next decade, given

different assumptions of further Hukou reform. The simulation results suggest a

growth gain of 1-3 percentage points per year for per worker GDP, depending on

the extent to which the Hukou restriction is relaxed.

For example, a migration flow of 10 percent of the total labor force over the next

decade, would contribute 0.9 percentage points per year of per worker GDP growth

for the next decade. If the Hukou restriction is completely removed, the growth gain

is a sizeable number of 2.75 percentage points per year over the next decade.

The message delivered from this chapter points to the gains of further Hukou reform.

Given that there is still about 40 percent of the total labor force residing in the

agricultural sector, a case might be made to acceleration of the pace of urbanization

and the relaxation of Hukou. The migration flow can, to a certain degree, release

firms’ pressure from the rising wages and labor shortage, when their productivity

does not rise as fast as the wages.

Therefore, further Hukou reform can directly contribute to the growth by a moderate

margin over the next decades. This extra growth may be very important in order

to facilitate a smooth transition for China as its high growth era comes to a close.
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Appendix 4.1: Results based on Steady-State Val-

ues across Simulations

[Table (4A.1) about here]

[Table (4A.2) about here]
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Figure 4.1: Dynamics Paths of the Baseline and the Counterfactuals
Note: “C1” and “C2” denote the counterfactual C1 and C2 as detailed in main text.
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Note: “C1” and “C2” denote the counterfactual C1 and C2 as detailed in main text. “Cont.” is
short for “Continued from Previous Page”.
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Note: “C1” and “C2” denote the counterfactual C1 and C2 as detailed in main text.
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Table 4.1: Structural Transformation in China (1978-2008)

Variables Symbols Data Baseline
Employment share of M sector (t = 0) lm (t = 0) 0.29 0.30
Employment share of M sector (t = 30) lm (t = 30) 0.60 0.61
Output share of M sector (t = 0) sm (t = 0) 0.72 0.70
Output share of M sector (t = 30) sm (t = 30) 0.93 0.88
Growth of GDP per worker g 0.81 0.80

Notes: “M” denotes nonagricultural sector. “t=0” and “t=30” correspond to the beginning
and the end of the period of 1978-2008, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Parameters of Initial Steady-State Calibration

Variables Symbols Values
Assumed
Inverse of the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution θ 0.75
Population growth n 0.01
Labor augmenting productivity growth x 0.02
Depreciation δ 0.05
Time discount rate ρ 0.02
Substitution elasticity of CES utility function σu 2.1
Substitution elasticity of CES production function in A sector σa 1.8
Substitution elasticity of CES production function in M sector σm 1.1
Investment rate I/Y 0.3
Output share of A sector sa 0.3
Employment share of A sector la 0.7
Labor income share ratio (M/A) 0.75

Derived
Balanced growth rate z 0.03
Investment-Capital ratio I/K 0.08
Capital-Output ratio K/Y 3.75
Steady-State return to capital R∗ 0.1
Labor income share in A sector 0.82
Labor income share in M sector 0.54
Mobility friction τ 0.75
Consumption budget share of A goods 0.43

Notes: “M” and “A” denote the nonagricultural sector and the agricultural sector respectively.
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Table 4.3: Results of Counterfactual C1

Variables Initial Baseline C1 Percentage Growth Growth Difference
Change (%) Baseline (%) C1 (%) (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Capital per effective worker, k̂ 37.50 244.15 129.78 -46.85 6.44 4.23 -2.22

Capital employed in M sector per effective worker, k̂m 31.96 221.08 115.64 -47.69 6.66 4.38 -2.28

Capital employed in A sector per effective worker, k̂a 5.54 23.07 14.14 -38.72 4.87 3.17 -1.70

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in M sector, k̂m/lm 106.66 363.56 385.96 6.16 4.17 4.38 0.21

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in A sector, k̂a/la 7.91 58.87 20.19 -65.71 6.92 3.17 -3.75
Real output per effective worker, ŷ 10.00 57.74 31.60 -45.27 6.02 3.91 -2.11
Real output of M goods per effective worker, ŷm 7.00 50.56 25.64 -49.28 6.81 4.42 -2.39
Real output of A goods per effective worker, ŷa 3.00 2.85 3.68 29.02 -0.17 0.69 0.85
Real consumption per effective worker, q̂ 7.00 25.11 16.29 -35.14 4.35 2.86 -1.50
Relative price of A goods, p 1.00 2.51 1.62 -35.70 3.12 1.61 -1.51
Unit expenditure of real consumption, e 1.00 1.34 1.19 -10.78 0.97 0.59 -0.38
Return to capital, R 0.10 0.11 0.11 -2.76 0.34 0.25 -0.09
Wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm 12.70 42.88 44.03 2.67 4.14 4.23 0.09
Real wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm/e 12.70 32.08 36.92 15.08 3.14 3.62 0.48
Wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa 3.49 11.79 6.33 -46.35 4.14 2.00 -2.14
Real wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa/e 3.49 8.82 5.31 -39.86 3.14 1.40 -1.73
Employment share of M sector, lm 0.30 0.61 0.30 -50.73
Output share of M sector, sm 0.70 0.88 0.81 -7.32

Investment rate, î/ŷ 0.30 0.42 0.39 -7.95
Consumption budget share of A goods, ŷap/ε̂ 0.43 0.21 0.31 43.37

Notes: “M” and “A” denote the nonagricultural sector and the agricultural sector respectively. Columns (1)-(3) summarize the values of variables at the end of
three-decade transition period (t=30) across simulations. Column (4) shows the percentage change of variables in the counterfactual C1 relative to that in the baseline.
Columns (5)-(6) present annual growth of variables in the baseline and the counterfactual C1 respectively. Column (7) gives the difference in values between column
(5) and (6).
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Table 4.4: Results of Counterfactual C2

Variables Initial Baseline C2 Percentage Growth Growth Difference
Change (%) Baseline (%) C1 (%) (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Capital per effective worker, k̂ 37.50 244.15 352.52 44.38 6.44 7.76 1.31

Capital employed in M sector per effective worker, k̂m 31.96 221.08 325.36 47.17 6.66 8.04 1.38

Capital employed in A sector per effective worker, k̂a 5.54 23.07 27.16 17.71 4.87 5.44 0.57

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in M sector, k̂m/lm 106.66 363.56 342.55 -5.78 4.17 3.97 -0.21

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in A sector, k̂a/la 7.91 58.87 541.10 819.07 6.92 15.12 8.21
Real output per effective worker, ŷ 10.00 57.74 81.91 41.87 6.02 7.26 1.24
Real output of M goods per effective worker, ŷm 7.00 50.56 76.73 51.76 6.81 8.31 1.50
Real output of A goods per effective worker, ŷa 3.00 2.85 1.05 -63.22 -0.17 -3.44 -3.27
Real consumption per effective worker, q̂ 7.00 25.11 30.34 20.79 4.35 5.01 0.66
Relative price of A goods, p 1.00 2.51 4.93 96.23 3.12 5.47 2.34
Unit expenditure of real consumption, e 1.00 1.34 1.49 11.40 0.97 1.34 0.36
Return to capital, R 0.10 0.11 0.11 2.83 0.34 0.43 0.09
Wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm 12.70 42.88 41.77 -2.58 4.14 4.05 -0.09
Real wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm/e 12.70 32.08 28.06 -12.55 3.14 2.68 -0.46
Wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa 3.49 11.79 41.58 252.64 4.14 8.61 4.47
Real wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa/e 3.49 8.82 27.93 216.55 3.14 7.18 4.04
Employment share of M sector, lm 0.30 0.61 0.95 56.19
Output share of M sector, sm 0.70 0.88 0.94 6.97

Investment rate, î/ŷ 0.30 0.42 0.45 7.16
Consumption budget share of A goods, ŷap/ε̂ 0.43 0.21 0.11 -46.36

Notes: “M” and “A” denote the nonagricultural sector and the agricultural sector respectively. Columns (1)-(3) summarize the values of variables at the end of
three-decade transition period (t=30) across simulations. Column (4) shows the percentage change of variables in the counterfactual C2 relative to that in the baseline.
Columns (5)-(6) present annual growth of variables in the baseline and the counterfactual C2 respectively. Column (7) gives the difference in values between column
(5) and (6).
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Table 4.5: Growth Prospects for China in the Next Decade (2009-2019)

Baseline
(τ = 0.725)

Simu A
(τ = 0.659)

Simu B
(τ = 0.558)

Simu C
(τ = 0.363)

Simu D
(τ = 0)

ĝ (1978-08), % 6.00 5.98 5.94 5.91 5.89
lm (2008) 0.61 0.6 0.6 0.59 0.59
sm (2008) 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87

ĝ (2009-19), % 0.80 1.70 2.48 3.15 3.55
lm (2019) 0.61 0.7 0.8 0.89 0.95
l∗m 0.61 0.7 0.8 0.89 0.95
sm (2019) 0.87 0.89 0.9 0.92 0.97

Migration
Flow

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.36

Growth
Effect, %

0.90 1.68 2.35 2.75

Notes: lm, l∗m, sm, ŷ and ĝ denote employment share of the nonagricultural (M) sector, GDP of the nonagricultural (M) sector,
GDP per effective worker and annual growth of GDP per effective worker.
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Table 4.6: Pure Labor Reallocation Effect

k̂ lm ŷ ĝ (%)
S1 244.15 0.61 57.74 6.02
S2 37.50 0.38 21.12 2.52
S3 129.78 0.30 31.60 3.91
S4 37.50 0.30 19.08 2.18
Pure Labor Reallocation Effect (%)
S2-S4 0.35
(S1-S3)-(S3-S4) 0.38

Notes: k̂, lm, ŷ and ĝ denote capital per effective worker, employment
share of the nonagricultural (M) sector, GDP per effective worker and
annual growth of GDP per effective worker.
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Table 4A.1: Results of Counterfactual C1 – Steady-State Values

Variables Initial Baseline C1 Percentage Growth Growth Difference
Change (%) Baseline (%) C1 (%) (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Capital per effective worker, k̂ 37.50 308.80 154.08 -50.10 7.28 4.82 -2.46

Capital employed in M sector per effective worker, k̂m 31.96 275.76 135.76 -50.77 7.45 4.94 -2.51

Capital employed in A sector per effective worker, k̂a 5.54 33.04 18.33 -44.53 6.13 4.07 -2.06

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in M sector, k̂m/lm 106.66 453.11 453.11 0.00 4.94 4.94 0.00

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in A sector, k̂a/la 7.91 84.41 26.17 -69.00 8.21 4.07 -4.14
Real output per effective worker, ŷ 10.00 64.75 34.33 -46.98 6.42 4.20 -2.23
Real output of M goods per effective worker, ŷm 7.00 56.36 27.75 -50.77 7.20 4.70 -2.50
Real output of A goods per effective worker, ŷa 3.00 3.26 3.95 20.97 0.28 0.92 0.64
Real consumption per effective worker, q̂ 7.00 29.82 18.28 -38.70 4.95 3.25 -1.70
Relative price of A goods, p 1.00 2.57 1.67 -35.16 3.20 1.72 -1.48
Unit expenditure of real consumption, e 1.00 1.34 1.20 -10.37 0.99 0.62 -0.37
Return to capital, R 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm 12.70 47.29 47.29 0.00 4.48 4.48 0.00
Real wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm/e 12.70 35.22 39.29 11.57 3.46 3.84 0.38
Wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa 3.49 13.01 6.79 -47.83 4.48 2.24 -2.24
Real wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa/e 3.49 9.68 5.64 -41.80 3.46 1.61 -1.85
Costate variable, µ 0.23 0.06 0.09 61.05 -4.50 -2.97 1.53
Employment share of M sector, lm 0.30 0.61 0.30 -50.77
Output share of M sector, sm 0.70 0.87 0.81 -7.14

Investment rate, î/ŷ 0.30 0.38 0.36 -5.88
Consumption budget share of A goods, ŷap/ε̂ 0.43 0.21 0.30 42.77

Notes: “M” and “A” denote the nonagricultural sector and the agricultural sector respectively. Columns (1)-(3) summarize the steady-state values of variables across
simulations. Column (4) shows the percentage change of variables in the counterfactual C1 relative to that in the baseline. Columns (5)-(6) present annual growth of
variables in the baseline and the counterfactual C1 respectively. Column (7) gives the difference in values between column (5) and (6).
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Table 4A.2: Results of Counterfactual C2 – Steady-State Values

Variables Initial Baseline C2 Percentage Growth Growth Difference
Change (%) Baseline (%) C1 (%) (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Capital per effective worker, k̂ 37.50 308.80 473.69 53.40 7.28 8.82 1.54

Capital employed in M sector per effective worker, k̂m 31.96 275.76 430.31 56.04 7.45 9.05 1.61

Capital employed in A sector per effective worker, k̂a 5.54 33.04 43.39 31.32 6.13 7.10 0.97

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in M sector, k̂m/lm 106.66 453.11 453.11 0.00 4.94 4.94 0.00

Capital-Efficiency worker ratio in A sector, k̂a/la 7.91 84.41 862.20 921.41 8.21 16.92 8.71
Real output per effective worker, ŷ 10.00 64.75 94.66 46.19 6.42 7.78 1.36
Real output of M goods per effective worker, ŷm 7.00 56.36 87.95 56.04 7.20 8.80 1.60
Real output of A goods per effective worker, ŷa 3.00 3.26 1.41 -56.90 0.28 -2.49 -2.77
Real consumption per effective worker, q̂ 7.00 29.82 38.27 28.34 4.95 5.83 0.88
Relative price of A goods, p 1.00 2.57 4.78 85.70 3.20 5.35 2.15
Unit expenditure of real consumption, e 1.00 1.34 1.48 10.44 0.99 1.32 0.33
Return to capital, R 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm 12.70 47.29 47.29 0.00 4.48 4.48 0.00
Real wage per effective worker in M sector, ŵm/e 12.70 35.22 31.89 -9.46 3.46 3.12 -0.34
Wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa 3.49 13.01 47.29 263.64 4.48 9.08 4.59
Real wage per effective worker in A sector, ŵa/e 3.49 9.68 31.89 229.25 3.46 7.65 4.19
Employment share of M sector, lm 0.30 0.61 0.95 56.04
Output share of M sector, sm 0.70 0.87 0.93 6.74

Investment rate, î/ŷ 0.30 0.38 0.40 4.93
Consumption budget share of A goods, ŷap/ε̂ 0.43 0.21 0.12 -43.54

Notes: “M” and “A” denote the nonagricultural sector and the agricultural sector respectively. Columns (1)-(3) summarize the steady-state values of variables across
simulations. Column (4) shows the percentage change of variables in the counterfactual C2 relative to that in the baseline. Columns (5)-(6) present annual growth of
variables in the baseline and the counterfactual C2 respectively. Column (7) gives the difference in values between column (5) and (6).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Three decades of GDP growth averaging at 8-10% per annum has propelled China

from one of the poorest countries in the world to a middle-income economy. The

biggest challenge now facing China is whether it can sustain robust growth over the

coming decades to enter the club of rich countries.

People who hold gloomy forecasts for China argue that the driving forces that used

to contribute to China’s growth may have come to the end, predominantly, surplus

labor, low wages, demographic dividends. It is widely suggested that China has

reached the “Lewis Turning Point”, signalled by rising wages in both rural and

urban sectors. It is also frequently suggested that China would see a substantial

drop in investment, while its domestic consumption still remains at a low level. As

a result, China is about to experience a significant downshift in growth in the coming

decade.

Given this background, this thesis seeks to provide a better understanding of China’s

growth in the past as well as growth prospects.

5.1 On the Existence of A Middle-Income Trap

The first debate is whether China has been or will be in a “Middle-Income Trap”

(hereafter MIT). The idea of a MIT is not China specific. The main motivation

comes from the appearance of premature slowdowns in many middle-income coun-

tries, particularly featured in several formerly fast growing East Asian economies

and the continued failure of several other Latin American economies to accelerate
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their growth. Moreover, The World Bank (2011, 2012) also documents the evidence

in favor of this MIT hypothesis.1

Despite the popularity of this debate, there have been few attempts to formally test

the existence of a MIT. Following the time series convergence literature, I propose a

testable definition of a MIT, which requires that the long-term forecasts of income

levels remain in the middle-income band.

I found that in a simple Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test, even allowing for structural

breaks, a maximum of only six out of a sample of 46 current middle-income countries

satisfy my necessary conditions of a MIT. For the vast majority of countries, I cannot

reject the null hypothesis that the income gap with the USA follows a stochastic

process or has a time trend. This result therefore emphasizes the importance of

considering the time series properties of the data, as it yields distinctive results

contrasting with existing empirical evidence of a MIT.

Next I consider a restricted model which excludes a long-run time trend in the log

per capita income gap. The rational for the restricted model lies in a theoretical

proposition that all countries will grow at the same long-run growth rate governed

by the world technological frontier. I find that there are now 25 countries can satisfy

my definition of a MIT.

The remaining half of the countries are still eliminated as candidates for a MIT by

this restricted model. This includes countries such as Argentina, Chile and Malaysia,

which are implicitly labeled as being in a MIT by the World Bank. Conversely some

countries that are not normally considered to be candidates for a MIT, do satisfy

my definition, including Botswana, Indonesia and Thailand.

With regards to China, I do not find that it satisfies the necessary conditions of

a MIT. But the evidence that MITs may exist does suggest that the view, that

continuing “catch up growth” in China may be more difficult in the future, cannot

be dismissed. Many middle-income countries do indeed seem to have converged to

a lower than potential level of per capita income.

1They find that out of 101 middle-income countries in 1960, only a handful group of 13 economies
managed to join the club of rich countries.
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5.2 Growth Gains of Rural-Urban Migration

The second prevailing debate is whether “China will hit the Great Wall as it runs

out surplus peasants” (Krugman, 2013). There is a predominant view that rural-

urban migration has been an important growth engine for China in the past three

decades. Numerous studies of growth sources in China report growth effects from

labor reallocation in China to be in the order of 1-2 percentage points per year,

which would appear to be a significant fraction of China’s growth.

5.2.1 Growth Accounting Framework

In order to have an informed discussion about the sources of growth, it is important

to get the numbers right and have a clear understanding what they mean. To that

end the standard framework for decomposing growth, dating back to Solow (1957),

divides growth into factor accumulation and residual TFP growth. Denison (1967)

and Kuznets (1961) showed that TFP growth can be further divided into resource

reallocation effects and a smaller residual.

Despite the presence of this accepted technique I have found that the majority (11

out of 16) of studies that quantify “labor reallocation effects” in China have used the

theoretically ambiguous shift-share decomposition. The shift-share method produces

reallocation effect for China that are around 2.3 times larger than the conventional

TFP-based measure. Hence the “labor reallocation effects” for China that have

been presented and discussed in this literature, significantly overstate the correct

estimates of the TFP gains from labor reallocation in China.

To get a better sense of the importance of labor reallocation in China’s growth,

I then use recent data on urban-rural human capital differences to further adjust

the TFP generation through the reduction in misallocation from migration. Since

human capital per worker is much higher in urban areas this naturally also leads

to a significant downward adjustment in the size of the estimated TFP gains from

labor reallocation.

Together therefore, these two adjustments lead to a very substantial revision of the

role of migration in China’s growth. I find that labor reallocation has contributed

only one quarter of a percentage point per year to China’s growth over 1978-2011.

Over each period and over the whole period 1978-2010, labor reallocation effects are

always less than 1/10th of China’s TFP growth.
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It seems, therefore, that the conventional view, that labor migration has made a

major contribution to China’s growth, cannot be justified by the standard two-

sector growth accounting growth framework. The results therefore suggest that a

re-evaluation of the historical sources of growth in China is needed. In particu-

lar, for development policy, the results suggest that less emphasis on the costs of

misallocation may be warranted, along with a greater emphasis on other sources of

productivity growth.

5.2.2 Two-sector General Equilibrium Framework

The growth accounting approach takes the observed capital stock as given, and

breaks down aggregate growth into components associated with different factor in-

puts and a Solow residual that reflects technological progress and other elements,

e.g. resource allocation efficiency gains. This standard exercise however does not

consider causal relations between TFP and the capital stock.

To incorporate endogenous response of capital accumulation to migration, one has

to establish a general equilibrium model. Following the Ramsey-Cass-Koopmans

framework, I develop a two-sector neoclassical growth model with optimal capital

accumulation, migration and the Hukou restriction in the labor market, to quantify

the labor reallocation effect, as well as the growth loss effect due to the Hukou

restriction, by comparing the factual and various counterfactuals.

The key conclusion is that the labor reallocation effect that includes efficiency gains

and induced capital accumulation, is around 2 percentage points per year. Capital

accumulation facilitated by migration accounts for the majority of this 2 percentage

points. The labor reallocation effect in absence of capital adjustment is in fact small.

This confirms my finding using the growth accounting framework in Chapter 3 that

the labor reallocation effect contributes a minor part to the TFP growth.

This finding of a large induced capital accumulation effect has not been discussed by

existing model-based studies on China’s structural change and growth. This is shown

to be due to the impact of efficiency gains resulting from migration on the return

to capital, and also the effect of migration on the relative price of nonagricultural

goods, hence a lower price of investment relative to consumption.

I further provide implications for China’s growth prospects over the next decade,

given different assumptions of further Hukou reform. The simulation results suggest

a gain of 1-3 percentage points per year of per worker GDP growth, depending on the
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extent to which the Hukou restriction is relaxed. For example, a migration flow of

10 percent of the total labor force over the next decade will contribute a growth gain

of 0.9 percentage points over the same period. If the Hukou restriction is completely

removed, the growth gain is a sizeable number of 2.75 percentage points per year

over the next decade. These gains include induced capital accumulation resulting

from the relaxation of Hukou.
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